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Chapter I 
Very few st.udies have investigated the effectiveness of training in prob-
1- sol v1ng with ch1ldren in the age range of fi. ve to ten years. 
Those studies wb1ch have lnvestigated problem. 801 v1ng in TOung ohUdren 
up to and 1nelud1ng ten-Tear-olds (L1rxUey, 1897; Heidbreder, 1928; ~er, 
1958) have evaluated that. behavior in terms of the oorrectness of the solution, 
the t.ime required for a solution, and the chUdts verbalization of t.he prino1-
ple underlying the solution, and qualitative descriptions of the chUd's prob-
lem solving strategy. 
Likewise, unt1l recent17 1n'V'estigations of the effectiveness of t.r~ 
in problem solving wit.h older grade school, high school students and adults 
had depended on the correctness of an answer, as the pr1ma.ry' measure of the 
ettectiftlless of tra,1n1ng, because no saUsfactory objective, quantitative 
measures of the problem solving process had been developed. With such emphasis 
on the product rather than on the process i tsel.1', these studies revealed very 
Ut.tl.e about the influence of tra1rd.ng on the problem. solving process. 
Tb1s shortoom1ng in studies ooncerned with problem sol v.lng has been recog 
n1zoo tor a long time. In order to make the thi nking pl-ooesses of their sub-
jects more obae1'T&ble, some investiga:tors (He1dbreder, 1924; Heldbreder, 1928) 
bave had their subjects give an introspective report after each step tova.rds 
SOlution. others (Dunckel'. 1945) have had their subjects "think aloud" vh1le 
1 
2 
sol dng a probl_, and t1nally m.oom and Broder (1950) used tests whoae various 
solut.iona could speo:11'y the solver's approach 01' process. What was really need-
ed, however, as Rtq (l955) pointed out was the selection of problfml8 in which 
the exper.1m.enter oould watch the subject's solving processes at work, as opposed. 
to probl8D18 where he aees only the solution, the end pJ'Oduct. 
Dr. R1moldi at Loyola' a Psychometrio Labol'ator.Y (R1moldi. 1955; Ri.mDld1 
1960; Riaold1, 1961, B1moldi A Devane, 1961; R1mold1, Devane, B.al.ey, 1961; 
UWoI_d1, Fogl.iatto, Baley, Re7es, E:rdmam, Zaoh&r1a, 1962; Rlaold.1 " Bal..,., 
962; R1.m.old1, Baley, Fogl1&tto, Erdlwm. 1963), has developed a method which 
enables the researcher to exper1ment.a.1l.1' and quant1tat.1vel3 ~e the problc 
solving process itself. B.iJaold1's approach a1ma at s~ the problEli sol'f'ing 
cess by 8l'I&l.yzing the quest.1ona a subject asks in the OOUl"'se of solviDg a 
blem. It is reasonable that auch an analysis should make possible a more 
IU.L..In.ut desorJ.pt1on of the problem sol't'1ng pl'OOess. 
A thought.fully considered :rationale (R1moldi, 19(1) lies behind t.b1s 
ethodol.ogy and was l'espons1bl.e for ita development. RilIold1 believes that as 
0l'Jg as tbe study ot probl_ solv1ng ia llmited to a.na1.3'sla ot problem-solutions, 
"gap" between aUaul.us and reaponse oan only be f'Uled w1 th U1'lVe1"1.t1ed in-
.. enees. He teels that, a1noe t.h1s "gap" has great importance tor the inte-
tatton of complex psycbDlog1cal. phenoaena, it is des1l'able that it should be 
r:1.mentally ~ed be1"ol'e b;ypotheees are 1nTen\ed to explain it. Rimoldi 
er believes that it is not neoeasar.y to evalua:te subjects in relation to 
• mean of the group to which til.,. belong. Thus, R1aoldi, in b1s efforts to 
I' a subjeot·s problem solYing process observable to the expel"1aenter, ls 
terested pr1marily in evaluatiDg the questions & subject asks in relation to 
J 
the logical demands of the problem. not in evaluating a subject· s solution in 
reJ,at.1.on to the average pertOl".\!!lanOG of his group. 
The present study investigates the eftect.i veness of vary1ng amounts of 
guldanoe 1n probl_ sol T.1ng tJoaining w1 t.h ab1ldren tl"Om first through t.b.e 
fourth grade. This NSeat'Oh. bY' app.\y'JlJg R1moldi's e<:oring Pl"OCed\ll'eS to the 
problElllS presented, 119 ho~ 1mrest.1.gatAng the intloonce of treirr:1ng on the 
p1"Oblem sol T.1tlg proceas itself'. The p:t'Cblem. sol. v.1ng proosss is def'1ned as the 
process of obt.a:1n1.ng and a~ information mevant to the 1lO1utJ.on of' a 
problem. The subject 1.s presMted v1t.b a pl'Obla."!; he must. t1nd adequate data 
for a solut1on. His piI:'Ob1em sol'dng p.roc.ess 1s appraised on the buis of ql.les-
t.1ons he asks in tho course of solving a. pzooblan. 
A subject's questions can be scored in tez.mg of noms developed bom. the 
logical structure of e ... ah problem. It might be well to consider an example. 
U a subject, D.tter asking questions the a\'lSWerS to wb10h supp1.1ed all the data 
necess8.l7' II cont.1.nues to ask redundant, untt:eJCesse.r.r questiOl'l$, it oan be said he 
demonstrated abU1V to obtain, but not to &~ 1n.f'uomation to the solut.i.cn of 
a pro'blEltl. SUch a subject would score mid.wa1' between a subject who Umited bbt-
self striotly' to necessar:y quest.i.ons, and a subject who failed to d-.onstl-ate 
8l\Y a.b1l1V to either cbta.:1n or apply intorma:t;lon 1naSmt1ch e.s he taUed to ask 
questions the answers to 'Iilhich would yield data 1"tievant to the problem. 
The present stud;r also employs an ~m.ental deSign, and problems, vh10b 
are conceptually s1mUar to the c.xpe;r1mental des1gn and some of the problO1l$ 
used 11'1 ~tlO earlier 1rlvestdgat4cns of th.o 1n:f'luence· of training on the probl._ 
SOlving proctlSsas evaJ:uated by R1moldi's JI'1othodology (ll.1mold1 & Devane, 1961; 
Rimold1, Fogl1atto, Baley, Reyes, E:rdmann., Za.cha.r1a, 1962.) Theso prov.l.oua 
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1nV6st1gatd.ons of tra.1ning are disoussed in more deta:U in Chapter n - Review 
or Literature. 
The f'i va major differences between the present research and the two stud-
1e8 just mentd.oned by Rimoldi and his coworkers are: 1.) The present exper:1ment 
EIIlPLoyed more than two amounts of training; that is, instead ot having a train-
~ group and a no-tra1n1ng, or control, group, this st'w:W employed four d1tt .... 
ent ~ treatments.. 2.) This st't1dy" employed sm1.l: geometrical. design aM. 
picture problems, whereas the other studies also used verbal problems. 3.) In 
the present study, a subject had to generate her own questions tor all the prob-
laas. There "W'ere no ready-made ques't1ons 1'.Pom whioh she could choose those she 
tal. t would supply her with necessary information. In the previous investiga-
tions, some of the prohlCiIU oame supp1.1ed with ready-made quest..1.on$ from wbich 
a subject could choose those he wished to ask. 4.) The durat..1.on of the tra1n1ng 
period tor each subject was not as prolonged in the present ~. 5.) The pre-
sent research used as subjects giz'ls in first through fourth grade, whereas the 
previous studies used male subjects at the h:1.gh scbool. am college levels. 
In brief, the expel"'JJnental design cons1sted of a post-tl"a:1ni2lg test ani a 
tel" retention test whioh were emp1.07ed to assess, 1n terms of logical norms, 
the influence of each tra1n1ng treatment. The quant.1tat.1ve value of a subject's 
uestion sequence on these tests was determined by the "puJ.l.1ng-out" method of 
pplying logical norms to observed question sequences. \>~ether the quest10ns a 
lbject asked were relevant to the prohl.an and necessary tor el!lIdnating as ~ 
ternaUves as possible at each step detEmdned the quantitative value of her 
The subjects used. in the present stu<:.tv were average achievers in school. 
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1'be traild ng treatments range roughly :O:rom expU.<d t guidance through some guid-
ance to no guidance. Never was &'1J3' group shown a OOl".E'ect solution. In each 
t,rain1ng group, it a p1"ObJ.em were to be solved the correot. solut1on bad to be 
d1Scovered by tOO subject hersal.t II but with va.r.y:1ng amounts o£ guids.nce :troTa 
the experiv.lenter .. 
In Treatment I, those .tea.tUl"0S of the pl"ObJ.em which might be bportant 
and ralevant to its solut.1.on were pointed out eXIll:1ei~ to the subject. 
Coman (19.57) re.ters to th1.s ldJKl of 'tNjn.i.ng, which a:ms at oa.Uizag attention 
to certain structural features of the problems, as Metbod-G\11dance as dist:inat 
£rom Rule-Guida.nee where subjects are given a. general principle. UDie.rl11ni a 
:related clU$ter of problems. Coman found t.bAt while Rule-Guidance wu ~ 
tual in 1mproving scores, Method-Gtddaaoe did 1norease success, espec1a1.ly tor 
students w1th above average mentAl tib1lity. Moreover, p1"Otoools of' problem 
solving expe.l"1monts (Dulidn, 19.37; Ruger, 1926) seem to indicate that most in-
dividuals attempt. .t:lr3t to discover a Mt;.hos! of' attacld.ng and solv1ng spec11'1c 
examples rather t.be.n first try.1ng to d18COVe1" a generalization to apply to aU 
variations or the probl_. Thus, Metbocl--Gu1.danoe should be appropriate to the 
task the probJ.am sol. verhe.s set hersaU' and should prow benr41c1al. 
Tr~tment. II ditfl9l"ed from Treatment I in the amount of l'lethod-Gu1dance 
provided by the ~et"'.l.ruGnt&r. ~ in Treatment I the ~enter, by 
POinting out the salient. stru.otu:r.-&l .features or the problemt, guarded a,eainst the 
problem solver .fa1ling to devatop the p.r1ma:r'".f inf01'm&tion necessary, in 'l'l:'eat.-
Mnt II the subject was given the opportun1 ty .for greater solf-d1reoted searoh 
by t..lte salient .f6lltl.1l'eS of a. problem. The e:x;per1menter encouraged the subject 
to continue 100ldng tor the relevant featu.res of' the problem, but d1d not 
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enumerate these teatures tor her. 
In Treatment m the experi1l1ente1" presented the problems one at a time to 
the subject just as in the t1rst two treatments, but oftered no assistance to 
the subject. Some stud:1es (Mm.-gan, 1944) 1n:1ica.te that the probl.em solver left 
to his own devices often sets up false a8S1.DptiollS which prevent solution. 
ever, Harlow (1949) balieves that mere repeated eJq:ler1ence with problems of a 
certain kind can lead a subject to develop orga.n1sed patterns of responses. or 
learn1ng sets, that m.eet the demands of this type of problem s1tuat1on. 
Treatment .IV was the Clontl'al treatment. The faPer:1.menter saw the sub-
jects under th1s treatment 1l¥i1v1dually each dq durirlg the 'bo&1.n:1ng per1od, 
tor the same length of t1me she saw the o:ther subjects 1D:l1v1dual.ly. The con-
trol subjects, however, perf'ormed activities unralated to the problems used in 
the investigation. 
In s~. the ma1n purposes of this 1xmlst1gation were: 
1.) To adapt problems from previous 1nvest1gat1ons to the ability level 
ot children in the early grades ar.d to devEU.op new problems, so that these Sli>-
jeots could be scored on the basis ot the questions they asked in attempting to 
:f'ind a preselected area, or attain a concept, according to the demands of the 
Ta1"ious types of problems. 
2.) To oompare, separately for each grade first through fourth, the quan-
t1.tative values ot the pertomances (question-sequences) 01' the subjects on the 
pre..test only when those pertom.ances are scored according to logical noms, 
With the quantitative values ot those aam.e pertomances when scored aoool'ding to 
group norms based on averages 01' the subjects' own pertormances a.t that grade 
level. 
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J.) To enluat.e, 111 tenas of logical 1101"IlS appl1ed by the "pnl11ng-out" 
lIlethOd, the 1ntJ.uenoe on the p:roblc sol v1ng p:roo .. s ot tOUl" d1tferent train-
1ng treataents in problc solY1ng. The evaluations were done separately for 
each grade leva! from t1rst through fourth grade. 
The evaluations were based on the subjects· pertoJ."1Dl.nCe. on a post-
t.1"a.1n1ni test ard. on a retention test t.hree weeks later. Both tests were 
1nd1v1dual.ly' administered. The.r consisted ot probl .. s1m1l.ar to pre-teat 
ard tra1n1.ng pt'Obl.. and also 1ncluded new problems d1.tterent trom ~ to 
wh1ch the subjects had. been exposed. 
4.) To 1nYest1gate the 1ntluenoe ot educatJ.onal level from t1rst th1"ough 
tourth grade on the sol"f1Dg ot each probl_ 111 the pre, post, and retent10n 
tests. 
S.) To investigate separately at each grade leftL the stab1l1ty ot pel'-
tomanoe 1'l"oa the post".teat to the retenUon test. 
Chapter II 
Review ot Related Research 
A. Detini tion of problEml sol v1llg 
In ma.rw ot the studies which have attempted to define problEml 
solving, the def1n1 t.i.ons ottered emphasize the cbaracteristics ot the product 
ot the probls solving process, espec1ally that it is a. result of the organ-
ism'S own discovery; the det1n1t.i.ons also frequently include the goal-directed. 
character of the problem sol v1ng process i tse'lt. 
Heidbreder (l9~) assumed that th1nld.ng has occurred when an 
organism has produced a response having the following characteristics: 1.) 
adequate for disposing ot the situation to be met by rEInOv1:ng it as a stimulus 
to thought; 2.) a reaction which the organism has not been prepared to make to 
that particular st1mulus, either by the organism's natUl'e or by its past e»-
per1ence; 3.) the result of the organism's own diSCOvery, not a copy of some-
thing somehow "g1ventt in the situat.ion. The subject must not be told the cor-
rect solution and left to acquire it by learning it; 4.) The response must not 
be the result of overt motor activity, but rather ot "implicit" activ1ties. 
Heidbreder presents a qualitat.i.ve evaluation of the thought 
process, whereas the present research a1ms for a qua.nt1 tati ve appraisal of 
problan solving. This research, however, does follow Beidbrooer's suggestions 
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tnaS1Uuch as 1.) the problems used are quite d1tferent from any tasks with wb1ch 
the subjects m1ght be tamUiar and also inasmuch as 2.) a oorrect solut.ion is 
nf)VSr g1 ven tor a subject to learn by copying. 
According to Brownell's (19/+2) de.t1n1t.ion. problem solving in-
volves the goal-directed character ot tb1nld.ng, an obstacle to tb1nk1ng, and 
a solution. 
t'lertbe1mer (194.5) dist1ngu1shes between producti Vtl and reproduc-
uve th1nk1ng. In a problem situation there is a goal, obstacles to reaching 
the goal, and. no olear perception of the means of obta:1n1ng it. weJ."theimer. 
like Heidbreder. differs from the present study in that he evaluated thought 
processes qua.U.tat1vely: rather than quantitatively:. 
In a tongue-in-oheek discussion on how to bu1ld a robot brain, 
Leinster (19.54) writes t..bat a true t.hink1ng machine needs to understand a prob-
1E11l presented to it, so that it can tell 'Whether it has adequate data tor a 
solution. "!1a.ke a machine that can tell when it needs 1ntormation, aDl what 
ld.o;i, and that means that you have at least a rudimentary thinker right a~" 
(Leins tel' , 19.54). 
It is precisely this ld.Di of cr1ter1on--the real..bation that a 
certain data. are necessary tor a pa.rt1oular solution--wh1ch the present study' 
utU1zes to evaluate problem solving abll1V. The realization that certa.1n 
data. are needed tor a solution w:Ul lead the subject to ask questions in order 
to obtain the required 1ntormation. The subject· s question-sequence w:Ul be 
SCOred according to logiCal. noms based on the problem's logical structure. 
Corman (1957) det1nes problem sol v1ng as a search tor a new reo-
sponse. He emphasized that some tldiscover"yt' w1U aocom.pal\V the successtul 
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solution of a.r.w- problan.. Duncan (1959) also considers problem solving as high 
on the rfdiscovery" dimension, thus distinguishing it from cond1t1onblg and rote 
les,rn1.ng which are presumed. to i:!lwl~~ relatively little response discovery. 
J)UnC4l1 even difi"erentiatos between tb1:nking and problErIl. solving. Thinld.ng ls 
JIlOst ;frequently defined as the integration and ol"ga.n:i.za.tion of past experience, 
while problEm! sol v1ng is liel'lned. asth<s discovery of a COJ.'1"eOt response. Ac-
cording to Duncan's d1st1:nction, it seems obvious that Heidbreder (1924) was 
actually g1 v.ing the characteristics of a product of the problem sol v.t.ng process, 
and consequently her datini t10n of tbi:n1d.:ng was 1ncluded in the beginning of 
this review of the literature. 
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (19.56) attempt to relate two major 
areas of th1nk1ng research, i.e., problem solving tmi concept-tormat1on. The 
present study also USGS two main types of problems: 1.) those in which a pz'G-
selected. box, card or space must be located; 2.) those that require attaining 
a concept. 
Some studies have attempted to investigate problem salving by 
first classifYing subjects into good and poor problem sol vera am then ex-
amining the wqs in 1dl1ch these two groups ditter. 
Bloom and Broder (1950) classified college students as sucoesstul 
r unsuccess£ul according yo their apt1, tude /:tcores and marks on comprehensive 
~tions. The successi"ul problem solver showed greater a.bility to under-
stand the nature of the problem and to attack it in its own terms. The unsuc-
esstul, problem sol vex" showed lack of comprehension o£ direction and often 
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presented a solution other than the Olle that lftts expected. 
Ta.te, Staniel', a.r.v=l Harootun1an (1959) clE>,ssiflad students as go-:>d 
.nd poor problem. sol vel'S using !Lf.I a.riteTla, thw' pel"fol"Jl1ll.llCe in a ba.ttery of 
tests. They concluded tM.t the ngood pl"OblEll1 solvers are 21gnif1cantJ.y better 
t,ban the POOl' 1n nearly all tests where quali t.1 of 1"Sspons6. accura.QT, or jua.g... 
JIlent is requirecl; an:l that, lriUlOU.t exception. t.b.e more oomplex the task or the 
JllDr8 restr10tEd the requil'auents. the l!,'l'eater th~ super-lon ty. t~ 
'l'he present study was not conoerned wit.", oatogoTiz1ng ~ubjects 
into good. a.r:v! poor problem solvers. ConsequmtJ.:r. the pre-test was v..m1n1st 
for the purpose of f1tlding i'1"1e sets ot tour matched subjects among girls daDO 
strating average soholAstio ab'ili ty in grades first through f'ou.rth.. The tour 
tched groups a.t each grade level :tocl\dved. d1rtol"Ont t:l'~1'1g treatments. 
In bis review article Duncan (1959> reatfbms that a basic need 
problem sol'V1ng :research 1s ~ detC'lldnat1on of the tuDot.tonal re-
at.i.onsh:1ps between dimensional1sed 1Mependent ftri.ables and problaa sol. v1Dg 
Ol'maDCe. Tra1n1ng in problem sol v:\.ng surely 1$ an independant variable. 
ut it is ditt1eul t to dimens1onal1ze the tra:1lWlg variable espoo1ally 111 a 
trict.l.y qUAntitative nllLnllel". llowWl", tbis diifioultor has not kept psycholo-
floom publishing a numer of st.ud1es in the area ot tra.1nillg in problem 
The stu:lies belo:ng1:ag in tb1s area ot investigation could be 
an1zed along several lines; tor ax.atnple, soma studies use on13 a t.nU.n:l.ng 
a. control group, wh1le oth.ers _.ploy more t.b.-ln two amounts 01: tra1rd.ng; or 
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st.udies could be organized acoording to the ~ of problem. used; or the :re-
sults of follO'W"'llp studies could be related in conjunction with results troa 
the original study; or f1nally the sttrlies could be presented in simple chrono-
logical order. This paper td.ll. follow a chronolog1eaJ.. order tor presenting 
slJlQll'l.B.1"ies of the more important investigations in this area, except tor tollow-
up studies whose results w1ll be reported in oonjunct.:1on w1 th the original 
study. 
Daily (1925) tound th2.t training enabled high sohool treshmen to 
inCrease their sk1U in sEiLect1ng crucial. data from problan situations whioh 
contain crucial and irrelevant data in the:l.r statements and that this sk1U 
inCrease also transferred to problems using data dis.simllar to that used in 
training problems. 
~;jaters (1928) employed four difterent training tHataents: 1.) 
calling attention to the sign1:f'1cant aspects of the problem; 2.) giving a short 
concrete statement of the principle inwlved; 3.) giving intormat1on as to 
errors and. compelling their 1mmediate correction; 4.) demonstration. 
The college student subjects continued under one ot these treat-
JDents until. they were ahl.e to tom.ulate the general principle by whioh they 
could in al. ternate turns with the e.xper:1menter draw successfully the last bead 
trom any number ot beads that might be presented, when the ma.x1.mum number of 
beads that could be removed on s.rrs one draw was two and the m1n1mum was one. 
The post-train1ng test problem. involved only one change: The 
lWd..mum number of beads that oould be removed on an:! one draw was three and 
the minimum one. The tomula was the same as the one learned in the trairdng 
session so to speak. only the numbers to be substituted into it were changed. 
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\.ters WOft 1s of part1cul.ar value because his ~ de-
dgD enabled h1m to waluate the 1ntJ.uence of the various 'ti'reataents on a. s .... 
"eot'. l~ the first pt"Obl.- and alao on tho ab1l1tq of a. subj_t to sol:,. 
• dtdlar problem. when thrown on bis own as 1n the post-tra1n1ng test. 
~.;atera found that the 0J:Ide:r of ettect.1.:nness ot the ftIIious 
~ l'IlethGds was not the same for SQ1:y:l.l')g the ~ pI'Oble aud tor 
eo1'1'1ng the test. pl'Oblem. Und .. the t'1!et ~ tl"e&taent aenUcmed aboft. 
the subjects took 10l'lpl' to tOl'mUl.ate the prlna1p1. than 'ISnd.e.P some of the 
other treatments. but. t.he.r ~ by far the most .~ group when it oame to 
alv.ll1g tho test pl"Oblem. 'lh.ey were the best. ~ to appl,. what tbe.1 bad 
leamed. The second ~ tNatAent peri'ol'SlGd next beet on the post,..test. 
The last tva t.reatments had DO ettect 0l'1 post-teat per.tol'mUlOe. 
In the :pI"eSer1t. ~t. one of the ~ treatments 1 • 
.,.,. s1m:1lar to ......... most. ettect1ve treatment.; namel.7. uJ] 1. attent4.oD to 
lSp1:t1oant. aspects ot the probl-. 
11a1er (19)0) ~ed 11ft t.Na.taental problem only; problem pl.\l8 
re1.evant. ~ence; probl_ :PLus re1ennt experience plus an enoou:rag1ng ate 
ment; probl._ plus ld.rlt; ~_ pl:u relevant m;pe.1'lemMt plus ldnt. Only one 
lOlution wu obt&1ned hom all the subjeota 1ft the t:l.rst four t:reataent gIOupG. 
vldle 8 out of 22 subjects 1n the last P'Oq:t sol. VGd the pft)blea. l'ia1er con-
clWied that ~_ solving de.peada on both ral.evant expenenoe a.nd hints 
(t.e., flUggest.1on11 as to now ~ or p&l"Oe1'V'J.ng re1at.1..o.nsbips). Matu' ••• h1nt" 
was not as oo.mplete as a. 8ta~ ot a «pr1no1plen as beq~ glYCft'1 11'1 1. 
1rrtut.1.gat..1.ou. 
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lieaver and Madden (19119) repeated Maier's e:rcper1ment with a few 
..,d:J.!ications--ma:hlly they eliudnated Ma1er's ttproblaa plus relevant eJeoe 
penance plus encourag1l'Jg statement" treatment group. The most pronounced 
d1tferenoe 1n HSul ts was that the 'tprobl.em plus rel.ew.nt experience" group 
was 110" successt'ul 1n this expezo1mant than it bad been in Maier' s st~. One 
of the 10 successtul. college student subjects received the problem plus hint 
0JiI,y; tour had received relevant axper1enc~; and tive had received the hint 
and the relevant experience. Altogether 10 out of !i4- subjects sol Ted the 
problem. 
The importance of the "relevant experiences" training in M81er's 
aJ¥l Weaver and .Madden's studies was further investigated by Saugstad (1951). 
Saugstad used. Maier-type pl"Oblems to detem1ne whether a group of subjects, 
having ava1lah1e the necessary "tunct1ons" 1"01' the solut4.on of a problem, 
actually' solve it. Sinoe Ma1er-'t\vpe pl"oblems were used, the solut.1on 1JJll:3 be 
said to depend on the use of det1n1te obJtlCts in def1n1te wqs. The objects 
., thus serve de.t1n1te "tunct10DStf in the atta1Daent of the solut.ion. The 
uperimentaJ. group were presented with lists of "functiODS" for each object to 
be used 1n the subsequent probl-. It was from these lists that the subjects 
were scored on ava1labW:tu of "funct:1.onslt • The oontnU. group _s merely pre-
sented 14th the prob].an. More expezo1mentaJ. than control. subjects solved the 
problem, SO merely seeing the list was bene.t1oial. Most 1nteres~, however, 
18 the tact that of those experimental subjects who were scored as hav1.ng 
ava1lable the tID necessary "funct1ons", nearly 1~ solved the problem. In 
the group scored as hav:tng one of the necessarr "functionstf , more subjects 
8Ol.ved the problem t.ban in the group scored as ha1'1ng none. 
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Katona (1940) 1nvest1gated the learning of pr1nc1p1.es whioh wou1.d 
later be uWJ.zed in sol'V:lng p1'Oblems of the oa:rd trick ani match-sUck pattem 
ya1"1ety. Katona Employed four treatment groups; a.) l1sten1ng to a verbal e»o 
p1.8D&t1on of a basio probl_ and watch1ng a step-by-step demonstration (under-
,t;aD:1ing); b.) learning a verbally stated pr1nc1ple; c.) IIlElmOri2i1Dg the steps 
in the procedure; d.) no tra1n1ng. 
The treataents were successtul in terms of reoall and transfer 
in descending order as they are l1sted. Katona concJ.trled that only tra1n1ng 
vb1ch enables an individual to grasp mean1ngf'ul wholes, to pe1"Ce1ve mean1ngtul. 
organization favors ut.1.U.satAon of tra:1rd.ng in later problem solving situations 
H1lgard at. al., (1953; 1954) in replicating Katona' s stw:br found 
at least one result which was d1tferent from that i-eported by Katona. Whereas 
the latter reported that tra1rd.ng by t'Understa.nd1ngn was superior to tra1n1ng 
by "memorization," both in tems of recall am transfer, RUgard and his 00-
wrkers found that this superiority was not evident in recall. 
Perhaps this discrepancy between the studies is related to 
Cramel's (19.56) results in an investigation also employing card trick problEmS 
namely, Crannel found that the "spec1all.zation techn1que" treatment rather than 
the "understa.nd1ngft treatment yielded high init1a:l. success in a post-training 
test, but when the test was lengthened ani its ditt1cul. ty graduaJ.ly increased 
the "Specialization technique" treatment group manifested an inability to cope 
with advanced problems as adequately as the "understa.nd1ngn g1'OuP could. 
However, Crannel had another quaJ.1t1cation to add regarding the 
l'Uper1.onty of the numerstandingn treatment. The superiority of the "0''' group 
vas l'el.ated to 1 ts abU1 tw and wUl1ngness to follow instructions eJqll1c1 tJ.y. 
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Forgue ar.::l Schwartz (1957) believed that the pr1nc1ples in the 
Katona card-trick problems were rather obscure and that consequentJ.y one did 
not really know whether a subject in the "UlXlerstand:1.ng" group reall.y under-
stood the principle or merely memorized it. Forgue and Schwarts, therefore, 
presented their subjects with S3!J1bol-alphabets in wh1ch the principles of con-
struction were clear. They bad three treatments: 1.) e:xplanat1.on of the prin-
ciple on the basis of which the tra.1n1ng alphabet was constructed; 2.) state-
ment that there was a principle am a request to describe the pl'1nc1ple; 3.) 
manorization wherein the symbols were arranged so that the subjects could not 
eas1ly detect the underlj'1ng princ:Lple. The test reqtt1red the subjects to dis-
cover the pr1nc:LIiLe on which a new sy.mboJ. ... alpbabet was constructed and trans-
late a passage. 
The first two trea:tment groups, or the t'UDierstand:1.ng" groups, 
d1d three to four times better than the "memol"izationfJ group. 
It is also interest1ng that Forgus and Schwartz shoUld have a-
pUc1 t.'l.1' stated that these var1ations in teaohing methods should produce even 
greater effects it the,r are stud:1ed earlier in the 1ndiv.1dual's educational 
development. The present stwtY used ohlldren from f'1rst through fourth grade 
in 1. ts 1nvestigation of the d1tf'erenUaJ. effects of' oertain variations in tra1n-
1ng methods. 
moom and Broder's (1950) work suggests that problem solv1ng Pl'O-
tio1ency u.v be improved by general tra.1n1ng that is not Ued to part1cula.r 
ld.nds of' problems. A general approach to problems (a checklist) was developed 
trom compa.r1sons of' the p!Qblem sol v1ng behavior of' high grad1ng am fa.U:Lng 
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college students. Training sessions with the cheoklist impl'Owd performance of 
idling students on various exam1nations. 
The results of an investigation by Goldbeck and his coworkers 
(1957) on the application of half-split technique to problem solving tasks lend 
support to Bloom and Broder's idea of general tra1n1J1g. The bal.1'-spUt tech-
nique is a method of solv:1ng problens, wherein each check-procedure as in 
trouble-shooting, or each question as 11'1 a 1Yenv Quest.ions game, e1.1m:i.nates 
half of the alternatives. There seem to be two components in the empir1cal 
pl"'OCess of troub1.e-sboot.1.Dg. Deducing the trouble-poss1bl.e units and then 
balt-spllt~ the troUble-possible units at each stage by some checld.ng opera-
Uon. The 1mportanoe of the deduotive component was substantiated by' the 
marked super1or1t.y of the gl'Oup which received tra1ld.Jlg in both components of 
the trouble-shoo~ process as compared to the group which only received tra1n-
1ng in the bal.1'-spUtt.tng technique. 
The authors suggest that 121 would be more pl'Ofi table in hture 
research on 'lA'ra.1n.1ng methods, especially in diagnostic problem sol v.lng, to 
~size the more basic phases in sol v.1ng these k1nd of pJ'Oblems, such as de-
duction, rather tba:n emphasising rel.ati~ mecban10al aspects of the process 
such as half-spl1 tt.ing. 
the results of 1mrest.1gations by' Burack (1956) and Rq (19;8) 
seem to shine a less opt1mistic light on the abU1ty' of 1nd1v1duals to apply 
what they haYe leamed in tra1n1J1g sessions to later problem-situations. 
Burack had three treatments: ve:bal. example; dEIDJDnstrational 
example; and a series of hints. However, he did mt follow a stri.c.:t. tra1n1.ng 
aM post-training test design; rather he US«l only one prOblem and the subjects 
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attanPted to solve it with the help of one of these treatments. A DUIIlber ot 
t,be college student subjects were UMble to apply the principle or ex.aap1.es 
" .. ,en of cent.r1fugal force to solv.lng the meclwdcal puzzle. ConsequentJ.y, 
surack took serious axoeption with the premise "the pl'Oblem sol wr need only 
beCOJIle aware of the principle basic to solution of a task, in order to be able 
to apply that pr1no1ple to the task." BUl"4Ck concluded there is a gap between 
underStanding a pr1noiple and aJ>Pl11ng it to new problems. A major criticism 
of the ~idity of Burack's results, howev'er, lies in the fact that he gave no 
eddenoe that his subjects UDierstood the centrif'ugal force pr.1noipal in the 
tJ,rst place. 
J.lq' anpl07ed a design SOl'I1what sbdl.a.r to the one used in the 
present experiment inasmuch as he presented bis subjects w1 th a pre-test, 
t.ra1n1ng, and a post-test. Instead of b&v.1.ng a tra.1n1ng group and a no-tra1n-
1Dg group, however, he had one group which received tra1n1ng on problems 
s1m1lar to those on the post-test and the other group trained on slightJ¥ dis-
rimUar problems although these dissimUar problems likewise provided practice 
in examining digit-series for patterns therein. Since t.n.in1.l1g on dissimUar 
problems was not ha1.pM in the post-test, Ray concluded that a general ld.:nd of 
t.ra.1.n1ng, namely in this case ~ practicing exam1Jd.ng digits for patterns, 
18 not a pa.rt1ouJ.arly effective tra1n1ng method, because general.1sation of 
response depends on the simUar1ty between the t.n.in1.l1g problems' inner re-
lat.1.onships and the test problems' relationships. 
Ray's resul. ts are of interest to the present stud;y because they 
terxt to support the bypothes1s that the tra1n:1ng groups w1ll DB do better than 
the oontrG1. group on the NEW problems wh1ch appear in the post and :retent.1on 
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teSts, but only on test-problems paralla1. to training-problEms. 
Using a mod1fi.ed version of the Twenty Questd.ons g_e, Bendig 
(1957) employed two treatments; one group was told only that four questions 
1iOuld be asked and answered by the expel"1menter for each game and the topio 
was logically detend.nable after the fourth an.swer; the ot.her group was told 
what the specU'1o questions would be and what were the logical. implioations of 
answers to eaoh question. 
The inst.ruot.1onal difference between the two groups d:1d not at-
feet their ab1ll ty to ut.U1se the 1n:romation provided by the e.xpor1menter· s 
answers. Moreover, an a.nalys1s of "on target" responses gave no evidence of 
practioe effects over the four games. An "on target" response was the selec-
tion of a topio which. had not been log1oal.ly el1m1nated by an answer to a 
prev.1ous question. 
Faust (1958) also investigated practioe effect in the Tweni\Y 
Questions game. However, his subjects played the traditional game; that 1s, 
they made up their own questions. Consequent.ly', Faust was not interested in 
whether his subjects improved in their u.t.Uiu.tion of information as Bend1g 
bad been, but :rather Faust was OODOeI'Iled wi t.h whether the questions oollage 
students asked during the game would improve with praotice. The increase tram 
pq 1 to Day .5 in the number of "good" relative to the number ot "poor" quee-
jt.ions asked was s1gnificant. Faust also found that there was a larger per-
~entage of ";yes" answers tor topics solved than for topics failed. 
Corman (1957) points out that training can differ in k1nd as well 
as in amount. Spec1.t1ea.1.ly, one ld.nd of training oalls attention to oertain 
structural features of the problem. situations and otters guidance as to help;ful 
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JIl6tlJOds of approach1ng a part.1eular ld.:r¥l of problem. The other k1nd of train-
1JJg provides subjects w1th a general pr.1.ncipla, \mderlying a. rela.ted ol:uster of 
problems. Pl'otoools of p1"OblED solwlg ~::pa:r1ments (Durldn, 1937; Ruger, 1926) 
seem to ind1cate that most 1nliv1d.ue.ls attettpt t'1rst to discover a method of 
attacking and solving spooific ex;.mqlLes rather than first trying to discover a 
generalization to apply to all variations of the problta. 
Bos1des COtlb1n1.ng '*rl1et..hocl. nand "pr1no1platl training, Co%"llk'Ul sub-
divided each 1d.nd of tra1rr.ing into thl'ea alassiaca:t.1ons: much inf01"!lAtion, 
some int01"m&tion, no 1ni'omation. Al. togeth.Eli:" he had nine d.1f'terent treatment 
groups. Using h1gh school 8$12101'8, who ~ d1111ded into those above an1 those 
below aVC"'oage mental ab1lltq accordi:ng to the Otis Test he measured transfer to 
p1'Oblems simUar to ones used 1n tloa.1.'11ng and ~tU1Ster to more complex ~hl.EIIS 
Corman showed that. tor st\1dents above aftl"age 1n mental ab1l1 tv, 
success increased cl1rectJ.y as the "methodll ~a1n1ng beoazne lllOrtl speoit:1o. now-
in training. For students of lower ab1l.1t¥. some "method" tzoa1ning was super-
ior to no trail11ng. 
bain1ng toouaed on the "pr1no1ple" did not seem to a.tfeot the 
results tor either subjects below or .move average 1n mental. abllitq. 
As tor sucoess 111 verbalizing the pr1no1ple, whioh lno1dental.ly 
was unool'l"Cilatsd wi 1;..,\ :lUCOe3S in so.l ving the problems t only students g1 yen the 
!lOst explicit t.ra1n1ng regarding the prino1ple wwe superior to those given no 
train;1..ng regarding the prinoipl.e. 
Corman ootJOluded 1.) that same appropriate tr~ 18 benef'1c1al, 
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but that failure to provide it will del.,- rather than prevent solution; 2.) 
that effectiveness of training does not depend solely on the explicitness of 
guidanCe provided; J.) that more expl1c1t inStruction or training will prove 
IIlOst he1.ptul with more able students, aJ¥l 4.) that less explicit instruction 
JfJ8Y be just as effective as more directive guidance for the less able student. 
The three tra.1n1ng groups used at each grade level in the present 
study haft a rationale eom_hat s1m1lar to Connants "method" trainiDg gl'OuPs; 
that is, the amount of directive, explicit guidance reg~ certa.1n struc-
tural features of the probJ.ElIl situation var1es trcm much to SODle to none in 
the tra:in1ng groups of the present investigation as it did 1n Co:rma.nts st~. 
In the present research, the effect of training is also studied in test-prob-
lems s1m1lar to t.:ra.1n1Dg problems and in test-problems d1tterent fl"OJll those 
presented during the training sessions. 
Gagne and Brown (1961) employed tbree trea:tment groups with high 
sohool freshman and sophomore boys: 1.) hints preceding & request to state the 
principle UBierlying & part1cular n\lllber series; 2.) request to state the prin-
oiple with hints ava.1lable on successive cuds 1£ needed; J.) statement. of the 
principle with instructions to wr1te it down and then step by' step progress 
through a number of examples. 
On a post-tra1n1ng test of four new numbel"-series problElll8 the 
SUbjects were requested to find the principle. It they were unable to do so 1n 
a specl£ied time period they could look at & number of successive hints. f1me 
Scores showed s1gn1t1cant differences between the treatments 1n desceM1ng 
:Mer as the.r are mentioned above. In the case of the number of hints employed, 
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)1O"e'9'er, the first two treatments did not d1f'fer s1gn1f1cantly from. eaoh other, 
bUt bOth differed £rom the third, or rule and example, treatment. Gagne and 
l3J'01i!l concluded that a "discovery" tre.1n:l.ng method leads to greater transfer 
tbSfl does a "rUle and example" met.bod. 
Forgus and Sobwarts (1951), whose study has alread;J been desonbed 
in this seot.iont came to a s1mUar conclusion. In e:xam1n1ng these two studies 
together it would se_ that the essential feature of sucoessful tra1n1ng in 
these part.i.cul.a:J:o studies was not so much allotdng the subject to disconr the 
principle on bis own, as much as it was providing the subject with an und.eJo-
standing of the pr1no1ple, whether that UDierstalXH.ng was achieved through the 
experimenter·s explanat.ion of the pr1nc1ple or the subject's own discovery of 
the pr1nc1ple. 
The procedure ot the present e:xper:lment is s1m1lar in lIllUV' wqs to 
that employed in two recent studies from IDyola' s Psychometrio Laboratory 
(R1mold1 &: Devane, 1961; R1mold1, Fogliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, Zaohar1a, 
The earlier inVestigation (R:!moldi Be Devane, 1961) U8ed high St'!~' 
~shm.an boys to st~ changes in the problem solv1ng processes of these sub-
jects as a function ot a oaretul.ly de.tined pl'OgJ"am of tra1n1ng. The training 
these boys received was essentiaJ.ly based. on practice with the problems. It 
n.s defined as "the developaent of a students' own methods ot bandl1ng pl'Oblems 
Dr helping h1m to become aware ot his methods. tt 
The feature common to aU the probleas was that the subjects bad 
to Beek out 1ntomation by asking those questions that they considered neoesS&17 
Ito reaoh a solution. 
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By allotd.ng a subject to request 1ntomation (that is, to ask a.rra-
question he wanted in a.t'\V order he wished), the p;t'oblem sol v1ng process be-
cazne somewha.t more observable. The probll'D'solving process or each subject 
1ISS characterized in tems of group norms oomp,Uoo. from the sequences of ques-
tions asked by all the subjects. 
A m.wber of the geometrical des1gn problems employed 1n the above 
stWy have beoll sjmpl.1f'1ed. by this experimenter tor use in tbe present st'Udy 
1d. th chUdren !rom. f1rst through fourth grade. 
The present study is most simllar to the 1mrestigat.i.on by Rimald1 
et al., (1962), wherein the problEft solving data of high school treslmum. and 
college freshmen were evaluated by tllJ."ee methods t.hat haVE) become known 3.5 
group no~, schEmata noms, and pu.1l.1ng->out noms. These noms are discussed 
in more detail under Seol"ing Procedures later in this chapter and again 1n 
Chapter m - Procedure. 
The present study also used the exparhtental design executoo. by 
R1mold1 ani h1.s C<M>rkers of Pre-test, Tra.in1ng Sessions, and Post-test (eon-
ta1n1ng probJ.~ simUar to pre-Pl'Oblams and ~problams as wall a.s new 
p.roblElllS). However, 1n the present stul-tr the subjects are also given a reten-
tion test three weeks a.:tter the post-test. 
The thre$ major dUferences between the present rsses.roh and the 
two studies by Rimoldi and his coworkers just mentioned are: 1.) 'the present 
Gperiment ~oyed. moro than two amounts of training; that 1s, instead of ha; 
1ng one tra1n.i.ng gl'Oup am one control group, there were three tra1n1ng groups 
receiving three different amounts ot guidance in learning how to solve tho 
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problems am. one cont.rol group. 2.) 'Ms stmy employed 2D1..t. geometrical. de-
sign and picture problEIIS, whereas the other studies also used verbal Pl"Ob-
lams. J.) In the present study, a subject had to generate her own questions 
tor all the probles. There were no ~made quest10ns f'1'Om wb1ch she could 
chOOse those she tel t 'WOuld supply her w1 th necessary intozmat1on. In the 
previOUS investigations, some of the problems came Sllpp11ed with questions 
tram which a subject could choose those he wished to ask. 4.) The dUltation ot 
the tra1n1ng pe1":l.od for each subject was not as prolonged 1n the present s~ 
,.) The subjects were girls 1n tiNt through fourth grade 1n tb:1s study, vb 
as the previous studies used male subjects at the 111gh school and college 
educational level. 
The actual. results of the inVestigations by R1moldi am. his c0-
workers ldll be discussed 1n Chapter IV as t.b.ey relate to the results of the 
present study. 
The ~e or the present stud\v is to 1nvest1gate whether vari-
ous trairdng treatments make ava:Uable to the subject to sign1ticant.1.y dUfer-
ent degrees a certa:1n etf'101ency 1n his problem solv.t.ng. This ef't.101enoy w.Ul. 
be measured by the increase 1n the rrumber of relevant questions asked 1n sol v-
1ng a. problem. "Ett.1c1ent problem solv.il1g prooess" refers here to asld:ng thos 
questions whose answers will supply 1ntomat1on pert1nent to de.1.im1t1rJg the 
POssible correct solutionsJ that 1s, an eft.101ent problem solver knows when 
he needs data tor a solution and he knows what ld.nd. of data he needs. 
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D. '!'ho importance of age in problem solving 
A. number of studies have reported t.hat. age is an important var1able 
ill most types of proble solving. 
L1ndley (1897) presented ch1ldren tram t.h.Ud grade through ninth 
grade with a ld.nd of puzele in wb1.ch they had to trace all the lines without 
]j.tt.1.ng the penoU am without any ret.Nc1ng of lines. Each subject was sup-
p.Ued with a sheet contA1ning twelve reproductions of .tb$ design, eleven of 
which were in broken l1nes, the other servi:ng as a model. The problem was to 
f1,nd one of the two places from wh1ch the trac1ng must start in order to be 
successful. 
The youngest ch1ldren worked rap1dl,y, and fa1l1ng, passed quickly 
to the next f1gure. 'l'he:f showed l1tUe ab1l1\v to p3."Of1t by the1r C"1"Ors. 
These younger cbUdren succeeded. onl.y through a long series of slight var1a-
tions. Pup1ls in the higher grades, bf:ntever, made a greater effort. to analyse 
the cond1 tions of the problem and to detem1ne the causes of faUure. They al-
80 showed greater variety' in their approaches to the problem. 
L1ndley also used ldndergart.en children in a Twenty Quest1.ons game. 
He Emphasised the "hi t,..and-miss" nature of their logic. In the case of only 
one ot two ch1ldren was there RON than a suggestion of systematic pl'OCedure. 
The typical. fom was a series of questions about paFt1ou1.ar ~s. The very 
lame questions were occasiOnally repeated by the same cbUd. After extended 
Pl'actice with the game the children began to appreciate the value of general 
questions such as, Itaas it four legs'" But even then, atter somewhat t1&1".1:'Ow1ng 
the poss1bUit1es by the use of general questions, they tended to break a~ 
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tt:Of! systemat.1c procedure and to "plunge" by means of particular quest.i.ons. 
x,indl6Y characterized the thl.:Jught processes of young cb.:1l.d.ren 46 intu1tJ:re and 
~os1ve. 
Lindley'S results. espec1a.1.ly from the 'l'wenty Questions game, are 
.,ery interest1ng 1..",: light of results trcm the present research and will be re-
ferred to again. 
Ee1d.br«le!' (1.928) had a tbree-year-old gl"Ol.1p, e. four-year-ciLd. gl"Ollp, 
4 group of chUdren tl"Olll 6 to 10 Y-e&1"S. and an undergrad1late group solve box 
problE!l!s. The ch1ldren und.er 5 bad to diseowr wb1.ch of two boxes held a 
8II8ll doll, wh1le the oldft eh1ld.:Mm and adults were merely told to discover 
Which of two boxes ws.s the' correct one. In proble I the correct box was al.-
WJI the r1?)lt hand box. In problem II, the correct box was always the flow-
ered one. In problem. III, if' plain f'1gu'res were used, the correct box was 
altR\VS the f"arthwone; 11' dotted ~e were used, it was the nea.rer one. 
i problem 1ms considered solved when e. frubject reacted correctly ten t1IJ1es in 
suooession. He1ci'breder a:nal.y'zed. her results in te1'mS of correctness of saoh 
reaction, reaotion time. number or reactions before the solu1:4.o1'1 was reached 
(this devioe lHde solved and unsolved prcblss c~e), am. the reason for 
each reaction as stated by the subjeet. 
The tJuoee-yeu--o.td group gave no 1nd1oat.i.on ot reacting to prob1.ams 
as sU<)h. The four-yea1"'-o1d gl"Oup gsva sporadic but rat.her de:f'1n1te 1nd1catio 
of a distinction between tinding the doll and "getting it rlr)1t" , that ls, 
oorreeted mistakes anci hasta'reactions, rat1onal.1.zed tallures, and commented 
on SUOcesses am ta:U.ures. 
HEddbreder considered it indicative of the susoept1b1l1ty of the 
}llJm8D organ1sm to problem solving behavior, that this mode of reaotion could 
be alic1 ted from four-yea:r-ol.d obUd.ren mereJ..y by' plao1ng thEe, without spe-
oifio instructions, in situat.:1ons of a o~n ldni. It was this k1o:l of 
eVidence that encouraged the present experimenter that her research was 
.feasible. 
AU the alder ohildren am the adults solved all the problems. The 
adults a.rr1ved at the solut1on more quickly and 1nd:1cated that they were de!-
in.1 tal.y looking tor a un1:torm1ty of some sort. 
As a rule, the older the group the :m.ore def1n1te and regular the 
r.,roeed1.U"e and the more restr10ted the set toward the task. Some of the most 
rAkdd d1ttorences between the older and younger subjects were ma:n1tested 1n 
the reasons the subjects gave tor their cbo1ces in the course of sol v.1ng a 
problem.. Whereas the less mat1.U"e subjects reUed on StJbjective preferences, 
the more mature subjects based t.be1r reasons on objective relationships aJ1d 
past successes am failures. There was a great deal of overlap in the reac-
tions of the various age groups, 1n pa.rt1cular, older subjects somet.tmes taU 
into react1.ons characteristic of yo-qer ones. F1nal.ly. the evidence also 
indicates that the matur1tor of a response 1s determined by the character of 
the objective s1 tuat10n as well as by the age or the subject; tor eDmple, all. 
of the tour-year-ol.d group was able to solve ProblEm II and they solved it 
with more systematic act.1.v1tor than they exJ:dbited 14th the other problems. 
The present e:xperimenter also used boxes to present some of the 
Pl"Oblems and a subject had to fiDi the box the e:xper1mentel' was "tb1nld.ng ot". 
In the present research, however, a subject was presented 14th eight or nine 
boxes shul. taneously and only once. 'One eight-box problem, for example, had 
... 
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tour yellow and tour green boxes; hal£ the yellow were big, half' small.; the 
SIJll1e tor the green boxes; halt the big boxes had pictures of a dog, bali' had 
a ca.t picture; the same tor the small boxes. A subject could t1nd the correct 
bOX with 8l\V number of' question-sequences; for exampl.e, a subject might ask 1£ 
the box ffbe:1ng thought of'" were 1.) big, 2.) yellow, 3.) a dog, or if it were 
1.) a cat, 2.) small, 3.) green, etc. 
~er's (1958) st~ of evaluative pl'Oblaa solving, or strategy 
t,h1nking, is s1mUar in SOllle of :1 ts aims to the present research; however, 
~r employed an ent1.Nly di££erent Id.nd of problem-situation. He used a 
peg-boal'd game, all the poss1bl.e moves having been worked out into a "t.ree of 
possibll1t1es". lU\Vner used the tive, seven, eleven and fitteen-yeaJ."'-Old 
subjects. He believes an understaD:l1ng of adult thought can be gained from 
a stu.dy using children as well as adtll ta. 
As an 1nd1oation of the adequacy with which a subject dealt with the 
situation, his actual responses were compared to the possible responses open 
to b1m--some :responses be1ng better than others. Since success in the game 
depends on a subject.s developing strategies, a scale of strategies was worked 
out as a sort of' measu:re of the degree o£ antic1patory thought achieved. By 
means of this scale it was thus possible to ex.ud.ne the developnent of thought 
by the plqer both on a long time basis by obsem.ng the oha:nge in pertomance 
with age through cbUdhood, and also over a short t:.1:!I.e by observing changes 
with lear:n1ng the game in once-a-week sessions over a. f1ve week period. The 
SUbjects were questioned about their solutions; the.1 were asked whether they 
were correct and ~, in order to determ1ne whether a subject bad anticipated 
t"be possible moves correctly. Bes1des these qual1ta:t1ve results, a record was 
kept of tho number of lIlOTeS and time taken tor each move. 
There was a. str1ldng change between the t1:ve-yea.r-al.ds and the s 
par-olds. The tive-year-olds perce1ved the sUmulus only from their 0Wll point 
of dew aJ¥i ware ''bl1ne'' to the pattern on the board. \flereas a f1ve-year-old 
raced 1£ he realized he m1ght not be the f1rst. to 'Win, a seven-year-old zoe-
spo!¥led to this idea ot trustNt.1.on by d.etens1ve moves. He oould 1dentit,y vlth 
IdS opponent to prediot his intent1ons. 
No 2."'EDal'kahle ob.anges in strat.Gfa th:1nJd ng occurred between seven 
aDl adul tbood. There was an increased etf1c1ena.v in perceptual scanrdng rather 
than an:! marked developaent 1n abU1ty to evaluate poasible moves ahead • 
.BIIJ1el" speculates that pel"haps 1IlGntal development e&:r1D)t be rep:resented by a 
......... _ growth curve, as 1s usualJ.y derived f'loom inteJUgenoe tests" The ques-
t.1.on as to bow the 1ndi v:1dual leams to perfect strategy t.b1nk.irlg remains un-
answered. Rqner did not investigate the speo1t1c experiences required in the 
e in order to devG1.op the 1I!Iportant strategies. 
Hutten1.ooher (in press: o1ted by Bruner, 1964) presented children 
between the ages ot 6 and 12 vlth tour problems, each reqtd1'1ng one more in-
ductive step to make a correct inference than was neoessa.ry in the prev10us 
Pl'Oblem. The second problem will be d1soussed br.1efly" As in the other prob-
au, two light sw1tohes were in front of the ch1ld who had to teal, on the 
of ttU"ll:i.ng onl.y one sw1 tch, what t1.t£"nS the light on. The second problsa 
B the on-ott cord1t1on, tor which two oomected 1nterences are required: The 
ant position achieved 1s not responsible, and the or1giDal position ot the 
and-tch that has been tumod is responsible for lighting the bulb. SuccesS in 
the JIlOre complex conditions oi the third and fourth p1'Oblans depends upon being 
able to integrate the individual. steps consecutively. 'lbe 6-year-olds ,¥ere as 
capable as the older ohUdren on the secorxl problem, whereas their pertOl'2ll&nCG 
on the prob1U1lS with more inferential. stops was m.uch poorer than that of the 
older oltUdren. By age 12, there was an :lnsigr.d.t'1cant difference between t.a.sks 
requ;1ring one or ioUZ' connected 1n:terences. 
Although Hutten1.ocher used apparatus ent.1.rely ditterent from what 
the present stucW employs, her results are vers m~ to th1s research ani 
w1ll be refe:rred to again in the discussion of l'esults. 
Nosber (1962), using a 1Wntq Questions game, found, from the ques-
tions asked by h1s subjects who were all between the ages of 6 and 11, that the 
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younger oh1l.dren wre loold.ng for kncn.fedge by single questions that provJ.de 
the a.nswer in a tin1shed torm. ~-1hen t.b.ey, succeeded they did so by a luclW 'lues 
t.1on. The older ohUdren asked constra1nt-locatdng questd.ons. They oou1d ac-
oumula.te the1r in.t"or.mation in a structure governed by oonsecutiTe inference. 
These results are vsr"ll pert1nent to the present st~ and w.UJ. be referred to 
again 1n the discussion. 
Bruner (1964) summarized the last two studies mentioned above by 
saying that cognitive growth consists 1n the develo}Dent of the power for or-
gan:1z1ng acts of 1n.fo:rmat1on processing into more integrated and long-range 
P1'Obl.em sol v.1ng efforts. Q1der ch1ld.ren are able to curJulate info:ma.t1on be-
oaUSe they ask questions in a d1rected sequence 1~ to a t1nal goal. The 
Wormation is oumula:ted into a structure that C&n be operated 'UpOn by rules. 
1'he l"Ule in the '.l\rentq Quest1.ons game, tor example, is best descr:1.bed as 
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,'i!nPLica.t1onl1-that knowing one thing impUes oertain ot.her things and el1m-
1Jl9-te5 stUl others. Bruner's summ.ar;r is a.propos for the present research 
alSO. 
Through the years those investigators who have been interested in 
the process of pl'Oblem salving have searched for mea.su:res ot.her than the cor-
rectness of incorrectness o:t a subject's f:1nal ~ with which to evaluate 
the problElJ1 sol'ring e:ttorts o:t the1r subjects. 
Heidbreder (192J.f.; 1928) attempted to reveal something o:t the prob-
1an. sol v1ng process by m.a1d..ng her subjects' introspect.1. va reports of the11" 
th1nk1ng an integral part o:r the problc solving. Her subjects gave a report 
in connection with each overt motor reaot:1on they made in the course o:t solv-
1ng a. problEm. S1nce each report thus represented an event 1n a series of 
reactions, the status of an imi'V1dual.'s th1n1d.ng at azv stage 1n a problem 
could be detEl1'Dd.nai. 
Doyle's (1933) methodology' y1a1.ded a slightly more quantitative 
analysis than He1dbreder bad achieved. Doyle tound the learning cune a he1.p-
ful technique in anaJ.yz~ and ~ problem solving perto~. He c0m:-
plemented h1s use ot tb.e l~ curve with desoriptive protocols by wh10h he 
described the problem sol v1ng prooess of a subject in tet'mS o:t his use of in-
duat.1. va discovery a:rxl trial. and error. 
Dunoker (1945) stlli1ed. the process of problem solv1ng by having his 
SUbjects "think aloud." Th1s method d1.ttered from Heidbreder's introspecti va 
leports in that Duncker had his subjects' attention alW'a\1S directed to the 
problem, whereas He1dbreder' s subjects had to turn their attention awtr¥ from 
t,.be probla:t1 to the1r own tb1nld.ng processes for each report. He1dbredeZ"' s 
~s, 1n turn, had been an 1m.pro'V'ement over retrospective reports which de-
pended on a subject's meaory of' his process a.f'ter a. proh1._ had been solved. 
Bloom and Broder (19.50) introduced a new tecbrd.que wh1ch involved 
the use of' tests whose Tar!OUS solutions could specifY the solTer's approach 
or process. The renewed anphas1s wh1ch these in'1est1gators placed on the pr0b-
lem solving prooess stimulated research in problea solving as wall as the de-
ftlolDent of sooring procedU'l:"f)S to aid 1n the obaracter1zation of ;m:w;eu. 
The more 1Inpo1-tant of these scor:1ng procedures v.Ul. be brie1l.y SUIIIm41"'1sed. 
Since the present investigat.1.on eaploys R1mold:1' s tecbn1que, a more detailed 
account of this part.1cular technique can be found in Chapter m - Procedure. 
It is 1nteres~ that Rq (1.955) should have written an &1"tAc1.e in 
which he rather general.l.;y outJ.1ned suggestlons f'or more satisfying procedures 
in probl.em sol v1ng research, just prior to the aotuaJ. publlcat10n of' the SGV'e1"'-
a1 techn1ques which are bne:f.4r S\11IIma1"1zed belov--wh1ch do, in f'act, make some 
Id.nd of stab at real.1z1ng his suggestions to V'8.l'11ng degrees of success. 
Probably the most important of' Ray's suggestions are the following: 
1.) The problem-task should. prov1de a scor1.ng continuum longer than the two-
step cont1n1.1Um of' pass-fall scores. 
Ray llmi ted Ms more concrete suggestions for a score cont.1nu'tlll to 
8UCh data as a.) number of tr1al.s preceding solution, b.) number of subgoals on 
ch the subject succeeded, c.) number of h:1.nts requ:1red, d.) number of prob-
\lIS f'loom a. series on which a subject was successful. 
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2.) The problEm-task should provide the exper1menter with a max1mt&a 
amount of kno14edge or what the subject 18 doing; that 18, 1t wou1.d be advan-
tageous that as much as poss1h1.e of the behavior be overt, espec1aJJ..y verbal. 
responses, prov1ded, of course, that they are parts of, rather than reports of, 
the solving. 
J.) :Elctn and special knowledges should be avo1ded in the pzooblem-
taskS. 
The present st~ attempts to 1ncorpozoate these suggest10ns g1 ven 
by RB:y. Flrst, R:1mold1' 8 teclm1que prov1des a score OOl'l'tinuum based on the 
nmber of relevant and 1rre1.evant quest.1.ons a subject asks 1n sol v1ng a prob-
1-. Second, the subjects were tested 1n:l1v.tdual.ly, asked their quest.1.ons 
oraJ.l3, and f'rrequent1y made comments regarding the1.r strate&?' as they tried 
to sol w the probte.ms. Th:1rd, the pl'OblE.IDS were uril:1ke &l\Ytb1ng the.Y had been 
introduced to at school and requ:11"ed no spec1aJ. kn01d.edge. 
The f'1rst to be discussed or the rather recent attEapts to quanti-
tatively fW&luate the probl_ solving prooess 1s concerned onl.T with an 1ndi?-
!dual. • s ab1l1 tv to apply' Wormat.1.on, and neglects that other 1mportant aspect 
of the problem solving pl'OCossl namely, an 1ndl:v1duaJ.'s ab1l1tq to obtain in-
tomat1on. BJyan's (19.54) teoh:n1que, oalled Automasts, attEapted to evaluate 
Pl'OCess in tem.s or correct soJ.ut1ons, 'tbne measu:res, n'Ul!lber of steps, use of 
clues, and guesses. Bryan obtained. the data (wh1ch he evaluated in the above 
mentioned wqs) b.Y otter1ng choioes of answers to a probl_ at d1tferent inter-
Yals. Data obtained in this fashion, however, does not give a true picture of 
the process as it takes p1..aoe in the subject. Consequent.ly, Bryan's teohn1que 
18 not rea.1.ly an eva1uatAon of process, he neglects an individual's ab1l1tu to 
obta1n inf'oma'td.on. 
Almost the identical. en td.c1sm can be made regarding Bendig's (l9SJ; 
1957) particular version ot the Twenty QuesUons game which he EI!1p1..oyed in his 
:iJ1Vestigat1ons of the af'.t1oiency with which subjects utUize information in 
solv1nB problans. Four questions were asked and answered by the e.xper1m.enters 
aJ¥i the subjects had to guess the topic before the first question (a w.Ud guess 
mi also after each of the tour questions had been answered. Ob~ data in 
such a constrained maImer does not permit the process as it takes place in tb.e 
subject tA:> become apparent. A subject is given m opportutdtq to dEmOnstrate 
his ablli ty to obtain 1ni"ol'Wltion. 
The t1nal two techn1ques to be s~med here were, like Bryan's, 
developed in attEmpts to pel'mit a quantitative evaluatton ot the probl~ sol"... 
~ process. However, they dif'ter in one very important ws.y from l3l'7an's 
tecbn1que. They attempt to present probl.EUS and measuring techn.1.ques which 
w:W. :reveal a subject's pro:t1ciency in both obtain1ng ani app1.y1ng 1nf'omation. 
01"1.g1nally these two techniques employed very practical. diagnostic problaa 
solving tasks. The Tab-Item technique (Glaser, Damrin, Ga:t'dner, 19~; Glaser 
&: Schwarz, 19~; Cross & Gaier, 1955> required subjects to trouble-shoot alec-
tTonie equ:tJli1ent and R1moldi's (R:1moldi, Baley, Fagl1atto, 1962) teehn1que re-
qu1.red subjects to diagnose a disease syndrome. 
The Tab-Item technique presents a. subject with the £ollow1ng: 1.) a 
description ot the problem situation; 2.) a series of d1a.gnostic procedUl"eS 
which, if EIIf.Ployed, IIdght yield information relevant to solving the problmt; 
3.) a list of specific solutions, one of which is correct. 
In ta.ld.ng this test the subject can select from the procedures 
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presented those which he tb1nks w.Ul pt'Ov.1de h1m. w1th Wormation necessary 
to solve the problEm.. t~ the subject selects a procedure he rips ott the 
tab and obtains the results of that. procedure. A subject 'WOrks on an 1tEa 
unt1l he finds the coneot 6Olut.ion, denoted by the word "YeS" under the 
corresponding tab. 
R1moldi's technique, a sJ.1ghtJ.y modified version of which was used 
in the present stut\v t appears on the surface to be qui t.e sWl U' to the Tab-
Item technique. Both techniques measure behavior 'Nbich 1mol ves a series of 
decisions as to what. information 1s necesS&l"y an:i the :Lntomat.1on obta1ned 
t.rom each decision supplies a cue for the next. ani subsequent decisions as to 
what knoWledge is st.Ul needed to sol VEl the problem. 
AotuaJ.:l.y, however, there are a rrumber of subtJ.e and ver:r important 
dUfe:rences between these two techn1ques. .After vet:'Y br1ef.4r ~ 
R1moldi's techn1quo, an attElllpt will be made to point out some of these 1m-
portant d1ttercnces. 
The most thorottgbly studied among the instruments R1m1.d:l. bas de-
'ftl.oped is the type of p!"Obls-presentat1on described 1n R:1mold1, Bal.., 
Fogl1atto, Reyes, Erdmam, and Zaobar.1a (1962). "The subject 1s presented 
with a problem and a set ot cards conta1n1ng questions that he may ask 1n 
o1'tier to reach a solution. The subject is tree to choose any cards 111 axw 
ol'der he wishes. The corresponding answer to each question is wr:1 tten on the 
Z'eYerse side of the card. 'When the subject th1nks that he bas gained sur-
f1dent 1ntomat1on to solve the problem co~. he stops selecting cards 
8Ild gives h1s solU'tton. The experimenter records the quest10ns in the order 
1n which they were asked. These problems have no time 11m1t." 
The most 1mportant d1tfereoce between the Tab-Item. ani R1m.aldi' s 
teohnique 1s that the method used in evaluat.1.ng the 'lab-Item confounds pJ.'OCess 
&ltd product; namely t an individual's soore is in terms of bow ~ incorrect. 
solutions he gave botore obta~~ the oo~t one. B1moldi makes DC) use of 
solutions, 01" p%'Od.ucts, whatsoever in evaJ.uatt.ng a S\i.)ject's performance. 
Another dist1nct1on lies in the tact that the Tab-It.ea technique p:resents a. 
subject wi tit a choice among procedures which could be pertol"ll.ed 1n a real .. 
]jf'e settt.ng, whereas Rimoldi presents his Stmjects with a number of quest.i.ons 
from which they tr.v to ask on1.y' relevant ones. 1'he Tab-ltem is a more struc-
tu:red test since it also 1nc1udes a list of specif'ic salut1.tms. R.1.mo1d1's tea 
provides a less a..rM f'lci al. f prG-a..l"1"8.nged. set~ £Or stud.v' of the probl_ sol 
1ng pl"OCess as it occurs in a subject. 
,. Method.ol.og,y 
1.) Problems 
He:1dbreder (1928) wished to p1'esent the same problEnS to S'lbjects 
l'Il1g1ng in age from 1'.hree-years to adu1. t.hood. ConsequentJ.y, she made an etto 
to m:1n1mize the factor of information in the probleas, to give the older sub-
jects as litt:1.e an advantage as possible because of superior kmwledge. '.rh1s 
oontrol. made i t pos~le to regard the d.1ffel"$llCes which appeared as differen-
ces wbich appeared as ditterences in the problem solving p:r."OC6sses em.p1.oyed. 
Thus ch1J.dren of ditfarent ages were placed in problematical. situations objec-
t.1vw.y as sim.Uar as possible in o.rder to characterize the problem solving 
processes as they ocour at dif'f'erent ages. Heidbreder's obaraoteri.za.tion of 
the problem solving prooesses is pr.blar:l.ly qu.a..1.itative, whereas the present 
stud¥ intends to present a quantitative charaoterlzation ot chUdren's problem 
solv.tng processes at different ages. However, the present researcher did tol-
loW Heidbreder's ru1.e of' ~ the knowledge tactor 1n the problems. 
The present problems require no read1ng or ari tJJmetio skW.s ani no speo1f'1o 
knOWledge beyond the nam.es of certain cclOl"s and s1mpl.e objects: The avaUa-
b1lity ot tb:1s l1m1ted knowledge was ascertained tor each subject bet ore test-
ing began. 
EYen when s~ t.b1nld.ng 1n adults, Heidbreder (J.9?A-) bel.1eved 
simple, art1f1c1al. problaas were best, because the aotivities 1nvolved are 
then not overla:1d with a uss of knowledge wb10h obscures the actiuties tb.atr:-
selves. S1mpl1c1 V could be secUl"ed by oonstzoucting the p2'0blems ot a tew 
pte elCDEmts and by mald.ng all the problems oomb1nat1ons ot some ot these &le-
ments. Art1f1cna:L1ty forced the subject back to the pr1mitii:ve level where one 
meets a problem in total ignorance. The problems used in the present study 
are simple acCOl"dlng to Heidbreder's 01"1 ter10n and are also 8.'l't1.fio1aJ., unlike 
Al\Y' problElnS the subjects might t.1nd 1n sohoal books. 
Hunter 0.957) and Corman (J.957) also used problEmS with which 
their subjects were DDt likely to have had prior experience, probl.s susoep-
t1bJ.e to m:an.erous va.r1atlons, and 'Wht,)se 'V'e'ry rest.ri.otedness made tor easier 
P8l'1mentaJ. investigation of at least some of the psyoholog1.oal processes which 
8eEIn tumamental to solving these ld.llds of' problaus. Hunter used syllog:1stic 
reasoning problems and Coman used variations ot the match task where the 
subject has to tl8ke four squares out of' five squares by moving no more than 
thrOe matches. 
It. was after a. conterenee with Esther IQperin (1964) that the 
present EOqler1menter decided to ditterentd.ate between those problems in wbich 
a subject could f'1nd the pres&1.ected space by asJd.ng questions rega.rd.ing what 
was irn the various spaces (book. boat, red, etc.), and those in which a sub-
ject could only f'1nd the preselected space by asld.ng que.cst1ons primar.ily raw 
garding its boundaries (a dotted l1ne, a double line, red line, etc.), but 
also by ask::lng questions regarding such tb.1ngs as its location or its size. 
The present author decided on tllis dist.1ncUon betti'een the FOb-
lEDS primar.ily beca.use she saw the vaJ..ue of' Esther luperin's suggestion to 
construct some of' the problems out of material the ekUdren could manipulate 
such as boxes and cards, in order to better keep their interest. Obviously 
the use of' boxes and cards does not land itself' to f'1nd1ng the preselected 
space in tems of' its boundaries I and consequentJ.y this author constructed new 
problElllS in which the correct space could be ident.i.f1ed in tezm.s of what was 
in it (e.g., two yaUow ~es, one of which has a red dot on it). 
Bendig (1953) in a mod1£ied "Twenty Questions" game used a prob-
1E1\'l which could be approached in a f'ash1.on somewhat similar to that which sub-
jects in the present stvd\v wore instructed to OOIploy. The problem. was to find 
wb1ch one of' 16 topics (aU animal, 1ncludj,ng human) had been selected as 
"OOl"rect". Questions were asked which logically el1m1nated half the rEml81n1ng 
posS1bU1t:1~" tfl'ee lt ani "nou a:nswrs wro equall.y inf'o:z.oraative. This tech-
Il1que in which half' the poss1h1l1t.1es are a1.iminated at each step is known as 
the half-spU.t techn1que :in the use of 1ntcmaation. 
It is v.l.tal. that. th. two major d:if:rareneas between Bendig's 0»-
perl.ment and the present stu.tr be made clear. F1rst, tAl. though the twPe £1 .m:l 
fipe .£ prob1.ens of' this research are sQl.ved by ;.';:;:;1ng qu.eatAons wh1ch aU,m:1na 
poss1bil1t1.es unW. otil.;f OM spa.ee (the preselected 0l'lG) ~. these tqpe 4 
aul i'Qpe .£ ~em.s are mt oon...-trueted in such a. manner as to allow questions 
which can log:i.oaJJy el im1Mte half' i:'..be poss1b1l1t1es at each step. Seccm;1, 
~ had one t.ra1nod sUbject ask the quest;1om, whUo a. class of 127 callep 
students observed. After each quest.1.on thqy recorded tho answer wix10h seemed 
_art. llk~ to be ~t. The.answers Pl'O'\I'1dad. an oppol:'tun1ty to f1nd out 
whet.b.er the swjoots UE.led aU the WO.J.'\mS,t1on ava.U.ab1.e at G&Ch step. In the 
present stud1, each subject genC"G.tes her ow quest.1.ons. Her quest.i.on-aeqllelll8 
113 scored accord1.ng to 1og1oa.1ly derived norma. If a subject does not use &1.l 
the infoma~ avail able &l."tar each quest1on, she wW. subsequsntJ.;( ask losl-
oa.1.ly 'Wltleo~J quest1ons. Her qu.est:ion-sequen.oe score w:1ll re.flGlCt this 
tact by beoom1ng less than ~ '.I.b& present si:ui~Y", in other woJ'ds, is not 
oonoam$1 w1tb. the e:taCt point or stop in som.e s~zod quest:i.on-seque.nce 
where subjects lllOst g~ ta;U to use aU avaUable information.. 
l~shor (1962) also used a Twntu QlJ.GSt.1.OllS game. l'1roNOV", h1s 
subjects ivwe oltUc.lren floom 6 to 11. He was cono~ nth t.ha1.Jo strategies 
tor gott1ng intOl'm&t.i.on. They were to t.:i.nd out by nyes-non quest10ns what 
caused a. oar to go ott thG 1"'08d and hit a 't.irea. 
tba proGant st~ is s1m1lar~ conoemed w1th the strateg1ea 
eb1ldren use for get~ 1ntozmation when ~ '7es-D)" questions are pemi 
linrover, t.b.o prosont study used geomet3r.to f1guro probLems, where a subject had 
to t1ni the preselected space. Mo ..... • s subjects g ...... ted tb.e1r own quest10 
the :f':l,rSt t1m.e through, but then t.bsy were asked which of tw quest4.0ns they 
would rather have the answw to, 1f t.'hey were p1.¢ng the g-- again--one 
was a 'to'¢.caJ. constra.1trb-seek:lng q~n ("Was t.ho.re azvt,J:d.Dg wrong 1d.th the 
]III.J17t1 and the other a t.vP1cal. direct Jvpothes1s-test.1ng question ("D1d the J.II,J1 
haV& a heart attack?"). It was b!oa this latter part of the ~ that 
Mosher obta.1.Ded bis data. All the el.even-year-olds and &U the e1ght-year-
QLds ohose the oonstra1nt-seeld.ng question. but on1;v 2fI1, of the ~ds 
did. 
In the present st.'ud.7 1'10 subject was asked to choose betwetm _ 
IdDis of qU8S'M.ons a$ Mosher had h1.s subjects do. The data reg~ t.he ef-
tect ot eduoat4.onal le'nl. tor e.:x;aaple. em the probl_ sal. v1ng process 18 in 
tems of each tni)jectts own ques~ueace tor each pt'Obl-. 
2. ) Use of a sample probl.e. 
He1d.bred.er (l.92h-) presented her subjects 14th a sample pnbl._. 
S1nae the pl'Obl._ uecl1l8l'$ so dee1ped. that thea'depr1ved a subject of h18 
a1stt.ng modes of reaetlOl'l. he Jd.ght, :I.:t not suppU.ed w1t.h somet.Id..Dg to take 
t.hfdloo plaoe, 1"eSpOn1 to the total situation b.Y dobg notb1Dg at all. The 
aemp1.e p:l'Obl.EII helped pnv.ld.e the subjects with the general hab1t of aldng 
acae overt reaet10n Emm when the.r could see no ~ar reason for do1Dg 
ODe ~ rather than anot.bezo. The ~e pl'Ob1._ also :f.'~ the sub-
jeots with the general procedure betOl'e the ~ pI'Opel" began. lV the 
t.tme a sUbject was presented with h1s ftrst pzobl-, he had begun to 101"11 the 
habit of giVing a certd.n kind of report and so forth. 
The present research also presented each subject w1th one 8a1IQl1e 
p:r:obl.- tor 1dd.oh the ~ter bath S\lggested a rat poss1b1e quest10ns aJJd 
~cated wha.t kbld of quest.i.ons \J)u1.d not. be reg&l'ded as satistaotozo:f. The 
~e problEm ""'las nwer 1iOt'ked through all the wq to sol.ut.i.on tor· 9:IJ3 S\lbject 
at s.r:q grade level. 
l1:1mold1 (1955) clev:I.sed a techn1que for eva1.uat.1Dg subjects· ~ 
1- solving prooesses us!.ng poup norms. Ms techrd.que was used to enluate 
the effect. of tra1n1ng in high school students (ltbDold1 azxl Devane, 1961) 8l1d 
in h1gh school ard coll.ege students (.RI.:maldi. .FogUatto, Baley t &qes, ~. 
ml zachar1as, 1962). 
Ql.~.ron (1958) bad b1gh praise tor this approach to scorirlg. He 
wrote: tilt SeEDS that the benefit of the teohniqu.e pl"Oposed by Rim.Gldi must be 
emphasized, because it is new am. suaoept.1.ble ot permitt4.ng a stud;y of steps 
.pJ.oyed in the dutton of pJ.'Obleru. 1n a close a:n.a1..:1s1s of aspects whiuh haw 
without doubt been Gm'1s1oneci, but. not systanat:i..ca.lly attacked. If (author's 
transla.tion) 
SOoros based on th1D method. evaluate l.lXtl.:r.1.dual pe.1."';!)l'm8.l)t''! in 
term.'l of a group. Thi.a group lIlEW eitb.ar- be the g;roup wh1ch luld attempted a 
sal.ution of the problem in question or it rDI!l:3 be an outside group which is used 
as a er.1t..er:1on group, e.g., a panel. of ~. 
Sinoe the seque.rr.::e ot questions 'IW«1 by each subject is al~s 
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recozded in R.i.tI:lol.di' s techn1que, 1 t 18 possible to detem.1ne the mmtber o£ t.1.m.e 
eaoh question has been selected in a part1c'Qlar order by the ent1re group. 
The group norms used 1n the present s~ were oomp1led separate-
11 for each grade f'l'OlI the question sequences o£ the subjects used bar1 that 
grade in th1s investigation. 
b. ) Logical Dorms 
I..1ml.e.v 0.897) used Bu1.6l'" s ma:themat1eal. ~ on those ld.Di 
or p1"Oblems in wb:1oh a subject must trace aU the l1nes o~ a certain figure 
1I1tbDut ~ the peno1l and wlthout retracing a:tr:f l1nee to develop logical 
JIIISS tor scoring his subjects. Lindlq ~ed 1n a serles aU 8.D&1.yses of 
tile design, accol"d1ng to the degree of adequateness o£ conception o£ the prob-
1-. 
Glaser, Dam.r.1n, and Gardner (l9Sf4.) used expert op1n1on and ~ 
I1a to determine what was the most ett101ent poss1ble performance on a g1'V8Jl 
tab-ltea probl.-. The experts det.em1ned the IId..n1mom. n1IlJbe1" of tabs the ~ 
1. solver wou1.d need to pull oft (wh1ch would be equivalent to the n'Ulber of 
oheck-prooedures a trouble-shooter would need. to per.fom) 1n order to id.ent.Uy 
the cause o£ a m.a.l.f'unot1on. 
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (l9!P) def1rle ideal. strategy as min-
-- t.r.1al solution. An ideal strategy would requ1re a JJd.n1mum of tr1als be-
tee the correct solution were obtained. because the cholce made at each tr1aJ. 
1IQul.d be such as to pt'Ov1de the 1d.nd ot int01'm4t.i.on that 'WOuld e,l1m:lnate the 
est ntllber of Jvpotheses. Depa:rtures:tram 1deal strategies are attributed 
to the £aot that subjects do DOt seleot choices wb.tch elim:tnate the largest 
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JSdDber of J:wpot.b.eses, pa.rt1cularly after hav1ng chosen a negative instance. 
goreovert subjects occas1onall.y make wUd guesses instead of systamat:l~ 
~t1rlg all alternative h;vpotheses. 
The results of the present stud;r go a long way toward ~ 
the observations of :Bruner am his associates; for exampl.e, in a problem in-
_ v.t.ng only two 00101"S (among other var:1ables) 1'IJoUV' subjects a.tter a.sk:1ng if 
the preselected space had such and such a color 1n it and rece1.~ the answer 
llno," would use tb.e1l- next question to ask ~ the preselected space bad. 
the other color 1n it, instead of deducing that it must have the other color 
in it and consequentJ.y ask1ng about some d1f'terent variable. 
In his imrestigat10n of verbal. as oompa.red with manipulat1ve so-
lut10ns to an apparatus-problEm, Rq (l9S7) used log1cal tlOnlS. He det1ned the 
most systematic attack on this part1cular problGll and then enluated his S1i>-
jects' perfcmna.nces in terms ot wheth..- or not t.l:u\v fallowed this systematic 
attack. He did not evaluate their perfor.usanoe in terms of whetb.v tl'le7 obtain-
ed the OOl"reCt solution. Rq', like Bruner et. aJ.., (19.56). beUeves that more 
systemat1c behavior should be accompan:1ed by a smaller number of t:ri.al.s. 
R1moldi and his COWOJ'kers (R1mo1d.i &: Haley f 1962; .R1mol.d1, Haley. 
J'ogl1a.tto, ~ 196.3) have developed two scoring procedures tor eval.ua:t.ing 
an 1rd1 vidual t S proh1.au sol v1ng in tems of noms based on 8. problem's logical 
8~tureJ rather tJl.an in tezms of noms baaed on a group's pert01"ll'Ul.nC&. The 
logical structure of the problo.m determ1nes what quest1.cms WDuld be ralevant 
and 1n what order these relevant quast1cms must be asked. 
The t1rst to be developed ot these procedures has come to be 
bown as "schElDa. mrms. n Ideal. question-sequences are established and then 
t,teated just as obs8l"9'8d SequeDees were treated 1ft the group aethod; that 
is, a tahle o£ trequenc1ea and then a table ot p1"O~ons are oomputed 
using &IS a basis all the !.deal sequenoes. !he sco1"1ng of aa ind1 'f'1dual ob-
.erred sequeDCe is aoCMlDpltshad aao\17 as in the povp .et.hod nth the TaJ.-
..... tor each question in each order com ng from t.he !301"IIS, or table ot pI'O-
portions, wb10h WeJ'e ger.terated by the ideal .equeneee. 
The newest prooedure 1. oalled "p\\ll.1!)g out." Ideal qust:1oD-
,eqwmoes are eetab.Ushed as betON and the ftOru. or table of proportlons, 
aoe gen .... ted by these ideal aeq'U&D:Ces also as betoN 1n the sohaaa DOJU. 
The b1g d1t'ferenoe 11.. 1n the wa.v in wh1ch these DeJ.'IJIS are applied to the 
1Jd:1:91dUll. obHrYecl sequ.enoe. The SOOl'eJ' detez.ad.nes wh10h ideal. seC),lleDCe 
best appl"Oxlutes the observed seq1leDOe:1n ol'der to .ax",dse the enJ.uatioa 
of the 1nd1Y1dual'. pertor.raance. 
Erdmann (1.964) oompared the schaIta and paU1na-out procedl1l'U 
with each oth_ as vell as nth the group tlOftUJ sool"1ng prooedure. He round 
the pull1Dg-out method of apply1ng logical. noftlS to Obsel"Y8d question-se-
quences to be JIlUOh _1'8 saUstaeto...., than the _bema aethod in d1sol"ild.rlat-
~ between good and poor pzobl_ aol'VV'S. 
S1noe the p1'eSent ~ ~ the pul.l1ng-out method of ap-
p1.y1ng log1oaJ. noms, the rules ~ to vb1ah tl\(;se noms &re applied 
to &.l1 1rd1 v.1dual obatU'¥'ed sequence are discus.ed 1n d.etaU 1n Chapter m .. 
hooedure. 
4,5 
In sl.1'lll8l':Yt the present research evaluates the perto:rmance of 
each subject us1q; both group norms and p,Q11ng-ouio l'JI»:'mS, as was done 1n 
togl1atto f s (196:;) 1nvest.1gatton of 1n:l1v1dual. differences 1n thought 
Chapter m 
1. With the three f:1rst. grade subjects, the ~ter took t1me, pr.\or 
to present.1ng the sample p1'Obl_ or arrr test probl811S, to m.a.ke certa1a each 
nbjeot kneW' the name of tffe'I!S 00101' au1 object. that lIOul,d appeu- 1n the test. 
The chUd was asked. to 1~ ca:rda em wh1.ch were pasted the appropriate 
oolors and piotures. W1 th these JOtmge1" subjects 8.Di also w1 th the older 
nbjeots, the ~ter ~ began a test untU ahe was sat.1.st:1ed 801Ile 
degree of rapport 1Iad been estabJ.1shed w.l tb the subject. the test.1.ng and 
tr~ was done 1n a separate l'OOJJ1 1n the sohool buUd1Dc. 
2. The saaple pJ'Obl_ was ot the prese1.eot.ed box vvletq and was pre-
sented 11D!kl1atELty before the pre-tra1n1ltg teet vas adm1n:1stered. A coW of 
the sample prObl_ is shown in Fig. 1. 
J. The pre-tra1n1ltg test was adm1n1stered 1nd1v1duall.1' at each grade lEW-
el. in order to place pup1ls rated as average-achievers by the1r \eachars 11'1to 
tour matched groups-Treatment I, Treatment n, 1'.reatment m, aDd Treatment 
IV (the oontl'ol group). Four matched groups of subjects were used. at each 
grade 1S'IQ.. 
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4. The t:ra1ning period lasted seven ~ at each grade level. Dur1ng this 
period every subject wa.s seen 1rd1v1dually each dq tor a constant period of 
t1Jne. The subjects under the first three treatments were presented with tour 
dU'terent problems each d.q with the exception of the first tra1n1ng session 
1Ihen they were given only three pl"Oblms. The manner in wh1ch these problems 
were presented to a subjeot, however, was dUterent tor each treatment. The 
,ubjects under Treattuent IV were the control subjects. As already mentioned, 
theSe subjeots we;ra also .seen individually each da:.v for .a eonstp.nt period of 
ti1lle. They never saw the trai.n1ng probloams t hut instead used their allotted 
t1me in suoh aot1:v1t1es as drmdng, story .. t.W.ling. and Nad1ng aloud • 
.5. The day aftel- the tra:1.n1ng per10d had been oODlplet.l, the first hal.t of 
the post-tra.i.ning test was ind1 vidually ad:m1n1stered to the twentS' subjects 
from tb.at gra.de, and the second halt o.f the post-test was administered on the 
n«X.t day. 
6. Three weaks .atter th;a post-test, a retention test, whioh was a parallel 
form of the post.-test f "laS 1nd1v1.dual.ly administered to <Moh subject at a given 
grade level. 
Fig. 1 The sample problar. was ot type g. 'l'he preselected box could 
be correetJ.y idcnUfied art0%' :l subjeet bad asked questions regarding tJte tal.-
lowing features ot the problem: size of box, pi.cture, and color. 
B. The Data 
The experimenter kept a record of eYer:! question asked and the order in 
which it was asked tor each test and tra1n1ng problem adm1.n1stered to each sub-
ject. 
c. Subjects 
All the subjects at each grade level were girls. The subjects vere l1m1ted 
to girls with the hope ot keeping tactors ot motivation al'Xl cooperat1on as con-
.tant as possible so that these d:1tterences 1n pe:rf'ormance whioh appeared could 
be attr1buted 'With more certa1nty to differences 1n problem solY1ng ab1l1ty. 
At each grade level tl'Om first through tourth grade, tour matched groups 
ot subjects were chosen £rom among those girls rated as average acb1evers by 
their teachers. Thus ta1d.ng twen\r girls £:rom tour different grade levels, the 
ooaplete research employed 80 subjects. 
D. The Matching Procedure 
1. t-dth1n First Grade 
Since no intelligence test scores were available tor these subjects, 
the tour groups ot t1 va girls each were matched on the bases of oomb1ned scores 
on pre-test problems ot type .Q and S, scores on pre-test problems of type II co 
s1dered separately, and on ohronologioal age. 
The mean, standard deviation, and number ot subjects tor the pretest 
problems and age are presented 1n Ta.b1e 1. 
2. ,,a th1n Second, Third, and Fourth Grade 
The four groups were matched on the basis of I. Q. score as well as on 
the basis of combined scores on pre-test problems of type Sl and 51, soores on 
pre-test problems of type a considered separately, and ohronological. age. 
The mean, standard deviation, and number of subjects for the I.Q. 
scores, the pre-test problems and age for grades second through fourth are 
presented in Tables 2 - 4. 
J. Across the Four Grade Levels 
In order to investigate the effect of age on the problem solving pro-
oess, the subjects had to be comparable from one grade to the next. Over and 
aboVe using girls on1.y' who vere rated as average sttdents by their teachers, 
the experimenter matched the second, third, and fourth grade levels on the ba-
sis of the mean and standa.rd deviation of I.Q. scores, am all the grades on 
the basis of the stardard deviation of the ohronological age of subjects with-
in eaoh grade level. 
1be mean and standard deviat10n tor the ohronolog:1oal age of the sub-
jects at eaoh grade level and the mean and standal'd denation tor the I. Q. of 
the subjects at the s&oom, tbird, and fourth grade levals are presented in 
'table 5. 
-Table 1 
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Number of Ss for Pre-test (type c & 
d) problems, Pre-test (type b) problems,-and chronological ago-for 
the first grade level. -
51 
===========================================-
Bases 
for 
Matching 
I I Treatment I 
! 
i M S. D. N 
I 
Pretest \ 1.96 
(Type .£ & 5i!)1 
.56 5 
GRADE - 1 
I Treatment II j Treatment III Troatment IV 
N ', M M S.D. S.D. N M S.D. N 
5 
I 
Pretest 1-1.65 
(Type E 
.47 5 
1.98 .60 5 
1. 68 .43 5 
79.4 3.43 5 
2.00 .56 
1.67 .46 
5 I 2.00 .61 
I 
51 1.68 .45 51 
I Ago 1 79• 6 2.80 (Months) I I 
! 
79.2 3.19 
I 
1 
5 5 I 79.2 3.50 5 
Table 2 
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Number of Ss for Pre-test (type c & 
d) problems, Pre-test (type b) problems,-r.Q., and chronological 
age for the second grade level. 
i 
Bases I GRADE .2 r-for I Treatment I Treatment II Treatmont III Treatment IV Matching 
t 
_ .... 
M S.D. N 1vI S.D. N H S.D. Nt-: M S.D. N 
--- ---
--.~~.--- -----~---~-
Pretest 1. 86 .51 5 1.89 .51 5 1.87 • 51 5 1.89 ,49 5 I (Type s & d) 
Pretest - 1.80 .45 5 1.78 .47 5 1. 79 .47 5 1.80 • 51 5 (Type b) 
I.Q. - 112.8 13.4 5 113.2 13.7 5 113·4 13·5 5 112.8 13·8 5 
Age 
1
92
.
6 3·85 5 1 92•2 3·90 5 92.4 4.15 5 91.4 3·36 5 (Months) 
I 
-_ .. ,_.' 
r.___-----. 
, r 52 
Table 3 
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Nmnber of Ss for Pre-test (type c & 
d) problems, Pre-test (type b) probloms,-r.Q., and chronological 
age for the third grade level. 
-======================================= 
Bases 
for 
l ______________ ~G=RA==DE~-~3 __ ~-----------~-- __ __ 
, 
Matching I Treatment I I I Treatment II Treatment III Trea tment IV 
I ; M 
Pretest 
(Type .£ & ~) 
2.63 
Tretest 
(Type .e) 
r. Q. 
A e g 
(Months) 
i 1 • .56 
I 
1114•6 
il0 .8 
.5 
! 
S. D. NI 
, 
.98 .51 
.4.5 .5 
13.9 5 
~O 3 3 .5 
M s. D. N M S.D. N M 
2.6.5 • 9.5 .5 2.64 .98 .5 2.6.5 
1 • .57 .49 .5 1 • .59 .49 .5 1 • .59 
.51113.4 113. 6 13·1 .5 114.0 13·0 
51 10.5.6 104.8 4.08 .5 10.5.0 3.94 
Table 4 
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Number of Ss for Pre-test (type c & 
~) problems, Pre-test (type.e) problems,-r.Q., and chronological 
age for the fourth grade level. 
GRADE - 4 
S. D. 
.96 
.46 
12.8 
3.13 
N 
.-
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
Basel! 
0 ____ '-......... ' 
for L Treatment I Treatment II Treatment III Treatment IV Matchiijg --. I i'1 S.D. N M S.D. N M S.D. N M S.D. N 
i 
Pretest 3.01 1.08 .5 3·00 1.1.5 .5 3.01 1.07 .5 2.99 1.11 .5 
(Type .£ & ~ 
1.70 • .53 .5 1.70 .45 .5 1.71 .49 .5 1.71 ·.53 .5 Pretest 
(Type .e) 
1113.2 12.4 .5 112.6 11.7 
.51 113•3 .5 113·0 11.7 I. Q. 12 • .5 .5 
1120•0 .5 I 120.0 I 
.5! 119. 6 Age 3.08 2.$2 
.51 119•4 2.61 2.70 5 (I'1onths) ! 
~------------------~S3~ 
! , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
I I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~\ . 
Table .5 
Mean and standard Deviation for the Chronological Age of the 
Ss at each grade level and Mean and Standard Deviation for the 
17Q., of the subjects at the second, third, and fourth grade 
levels. 
GRADE ItQ AGE 
M S .. D. M S.D. 
1 st 
------ 79.35 mos. 3·00 (6.6 yrs.) 
2nd 113.05 12.50 92.15 mos. 3·54 
)rd 
4th 
112•14 
(7.7 yrs.) 
113·90 105.30 mos. 3·31 
(8.8 yrs.) 
113.15 I 9.96 119.75 mos. 2.61 
(10.0 yrs.) 
"" 
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Sf The P.roblems 
Three d1tterent 1:ivPe8 of problems were used in this research. The labels 
tor these three types of problens were adopted from Fogliatto (1964). The 
problems themselves are conceptually s1m1lar to those developed. by R1moldi and 
DeVane (1961) and R1mDldi, Fogliatto, HaJ..ey, Reyes, F.rdma.M, Zacba.r1a (1962). 
Typo 12 problans are consecutively numbered 100+. Type.2 problems are in-
dicated by even-n'tllbers beg1.rm:1ng with 2. Problems even-nl.1mberEld .50+ are the 
"new" problems. All. the tiner' problems, that is, those problems appearing on 
the post and :retent.1on tests without prev1ousl;y' having appea.:red either on the 
pre-test or in the tra1n1ng sessions, are variat.1..or.s of type.9.- Type g prob-
lems are indicated by odd-numbers beg1nrd..ng with 1. 
The SI:1all.-oase letters follow:1ng a probl_t s maber 1nd1oates whether the 
problem was presented during training (t), or on the pre-test (pr), on the 
post-test (po), or on the retention test (1'). 
The problems were 1nd1v1duaJ.ly adm1n'1stered. The exact instructions tor 
the various !ltqpeS!l 01' problems .are presellted a.t the beginning of each Appen-
dix. If a p.l. .. o~llent requ.ired slightly clJ.f'fere.nt instructions, these instructions 
are presented right wi til the problem in the Appa.'"ldix. Below the copy ot each 
problem. can be found, an 1l¥i1cation ot its pre-selected solution am. a list of 
the grade levels at wbich it ws used. All problems used in the pre-test are 
1D4l.uded 1n Avpend:ix I; train1ng problems in Appendix n; post-test problems 
111 Appenc:lix m; and retention test problems in Appendix IV. lIdtbin each Ap-
P&r¥ih: the problems are U'r&nged according to type. 'IYPe g problems are shown 
f1z.st; they are followed by prob1.em.s of ~ ,9., and ~ by t.vpe .Q problems. 
.. 
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1. Type 12 problems: Concept attainment 
The subject was presented with a geometrical design drawing which in 
JJJSrJY instances closely resElllbled the drawings used in '9Pe So problems, except 
that in type 12 the spaces in the design were numbered. The subject had to at-
tain the concept, on the basis of whioh some spaces received two stars and 
other spaces received one star. For example, in one part1ou1.ar problem, if a 
space had a red border it received two stars, 1t it did not. it got one star. 
The subject could atWn the ooncept by" inqu1r1ng bow Ul\Y stars some 
of the spaces should receive. She t:Uled in these spaces with the app1'Opriate 
amount ot stars as she went along. The experimenter recorded the order in 
vh:1oh a subject inquired about the different spaces. 
Certain spaces had a cheok: mark bes1de their nUlnber. These were the 
epaoes a subject had to t:Ul in on her own as soon as she thought she knew 
"the secret why some spaces get two stars and others get one." OVer and above 
nll~ng in the pl'tlSor1bed spaces, a subject had to ve1'bal1ae the "secretr 
Each subject was oaretu.1.ly' 1nst.ru.oted and rem1rded several t1mes that 
the numbers &l¥i the ohecks 1n the spaces had absolutel3 noth1ng to do with the 
"secret". that somet.b1ng else about the spaces 'Was 1mporta.nt tor the "secret." 
2. 'lYPe.2 problems: Preselected area. problems--in wh1ch the area. 11$ 
1dent1t1ed prixIlal"1l.y in terms of its boundaries, shape and. location. 
~f1th a tfN exceptions the subject was presented with a geometrical de-
i1gn drawing, which consisted of areas marked ott wi tb1n the boun1ar1es of a 
8Ql1tary figure. She had to 1dentlty an area preselected by the experimenter. 
Some type .£ problems, such as 8 t, 10 t, po, r, ani 12 t, po, r, had 
pictures inside the areas. Since, however, the piotures were aU identical in 
.. particular problem, a subject had to real1ze these p1.ctu.:res were an irreleo-
~t feature and proceed to ask about the shape at:d location of the preselect".. 
ed area, in order to solve the problem • 
.Again, as in type l'l problEm1S, the subject generated her own questions, 
with the experimenter immad1ately supp1y1ng the answer orally. A subject was 
restricted 1:0 asldng questions which could be given a "yes-no" answer. Th1s 
restriction 1s fudliar to anyone who bas plqed "'.I:wenty Questions. t1 
The "new" problems which appeared in the post tWi retention tests were 
.D&W" variations of type .Q inasm.uch as they consisted of areas fomed by over-
lapping figures, rather than ot areas ma:rked off within the boUDiaries of a 
IOl1tary figure. 
J. 'lYPe g p:robl.en.s; Presaleoted box, card or space problems---in which the 
apace is ldent1tied in terms of what 1s Jan that space. 
This ~ pl"Oblen has not prevlously been used in reseueh on problem 
1Olv.1ng. The present experimenter decided to 1nclude problems of this type 
4tt.er a conversation with Esther Alper1n (1964), who suggested construot.ing 
lOme problElllS out Qf boxes that could be ba.ndl.ed by the subjects, in an ef'f'ort 
to better maintain the interest of young subjects. Obviousl;r the use of boo.)S 
r oards does not lend itself to problems in whioh the preselected space 1s 
denti:f'1ecl in tams of its boundaries. Consequently, this experimenter design-
ed a. group of problems in wh1.eh the preselected box: or oard or space could be 
ent1t1ed in toms of what was in it.. With retent.1.on test problem 19 r t for 
et the preselected card oan be correctly 1dentif'1ed it the subject asks 
questions about the shape of the objects on the card, their color, azxi about 
the presence or absence of a red dot on these objects. 
frA th ~ g problems the subject was thus presented with several. boxes, 
cards, or spaoes and inst:ructed to discover which one the expE!ll'"1Jllenter was 
t;.bin1dng of. A subject had to generate her own questions, wb1ch had to be 
worded so as to allow a "yes-no" answer. She could ask as marv questions as 
she desired, and in whatever order she des1red. The experimenter suppUed the 
answer for each question i1mned1ateJ.y after it was asked. ~ihen a subject tel. t 
she had enough information, she stopped as1d.ng questions and pointed to the 
boX or card or space she be11eved the experimenter was t.binld.ng of. The ex-
perimenter recol'ded the questions asked in the order in whioh they were asked. 
U the same question was asked more than once, the ~ recorded it as 
otten as it was asked. 
,. A Description of the Tests and 'l'ra1n1ng Sessions 
1. Pre-tra1n1ng test: Copies of these problems appear in A.ppend1x I. 
For each problem which was not ad.min1stered at aU foUl" grade levels, 
the grade levels at whioh it was presented are indicated beside the problem 
lIlIIIber. 
All the pre-test probltDS are l1sted below according to problem type. 
a. ) Type g problEDS: 1 pr, :3 pr, .5 pr, 
7 pr (2nd, Jrd, 4th grades only) 
9 pr (.3rd, 4th only) 
4 PI" ()rd, 4th only) 
o. ) 'lYPe h problems: 100 pr (1st, 2nd. only) 
101 pr, 102 pr, 103 pr (3m, 4th oDl:y) 
2. Tr&1n1ng Sessions: Copies ot' these problems appear 1n Appendix II. 
'l'he number 1n parentheses following a tra.in1ng problem, as for example 
in 9 t (1), irJd1cates during wh10h of the seven tra.in1ng sessions a part.1oular 
problEwl was presented. The same order held for each grade level.. \4 til only 
one exception (the second tra.in1ng session) the subject was presented with a 
JII1,xture ot' iO'Pe lab tqpe a, aDd type g problEllllS dur:l.ng eaoh tr-a1n1ng session. 
All the training problems are listed below aocording to problem type. 
a.) 'l)'pe So probleaas: 9t (1), llt (3), IJt (4), 1St (5), 
17t (6), 19t (7). 
b.) Type.Q problems: 6t (1), Bt (2), lot (2), 12t (3), 
14t (3), 16t (4), IBt (5), 20t (5), 
22t (6), 24t (7), 26t (7). 
0.) 'l.'ype 11 problems: 103t (1) (tst, 2nd grade), l04t (1), 
105t (2), l06t (2), l07t (3),108t (4), 
109t (4), llOt (5), I1lt (6), 112t (6), 
113t (7). 
3. Post-tra.in1ng test: Copies of these problems appear 1n Append.1x m. 
Each post-test problem besides being of a pa.rt1cniJ.ar type, also belongs 
in one of three other class1!1oat1ons: 1.) It is either a parallel. torm of a 
Pl'e-test problElll, 2.) a parallel form ot' a tra.in1ng problem; or 3.) a "new'll 
PI'oblem. 
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With one e.meption (problem 9 PI"), each \vpe 51 problem wh1ch had been 
on tho pre-test at a given grade level was included 1n a parallel form. on the 
post-test at that grade lEWel. These problems constituted the rtpanUel to 
pre-testtf categor.r. 
'lbere' were too m&l\Y tra.inir1g problems to 1nc1.ude a parallel form of 
each one on tb.t.i1 post-test.. The ~eater seLected toz,e 1nclws1on in the 
post-test at a given grade level, training problems which she felt wwe lIIQst 
ptisfactol'il\Y' ~,th1n the abi11 't;.f range of the subjects at that grade level aDi 
wb1ch should, therefore, otter the best choice of d1tf'erent1ati.lJg the effects 
of the four trai.n1ng tEoeatments. She based. her decision on the ma.nner in wh10 
the sllbjet:l\;s at. tho given grade levW. dealt w:i.tb. each tre.1ning problem d~ 
the wa:i.nitlg sessions. Ii a probl._ seemed too euy or too dit£icuJ:~ £01" sub-
jects in a given graUe, 1.t. s~ 4jenstil.ess to l.'1.Cl.ude it. hI. 'lJ1e.ir post-test. 
Consequen~, the training proh.1.ema whioh were ~Uti«i 111 pa.rallel rom in 
the post-test. at. the four grade lev6lfJ were DI)'t. alWqD the SlQJ1$ ones. 
J:'.he .anew'" pl"Oblems wre neW' var1atiotls of type a inasm.c.wh as t.h83 con-
listed oi areas f01'm.ed by overlapping f1guNa, rather than ot ueas marked ott 
v1thin the bo~$S of a sol1~ figure. lbe naw Pl"Ohl811S whloh were in-
tl.\Iied in the post-wst at the tour grade lev~s were oot aJ.~s the SQ.i;1l.e O.tl~. 
Mer. of the post-test Pl'Oh1.~ is listed. bW.ow .aooord1ng to twrJ oJ.a.ss1-
t1cat.ions: type ot problem and wh.ther it is parallel to a pre-test or a tra1n-
be PJ."Obl-, 0,.. is Unew." 
a. ) Type 11 p1'Ob1f.IDS: 
'1 t Parallel to p1"e-test.: 1po, 3 po, 5 po, 
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7 po (2nd, )rd. 4th onQr) 
2' ParaUel to tra1n1ng: 17 po, 
b.) '.l)pe £ problEDS: 
19 po (2nd, )rd, 4th onty) 
l' Pa:rallel to tra1n1ng: 10 po (1st ol'J.\y') 
12 po, 14 po (1st, 2nd on'l.y') 
18 po (2r1d. 3rdt 4th only) 
20 po (.3z'd, 4th ~) 
2' New: SO po (1st onty), 52 po (1st on1;r) 
". po, 56 po (2r1d, JI'd, 4th onl3') 
58 po (2r1d, X 4th on1.y) 
c. ) 'J.Ype A prohtems = 
l' Parallel to pre-test: 102 po (tat ~) 
103 po ()rd, 4th onQr) 
2' Parallel to ~n1ng: 103 po (1at, 2M onl;1) 10,5 po 
1.11 po (2nd. 3x'dt 4th only) 
113 po (Jrd., 4th onl.Y) 
4. Retent.1on test: Copies ot these pl"Obleas appear 1n Appendix IV. 
The retention test at a given grade level 1s, as sat.1stactorUy as 
possible on an a priori basiS, a paraUal tom pJ.IObl._ tor probl_ of the post-
test at that grade level. 
AU the retent10n test pJ.'Oblem.s are listed below aoco:d1ng to the same 
doUble classU1cation used 14th the post-test problaas. 
a. ) 1)pe g problems: 
l' Parallel to pre-test: lr, Jr. 
1r (2nd, J1'd, 4th ~) 
2' ParaUe1 to t:ra1Jr1.ng: 171" 191" (2nd, )rd. 4th oril..V') 
b. ) TJpe.£ p1"Oblams: 
l' Para.Ual. to tra1n1ng: lOr (1st o~-), 121" 
c. ) 1'3Pe R problEIIS: 
141" (lst, :Zncl o.w.y) 
181" (2nd. Jrd. 4th only) 
201" (Jrd. 4th ~) 
SUr (1st. only), S2l" (lst onlT) 
~, 561" (2nd. Jrd, 4th on1.;r) 
sal' (2nd, .)rd, 4th onLy) 
l' .PartII.Ue1 to pre-test: 1021", (lst onl3) 
1131' ()rd. 4th onlJ) 
2' PaNlle1 to t:ra1Jr1.ng: 10Jr (1st, 2:nd on1.y), 10,5r 
1111'" (2M, 3l'dt 4th on17) 
11Jr (Jz-d, 4th only) 
G. The lOur 'L':rai..ll2 .. 11g Trea'bnents a:t. Each Grade w~e1 
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At the beg1nning of aa.ch trainl.rllg session, as at tbe beg1nn1ng or each 
teet, all the subjeets were requested to solve each J)1"Oh1.- 14th as few ques-
t4.cms as possible, with the turther explanat10n that thqv should, of oourse, 
let as much inf'Ol'mllt.ion as they tel. t was neoes&al7 to solve a pa.:rt1oUl.ar pl'Ob-
1. without resortd.:ng to mere guessing; but that th. should avoid asking ques-
\toIlS that were not reaJl.3" necess&17. 
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No problem was ever solved tor a sub.1ect, nor were quest10ns fol'mUlated for 
a subject under ~ tl"a;.;.dng oondi tion. 
No subject. £:rom a.rw group was ever told she had salved a problem correct-
lY or incOrrectly. However, the experimenter established a C01"d1al. atmosphere 
to gi va each subjeat the impression that she was doing n1eely. 
1. Treatment I - Expl1c1t Gu1dar1ce 
The a1m of t.b1s k1D:l of ~ was to provide expl.1c1 t, d1rect.1. va 
guidanee in recognising those features of a probl._ vb.1.ch 1JJ.q aid in its solll-
t1.on. Upon presenting a probl_ the e:xper1menter pointed out the k1nd of in-
formation that was ava1lable to solve the pl"Obl-. 
With tJpe!i problems in which the subject bad to f1n:l which box, card 
or space the eJq)erJ.menter was tbi.n1d.ng of in terrllS of what c1ues were iA the 
space, the expe1"'1menter would point out, tor example 1n problEll 17 t, that the 
O&l'ds bad d1f'terent objects of ditterent oalors on them, and that :m two cards 
were ~xactly alike. The ~enter would than request the subject to use 
these teatures of the probl._ in uldng questions that would giw her the in-
foz.t1on needed to solve the probl_. 
After the subject had asked a question, the answer to wh1ch eUudnated 
... 01" the possible boxes or cards the mcper1menter would mow these boxes or 
CUds over to the side in those problElJlS wh1ch had movable p&J;"t.s, saying that 
that question had "gotten rid ot" these boxes. Th1a proced\U"e continued un:t:U 
only one box 01' ca:rd was lett 1n front of the subject. 
tdtb type .t prohl.EIJlS in which the subject bad to t1nd the presa1.ected 
area pl'1mar.U.y in tems of its locat1O!l, shape, k1nd or number of boum.anes, 
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the e;t.per1menter pointed out the dittorent ldnds of lines and sha}1ttS and tho 
c:a£f'erent locations of the spaces, and thon requested the subject to use these 
features 'Of the pl'Ob1.em in asld.ng questions that would gift the information 
needed for a solut.1on. In the case ot problems 8 t, 10 t, 12 t which had 
pictures inside tJ1.e. spaces, it was pointed out to the sl;ibject that sinGe the 
pictureS 1n all the spaces wen 1dEmt1oal., then 1n thesE! 1:nstanees questions 
abOut what wu ~ the space were 1ne1.eva.l'lt.. l'he exper1menter tollQWed tbru 
b11nd1cat1~ those teatures of the problem that would he1..p solft it. 
~dth tqpe 11 pNb'Lems in wh.1.ch the subject had to grasp tho concept <'m 
the basis of which some spaces r~e1ved WI) SUl.rs a..'1rl ethers one star, th$ ell!-
per:b1enter po1n't4d out all the different poss1ble COMGpU: for a given problEm. 
It vas the subject· s task to discover f\tom .among the var.t.ous possible conoepts, 
the correct one for a part1cultU" problea by asId..Dg how ~ surs va.r:l.O\1S 
apaces should get. ~'i1th probltl.\'ll 106 t. for ~&. the ~ent.er t~Ul.d 
point out that some spaces m1ght g3t two stare and others one star because 
1.) some spaces haft three sides, au:! others tour; 2.) some spaces U'e on the 
periphery, some inSide; 3.) some spaces are b1€;, others littlo; or 4.) sotA& 
haft a wiggly'line border and others do J1Ot. The subj$C'1i could check on the 
first concept by asking about a three-sided spaco &rti 4 to'lll""'sidod spaoe; &. g. , 
lpa.ces i4 and iI'B. Sinoe these spe.ooo both reoe1ved two stars. the subject 
oovJ.d eliminate the first Jvpothes1s, and so on, unt:U. tmly one ~thes1s re-
M1ned. 
As soon as the subject thought she knew the OOJICept, or "secret" she 
f1ll.ed. 1n those spaces the uper1aenter had ~oated with a check M1ic. It 
the SUbject was 'On the J'!1ght track, the ~ter had her verbaJ..1se the 
"secret. II It th.e subject w.a.s not on the r1ght track, the experimenter review-
ed all tJ1G possible concepts again. It s.ft.ar two such l'eVlews the subject 
,t.iJl didn't grasp the "seoretH , the next problEm wu presented. 
2. Trea:tment II - SOme G1dda.nce 
The a1m of th1s tra1n1ng group was to he1.p a subject become a.wa.t"e of 
what questions she was asldng and what these questions were acoompl1sbing tor 
her--ld.tbout g1.ving aaw explioit, diroot.i.ve guida.noe as to the important 
features ot each probl-. 
\'Jith we 9. and typo g p!'Oblems 1n wb1<:h the subject was requested to 
discover wh'Lh box or area the ~jter wu tb:hlldng of, the subject was 
given the fol.lowing ldnd of guid.&nce: 
a..) If the subject asked unnecoosar.r quest10ns in :reaoldng a solut1on. 
the experimenter e1t.lJ.er repeated these quesu'ons (for the t:1rst grade) or show-
ed the subject these questio.ns on the pape:t" where the ~enter had record-
ed them (for the older ch:lldren), and then asked the subject if she could have 
eolved the probls without these questions, and wl\Y. 
b.) If the subject reached 4 po~ where she st.1ll bad not solved the 
pJ'Oblem but could not tb1nk of IiU\Y more questiODS, the exper1menter enumerated 
the features the subject had alroa4Y asked about and then asked the subject 
1Ihat other clues were left. If &£ter two such repetitions the subject st1ll 
oould not fomulate tJ:tJ:Jf new questions, the nex.t. p:oblElil was presented. 
c.) If the subject cla:1m.ed to know which box or area the e:x;p81"1menter 
vas thinking of without hav1.ng gat.b.ered enough curta, the exper1menter aSked. the 
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,dJject if she were guessing. It the subject answered aff1mat.1.ve1y the --
,...s.-nter asked the subject what other ~s she coll1d ask about so she 
..,uld lcnOW "for suret! which box or area the axper1mentel" was th1nld.ng ot; it, 
_.ver, the subject denied guessiDg, the experimenter asked bow the subject 
)cDeW tlfor sure" she was correct. 01"d1nar1l.y in this si tuat.ion, with a tqpe s! 
bOX problem for example, the subject would say sometb:l.ng like, "'well, you said 
it was big and green." The uper1menter lR."old ask how lIIIU\V Mg, green boxes 
tile subject saw; if the subject 1D:J1cated she saw more than one, the expel"1-
.,.rt.er would ask the subject how she could t1nd out ftuac~ wh1ch ORE" box 
tile experimenter was th1nld.ng of. It the subject gave 1'lD 1rJi1oation of see-
lag other poss1b1l1t.ies she was requested to look again and 1.f' the s1tuatAon 
rt1ll did not change, the next problem was presented. 
With type 11 problems 1n wh:lch the subject had to discover the OOl'lCept 
on the basis of which some spaces reec:ved two stars and others one star, the 
aper1ment.er let the subject t1ll 1n as JI8.lV' spaces as _uld be 1detaJ.4r neces-
IIZ'1 to el1:m1nate the various possible reuons, and then requested the subject 
to take a caretul look at what she had IDled in so tar and what the subject 
thought the "secrettt might be. !:t the subject was able to verbalize an ade-
quate lwPothes1s the ~ter asked her to check her l\vpothes1s against the 
lpICes alreac.w t1lled in and to ask about one more space as a precaution., I:f' 
the ~thes1s '¥'e1'bal1zed was preature, the e:xpel'1menter suggested to the sub-
3eot that she ask about a tn more spaces to see whether aJV excep&ns would 
&ppeazo requiring the subject to alter her Jvpothesi.s. I:f' after ask:1ng about 
these ad.d1t1onal spaces, the subject gave .no 1Dd1ca:taon of recognizing t.he 
iDadequaoy of her lvPothes1s, the ~ would ask wtv a certain space 
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"td.ch, according to the subject's l\Ypotbea1s, should have reoe1ved. two stars, 
ortl:! had one, or vice versa. After two 01" three suoh attempts, 1£ the subject 
,t.i1l tailed to otter a more adequate explanat10n of the flsecHt", the next 
problem was presented. 
The aim of this tra1n1ng group was to expose a subject to the ft1"'1ev 
of training problEIIS to deal w1th thaa as adequately as she could on her own 
aJ¥i within the t.1me all.owed each da.y. The ~t s only me here was 
to present each problem. and take it away e:1ther aner the subject had solved. 
it. 01" 1M1cated she could do no more 14th it. 
4.1'roatmont IV - Control group 
The a1a of the control group was to ascertain how the Pl"Obl- scor1Dg 
p!OOe8ses ot chUdren would be 1nf'luenced. boa the pre-test to the post and re-
tention tests merel3' by extra ind1v:1dual. attention t.hf.v were rece1T.1ng in daU.y 
be1ng S'UDImOned from their regular classroom tor private sessions with the a-
pe:r1taenter dU2."ing the tra1n1ng per.tod. 
These subjects were nEW"er shown IUW tra1n1ng problems. The.:r were, how-
tlW, seen tor the same length ot t1ae each dq as we%'e the experimental sub-
jects. The exper1m.enter engaged the control subjects in such aotiv:1t1es as 
<b-aw:1ng, listening to sto:d.es, and reading aloud. 
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1. Group Noms 
The group norms tor each problem on the """,e-test were deteJ."Jdned 
separately tor each grade hom the quest1on-sequences wseel b.r the subjects in 
that grade. The:method b.r which the mltler1cal values tor the group norms 
were calculated has been described in several pubUca:td,ons (R1moldi. 1955; 
Rtmoldi &: Devane, 1961; I&Dld1, Haley, Fog11a.tto, 1962). 
Since the sequence of questions used b.r each !mbjeot is always re-
oorded in R1moldit s technique, 1t was possible to detem1ne the frequency 
vi th which 8X13 question bad been selected in 8.l'f3' possible order by the sub-
jects in a pa1"t.1.oular grade. These t:requenc1es were transformed into p1'Opo:r-
tions which w.re then the group noms. A subjeot was scored b.r adding the 
oonespordtrlg values as the.v 00CUI"Z"ed in her own sequence. Group nol'JDS give 
the ut1l1 V 1ndex of a question in a pa:rt.1cular order on the basis ot what 
the subjects regU"d a.s a useful question in that cl'Cler in a sequence, rathe%' 
than on the basis of what 1s 8. use.tul. question in that order in terms of the 
PJOblGl' s logical. structure. Group noms thus were used to descr1be a sub-
ject in teas of the grade (or group) to which she belonged. 
In this research a subject was regarded as manitesting problem 
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solving behavior when she asked questions which supplied intOl'!lation that 
COul.d help her to solve a problem. It was ass_eel that the problem solv.1ng 
process :i.n'vQlves recognizing when 1nf'omation is needed, and what ld.nd is 
needed, and uW.izing W.s information after it bas been obta1ned; in other 
.,rds, probl- salving 1n'valves both obta1.nirlg and a~ information. 
An "etfic1ent probl_ solving process" 1s def'1ned as the achiEJ'V'oo 
1rJg of a COl'TeCt solution by asldng 01'I.\V' relevant and necessa:r.y questions 
wb1eh supply the information that makes it possible tor a subject to step-b.r-
step reduce the number of ~ alternatives. 
The order 1n which a question is asked is important in deo1d1Dg 
it it is a MCe8sar.y question. For example, in a problsm that uses yaUOW' 
and green boxes, the quest.1.on "Is it yE'iU.owl" is not necessar,v 11" it is asked 
after the question "Is it green?", but is neoessa,zoy in the &bsebee of the 
other question. 
On the basis of' a pl-Oblem's structure, ett101ant question SfJq1.l8D-
oes W'e'l'e worked out by the ~$Z'. The h1ghest score is the best. score 
on these p%'Oblenu;. 
The ideal seqUEmCes were based on the pr;I.De1ple of the process 
'rh1s means that questions which e1 im:iNLteci the largest ll'UIIbeJ:o 
or alternatives (boxes, OtU'ds, or spaces in a f1gu:re) should have been asked 
t:lzost. Questions el.hd.nat1llg the next largest ntaber of alternatives should 
ba'fe been chosen second, and so on untU the f'1nal. solution was reached. 
Prob1._ 19 po 1dll be used as an ~e. This pl'Ohlem consists 
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of 'fi cards. The preselected oud oan be COl!TElC~ 1dentuied 1n teas of the 
1»P8 and GGlor of the two ob.1ects on itt and whether both, one, or neither of 
theSe objecta has a. small white dot. 
'l'b.e first q~n ohould .u .... dnate as close tct haJ.t of the al-
t,ertUtt3.vos AS tb.a str'llowc of tlle p:roblQl!1 sllows. Thf.t quest10n (1) ttAre the 
objeCts the same color!" oan cl1m:!.nate e1t.hel- 16 or 20 al~ma:t!ves MoordtDg 
to whether tJ-...e a..~er is '3N or M. Since the a.~ ,.6 atfimative" 16 
cardD lml'O e.1.1m:1nated, leaving 20. The question (2) ;~1'>%'e the objects the SliIJ.I.18 
shape flt eM el.1m1nate 8 or 12 Cftl"(lD, cl~ on whetJm:o the answer 1s 7-
or DO. S1noe tho ~ !4'aS !lO, 12 ca.rl'ls ~ ciL!.m1nated, leaving 8. The 
queet10n () "Does the cud have a blue o1releTU ean w.~te halt the al:ter-
natives regard" -,s or the anmrer. Sblee th. ~ ~ yefJo; laYing 4 alt.&J-
natives, the question (4) ''Does tb.e blue oirole bave a 'White dot'" llOuld be 
a. good follow-1lp; 1t em ~te 2 alte.P.natlYeS. thus leaving only' 2 0QIds. 
One more question such as (.'1) "Does the tri.~e have a dot on it?*' can final-
13 p1npoint the ~ected. ea.rd .. 
Consoquent.1.:', probl-. 19 po can be solved 14th t1 ... qu.est.1orss. 
It a subject to1.l.owed a sequen.ce requtr:t.nc more than t'1ve questt.ona. she bad 
departed t.rom. an ideal seqwmoe. fJftl'l it slle 0D1..Y asked neoesSU7 quest1oDs. 
An unneoeasa:r quost!.:>n can be d&t1ned as one th&t wMr.t .. ked 1n a. ~ar 
OI'der ciLim1natos none of the raaa.ir.dng- eJ.~tives. stJJJ. oom'Ji~ FOb-
1_ 19, the :f'oll.~ soqwmce is presented as a samp1.e of questJ.on-sequenoee 
1Ibioh 1nolude o:il:y :necessary quest1ons, but becauso thqr d~ fram tho ideal 
Of uld..ng in each SeQ,tte.t108 ordtJ1' a queert40n t.ht1t ;dll t>l.imtnate as close as 
PDsa1h1.e bal.:f' the l"Sl~ eJ. ternativee they req:u:lre moro than the 1dn1.'lNlll 
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_OJ" ot questions to p1npo1nt the preselected oard. The following sequence 
,.quireS six questions: (1) "Does the oard have any white dots'" - Yes; (eUm-
iJlAte& 10 out of J6) (2) "Does it have two dots?" - No; (e1.:bd.nates 10 out ot 
26) (3) flAre the objects the same oolor?" - Yes (e1.indnates 8 out ot 16) (4) 
"J.J"8 the objects the saae shape?" - No (el1m1nates 4 out of 8); (5) "Does the 
oard have a blue o1ztol.et" - Yes (eHm1nates 2 out ot 4); (6) "Does the o1ro1e 
bave a white dot?" - No (e11m1natee 1 out of 2, lea'9'111g only the oo:rreot cud). 
The worst possible question-sequences would consist ot T8'I!'T SJ)e-
d.t1o questions which would e11m1Date only one alternative at a tiae; s'QCh a 
question-sequence might conoe1va.bly have th1r1:;y-tive questions tor problem 19 
po. 
11&1. observed sequences 
The ttpul..]..S.Dg-outtt method has been desoribed in several publ.1oa-
1010118 (R1mol.d1, logliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, Zaohar1a, 1962; R1mold1, 
Fogl1atto, Baley, Ji:lrdmarm, 1963; Iztdmann, 1964). 
The present st~ used a sUghtq' mod1t1ed version of the pull.1Dg 
out method. 0I'd1nar1l.y the nUlllerical. value ot a question-in-a-partioular-order 
11 determined trolll a table of Pl"OP01"t1ons. The value ot a question-1n-a-par-
tioular-order would depend upon the tNqueno,. 14th whioh that question would 
appear in thit order when aU the ideal sequences would be pooled. In the p"-
• .. 10 st~, hoveveJ", the numerioal mue ot each question in an ideal sequence 
... made constant., namely 1.00. With this one emepUon, the puU1ng-out m .. 
thod was tollowed exactl.7. 
Th:i.s one JIIOd1t1oation in the pu) 11 ng-out method was adopted 
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~1.1Se the logical st.rwtture of problEllS as euy as the ones used in this 
.tudi1 oltered so ~ equal.l7 ett1cient question-sequences as to make it some-
1fhat impraotical to tabulate them. These easy probleas allow several combina-
t,ioJlS of all the relevant quest.'10Ds and several. permutations ot those 001I1b1na-
UoDSI tor example, the problem usiIlg 9 boxes can be solved equal.ly satista-a-
tor1l1 by 254 different question-sequences, the pl'Oblau using 12 spaoes by 1;6 
d11'terent queeUon-sequences, and the probl_ using 8 boxes by 48 dillerent 
quesUon sequences. The taot that these easy problems allow so m&!V' equal.ly 
.. tielactory quest.ion-sequences does not _an. however, that it is almost in-
..s.t.able that a subject wUl follow an 1duJ. seqUGDOe--'b7 no Ileans. A sub-
ject is VeJ7 apt to ask unnecessary questions. For eumple, 1n a pnbl- "--'~ 
\brM colors, if a box is not either of two oo1ors. it must be the third color. 
1'b18 correct color can be deduced af'tel" two quesUons regud1Dc color, but JIUUV 
Abjects ask that unJ'JSCessa:r.;r tbbd question about color 8lVWq. 
In the present st1¥V, the scorer st1l.l had to detcm.ne the ideal 
aequence which best appro:x:1ma.ted an obsft"9'ed sequence aDi which would therefore 
Md-Sze the ewl.uat.1.on of that 1nd1v1d.UDl peri'01'mtUlCe. The ~ 1n which 
Ute ftJ.ue of this ideal sequence was appUed to the 1nd1Y1dual observed se-
~e obeyed. oertain rules, which w1ll l'lOW be ell_vated. 
:F.lr6t, as mentioned before, the idoal sequence wh1cb best appl'OX!-
1aated an obi erved sequence was decided upon. PJ.ooblem 19 po discussed earlier 
1ft th1s sectiQn v.Ul again be used as an exsmpl..e. The ideal sequence vh10h 
beat approx1mated the sample s1x-quest1oftooaequence previousl¥ 8l1UIl1erated began 
With the question, "Are the objects the same color?", wb1ch was followed b7 
-Are the objects the same shapet,ft f.lDoes the ctU'd have a blue c11"ele?," 
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-DoeS the eirele DAft a white dott," and ooncl.uded Td.th some quest10n which 
~hed between the t.wo re.a1rd.Dg alternatives. 
Second, all the questions in the obserted sequence which were 
~C"IQnt or unnecMe4ry in l1gbt ot the best-app1"OXimate ideal sequence were 
raacrved• From the sample sb.-question-seqwmoe tor probl._ 19~, the first 
_ questions were remo'V'ed.. Tb:1s operat1on lett the order in which the rele-
yant questions were asked untotlOhed. 
Third. i:f' the order of the relevant obse:rved q.uest.1ons U'ACtJ.y 
dupl.1c4ted an ideal sequenoe. the roue ot the ideal sequence was d1v.1ded b7 
the J1\lI!Ibf4" of quest.1ons uked. in the or1g.1nal obs~ sequence, 1. e .. t ~tore 
_ pul.l.i!tg-out of irNle9'&nt questions. It 18 obvious, therefore, that the 
pa1.l1ng-out method. penel111es the pl"Odigal asld.ne ot (l~ns. 
Fourth. i.f' the sequence resul t111g bom. the pull1ng-out ot 1nele-
ft!lt ~.uest10'M onlJr part1all;r duplioated an ideal sfIq,wmce as 1n the oase ot 
the aaaple sb-question sequence tor probl_ 19 po, which on'ly dupllcated the 
f1pst tour qu.estions of the idee! sequence, tM vru.ue of t.b.e partial id.eal se-
quence was dJ.vJ.ded by the number of questions 1n the originAl obeel"V'ed sequence 
pthided this nUlfl.ber was equal to .. greater than the nvr.ber of questions nee 
IU7 as spec1t1ed in tn- best approx1m.ate ideal sequence. otherwise the m1n1-
- D\1IDber of questions logioaUy- required became the divisor. The ruue ot 
the sample sequence was 1.00 + 1.00 + 1 .. 00 dS:v1ded by 6, or .67. 
The experimenter deo1ded a priori how DIA'l\V' q,,-estions were l1~ed 
to attain the concept 1n a part1cular probl-. A sllbjeot cOllld attain the 
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coDCept by testing various l\vPOtheses. In a geometr1ca.l design problem, for 
~e, wbere the spaces were all square but of different sizes and w1 th some 
bad,ng a red boundary, a subject could test such l\vPOtbeses as "The size of a 
fPAC8 determ1nes whether it will get one star or two," or "The presence of a 
red boundary detem:l.nes whether a space w:Ul get one or two stars." A subject 
oould test these h3P0tbeses by asldJ1g how maJ\Y stars various spaces 1n the de-
I1gn should get. 
It is poss1ble to l1.m1 t the n1lD'&ber of spaoes about which a sub-
ject must necess8.1"1l;y 1nqu1r& in order to solve the problem. In other words, 
it 18 possible to llm1t the number of quest10ns that are necesS&1'7. It is on 
tb1s basis that the logical llOl"D18 have been developed for fIft'l!'¥ problem of 
A subject received a value, namel.y 1.00, for each quest10n asked 
antU. she completed the n'Ull1ber of questions needed to sol. ve the problem. A.f'ter 
that for every question she asked, she received no value. 
A subject· s score on an..v type il problem was f1nall.y obtained by 
aooUIII.ulating the values tor the necessar.y questions ani d1 -nd1ng that sum by 
the total nurrber of questions asked, provided the subject asked at least the 
Id.nhtum number. If the subject asked less than the required number of questio 
.. t1naJ. score was obtained by d1 v1d1ng her cumulat.1:n sum by the lId.n1mum. num-
ber of questions required by the l1g1cal structure of the problem. 
I. statistics 
1. Differential effects of four tra1n1ng treatments 
a. Us1ng ffpull.ing-out" norms to score the problems, one-wq anal.,yses 
.t 'f'81"1anOe were -.ployed at each grade level to detEmdne whether there was 
an overall sign1fioant dU'terence among the foUl" training treatments tor each 
problem appearing on the post-training test am tor each problem on the reten-
tiOn test. 
b. Whenever arw ot these anaJ.;rses of vari&noe 1nd1cated a s1gn1f'1cant 
.verall difference among the treatments, t-ratio were obta1ned, for a partic-
ular problem, by oompari.ng eaoh treatment with I!JVf!fI!'3 other tr_tm.ent, in order 
to determ1ne precisely between wb1ch treatments there were sign:1ticant score 
c.. In order to detemine under which treatments subjects would be able 
to s1gn1f1cantJ.y 1mprove their pertol'UJ1Ce hom the pre-test to the post am 
retention tests, one-way analyses of var1a.nce were ezapl.oyed, with each treat-
unt considered separately, tor each of these problems wb1ch appeared in paral-
lel torms on the three tests at a given grade level. 
d.Whenever ~ of these anal.7ses 01' var1ances iMicated a sign1t.1cant 
crreraJ.J. d1.tterence among the perto:ma.noes 01' subjects under a particular treat-
.ant at a given grade leni1. on a pa.rt1oular problem appearing in each ot the 
three tests, t-rat1.os were obta1ned b,y oompari.ng each test performance with 
ft'e17 other test perto1'!l.la.nCe tor that particular problem, in order to detenz1ne 
PZ'e01sely between wh1ch tests the stJbjects under a partioular treatment bad 
aoh.1.eved Significantly d1tf'erent soores. 
2. Etfect 01' educational. level on problElll sol'f'1llg 
a. Pre-test 
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l' Using "pull., ng-outn llOl"I'.Il8 to soore problems of the pre-test, 
.. -'IT analyses of var!ance were used for each pre-tnt problem. whioh had 
.--.. ....., 
beeJ1 a.dmin1stered on three or more grade levels, to determ1n03 wh.1.ch problems 
agn1f1cantJ.y di.fterentioated among performances at different grade levels. 
2' Whenever any of these analyses of var1.aDce ind1eated a s1gn1t-
10ant overall difference among the grade levels, t-ratios were obta1ned for a 
partioular pre-test problem, by oom.pa;r1ng each grade with fi'I1e'I!7 other grade, in 
order to dete.rm1ne prec1sEily' between which grade lcwe1.s there were s1gn1t'1oant 
3' For each of the pre-test problaas which s1g1d.f1oantly d1tteren-
t.1.ated among performances at the difterent grade levels, the means of these 
pe2'!omames at the ditterent grade levels were also presented grapb1oal.ly. 
4' For each pre-test FObl- which had been adtdnistered at two 
IJ'&de levels only', t-rat1os were obtained to deteJm1ne whether the older sub-
jects had aoh:1eved a higher mean soore. 
b. Post-test am Retent40n test 
l' Using ·tpu'l.l1rlg-outn noms to score the problems on the post-
test am retent.1.on test, one-way analyses of va.r1ance were EmPloyed tor each 
poet..test am. each retention test probl.,to detemine which p1'OblEIU showed 
a a1gn1t:1cant overall d1tterenoe &mOng eb:Udren under the same treatment, but 
111 different grades. 
2' Whenever &1\1 of these analyses of' variance imicated a s1g1d.f1-
caant overall d1tferenee among subjects under the same treatment but on dll'f'ez--
lilt grade levels, t-rat1os were obta1ned, for a particular probl.., by COJII1J)aI"'Ulfi 
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.,.ch grade with f'!J"I'e'1!Y other grade under that particular treatment, in order to 
cletez'lline precisely between which grade levels under that particular treatment 
thel'8 were sign:U'1cant score ditterenoes. 
J' For each post-test and retention test probl.ca which s1gn1t1-
oantly dlf'fe1"bnt1ated &1IIODg perf'ol'UllOes of subjects under a particular treat-
.. t but from different grade leva1.s, the means of these performanoes at the 
d.1fterent grade leva1.s were also presented graph1ca.1.l.y. 
4' For each post-test and oorrespond1Dg retention test problem 
wb1ch had been admiJdstered at two grade levels onl.;y, t-ratios were obtd.ned 
to determine whether the older subjects had aobieved a higher mean score. 
J. Stab .. 1 i ty of performance from post.-test to retention test 
a. With each grade level considered sepa.rateq, t.-ratios were obtained 
between the post-test am retention Ust perfomanoes by subjects under each 
11.80 on the "newt' problems. 
4. Relationship between group noms and logical. noms 
a. At each given grade leTe1., each pre-test prob1E11l was scored accord-
hg to group l101'U establ.1shed on the bases of pe.rtOl'lllUlCes by the subjects 
fl'Oa that grade level. &11d. aocord1ng to logiaaJ. no:rms (pu1.l1ng-out norms). 
b. Produot.-moment corre1.ations am their en tical. ratios were used to 
..-.une the relationsb1p between group nol'lllS and logica.1. D:'t1'JlS on the pre-test 
PI'obl. fIllS. 
Chapter IV 
Analysis of the Data and F1nd1ngs 
Differential effects of tour tra.1n1ng treatments on problem solving A. 
pertonumce 
1. Problems which yielded a sign1fi.cant F-value when performances among 
the tour trea:taent groups were compared 
The d1tterent.ial eftects ot the tour treatments could be studied 
because perfol"llAl'lOes b7 the tour treatment groups on sene of the post and re-
tention test problems were sutt1cient1.y d1tterent upon comparison to render 
sign1t1cant F-ratios. When a problem did yield '" signit1cant '-ratio, then 
t-tests were used to determine between precisely which treatments there were 
aignit1cant difterences. The F-r&t.io aaong the pert01"ll&nCes by subjects un-
der the tour treatments at each grade level on each post and retent10n test 
problem is given in Tables 6 and 7. 
Subjects under Treatment I received exp1.101t, d1reotive gu1dance 
in recognizing those teatures of a problem whioh might aid in its solution. 
S'Ilbjects under Treatment II received help in becom:1ng aware ot what their ques 
tions were accomplishing tor them. They did not, however, have Al\V explicit 
guidance a.s to the important. features ot each problEm. Subjects under Treat-
aent III were merely exposed to the tra:ln1ng problems, to deal with them as 
adequately as they oould on their own. The subjects under Trea:tment IV made 
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up the control. group. Ther vere seen during the training period but engaged 
in activities unrelated to the post,-test and retention test. 
For the first, second, and third grade subjects, approximately 
bIlf of the post-te.<Jt problems y'lelded signif'icant '-ratios when the four 
treAtments were com.pared. For the fourth grade subjects, on1.y one-fourth ot 
the po~t-test p!"Obl .. ~ yielded significAnt F-V8l.ues. 
The tour treatment gl'OllpS aeh!eTed signif'1cantly dUferent soores 
at the time of the retention test on exaotly one less problem at each grade 
level, than they had at the t1m.e of the post-test. Thu.s at the time of the 
retention test, tald.ng all the grade levels together, 21 out o.f 60 problems 
yielded s1gn1tieant F-values. wh~ at the tiae of the post-test 25 out ot 
60 problems had shown significant F-vaJ.ues. 
Each t,ype of problem w.s not equa1.l..y eftective in d11'terentiat1ng 
among the four treatments. Type g pl"Oblems, it should. be reeal.tecl., reqllired 
a subject to id.entifY tbepl'est-il.ecT..M box, or oard, or spaee pril!lar1ly in 
terms of what was in it. Type.Po problE!!l.!lS required a subject to ident.11Y the 
preselected area in a geomet.\'1oaJ. rlesign primU"Uy in te1'l'1!S ot the area·s b0r-
ders, shape, and looat.1.on. The geometrioal designs used. in type 2 problems 
were otten very similar to those used tor type 2 problems. A subject was re-
qUired in type II problems to obtain the concept on the basis of which some 
spaces in the design received one star and. other spaces two stars. 
Post-test problem.~ ldll always be d1sellssed first R..ll.C. the date. 
tl"Om all the grades w1ll be considered together. The eftect ot educational. 
level on problem sol.v.ing w:Ul be disoussed later in this Chapter. ProblEIIS of 
tyPe st. and type g were equally @ttectiv.,. These types of problems were both 
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JIlOre effecti va in distinguishing among the tour groups than were type :2 prob-
lesas.. or the type 9. and type g problems a.ppearing on the post-test, there 
"ere 46% whioh yielded significant F-values. Of' the type 12 problems, only 
28~ had significant F-values. 
Of the type 9. and type g prohlss appearing on the retention teat, 
there were 38~ and 3~ respectively whioh yielded sign1t1cant F-ratios.. There 
"ere still only 28~ of the type 11 problems showing significant F-ratios. 
The problems can al.so be considered in terms of whether they were 
s1milar to a pre-test or a training problem, or whether they were new prohl_s. 
Again data. from all the grades will be taken together. 
ot the post-test problems which were sim1lar to problems on the 
pre-test, 56~ yielded significant F-values. Of the post-test problems s1Ddlal" 
to training problems, 40% had s1gn1ficant F-values. If the post-test problans 
liJdlar to type 9. training problEmS are oonsidered apart from the post-test 
problems whioh were s1mUar to t3P' 11 and type g train:i1'lg problems, it can be 
'&en that these type 9. post-test problEIIIDB were particularly etf'ecti ve in dis-
~uish1ng among the four treatments. Two-thirds, or 67<J" ot these type .!! 
post-test problems had Significant F-values. These problems consisted of areas 
marked off' wi thin the boundaries of a seli tary figure.. Finally, of' the "newt' 
type .!! problems on the post-test, only 25% had significant '-ratios. The new 
problems consisted of' areas f'ormed by overlapping geometrical figures. 
ot the retention test problems which were s1m:Uar to pre-test prob--
lams and of' the retention test problems s:tm1lar to training problems, J~ an:! 
~ respectively yielded signitieant '-vaJ.ues. i\gain when retention test prob-
lems similar to type .!! training problems are considered separa.tely, it is f'ound 
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t.jJat 6710 ot these problems bad significant I-ratios. Of the new problems on 
the retention test, only 8% had significant F-values. 
Briefly, problems of type .£ f.U'ld 9 were more effective in detect-
irJg differences anwng the perf'Ol"J.'n8nCSS ot subjects under the four treatments 
tbB%1 were problems of type lil.. In problems of type S. am. 1:Qpe gt the subject 
., required to f'1nd the prese1eetod area.. In type :tl problems, the subject bad 
to obtain the concept on the basis ot which some areas racEd. ved one star and 
other areas two stars. 
Post-test and retention test problems which were s1m:Uar to pre-
test problems were on the whole the most veJ.WlbJ.e problElmS tor d1st1nguish1ng 
amorg the affects of the tour trea:tmentn. The test problcas which 'Liore similar 
to tre1ning problems ranked second in sens! t1 vi ty to the experimental manipu-
l,a"t1onr.. However, it the test problflJlllS whioh wera s1m:Uar to t;ype 51 tra.1n1Dg 
problems are considered separat,~, it oan be seen that these particular test 
problau as a. group tmre the very most atteet1ve aJllOng all the pl"Oblams appear-
~ in the post and retention tests in show1Jtg the ditterential. effects of the 
tour treatments. The new problaJ2lS appear:1ng on the post and retention tests 
ware least sensitive to the d1tferential effects ot the tour treatments .. 
It 1s interesting that those post and retention test problems 
wtd.ch were s1r.dJ.ar to pre-test problems and C()nsequently d1d not have any paraJ.-
bl tom. a.ppear1ng during the training sessions should have revealed differen-
\tal effects among the various training troatmants a greater proportion of times 
than did those test problems which were actually parel.lel forms of training 
Pl'obluns. 
It is also interesting that those type 9. test probleras which had 
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oonsisted of areas marked off wi thin the bouniaries ot a soli ta.ry geometrical. 
figure should as a group have been the most vaLuable test problems tor detect,.. 
i,ng differential. effects among the four treatments, while those type .9. test 
problems whioh had consisted of areas tomed by overlapping geometrical. figures 
(the "new" problems) were a.s a group the very least effective in detecting d1:f'-
rerenees among the four treatments. ApparentJ.y the subjects were not abl.e to 
generalize their responses from single figure problems like the ones presented 
during training to overlapping figure problems, even though, in both these 
groups of problans, the preselected spaoe could be identified primaril.y' in 
terms of its kinds and number of borders, its shape, and its location. 
The ditficul ty whioh the present subjects demonstrated in gener-
alizing their responses to the new problems is slm:Uar to that had by Ray's 
(1958) subjects. Ra;y ooncluded that generalization depends on the s:btdlarity 
between the trai.n1ng problems' imler rel.a:t1onships am the test problems' re-
lationships. 
The results of another stu.dy (R:1moldi, Fogliatto, Hsley, Reyes, 
Erdmann, Zacharia, 1962) extend the evidence supporting Ray's conclusion. In 
this study, as in the present stU£tr, the experimenters were concerned with the 
effect of training on the problem solving process, rather than on speoifio so-
lUtions given. The experimental subjects were divided into two groups. Since 
there were two types of training problems, one group receivad the training prob-
lems in an order opposite to that used for the other group. A test wa.s admin-
istered midway through the tra1n1ng period when each group had oompleted prob-
18ll1S of a type to which the other group had not yet been exposed. On this mid-
test, which contained both types of problems, the two groups performed 
,...... 
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d1fferently from eaoh other. Eaoh group performed better on those type pr0b-
lems to whioh that group bad been exposed during tra.1n1ng. Each group did more 
poorly on those type problems they had not yet. el100untered during training. 
Since a.t the ndd-test, more members of each group solved with 
logical question-sequences those test problems whioh were simila.r to their 
training problEmS, the irl1portance of a test problem's inner relationships to a. 
subject t s chances of general1zing vba.t he has learned during the tra.in:1.ng 
period to the test si tuat1on, is again m.a.n1f'ested. 
It would seem, consequently, in light of the present st~· s 
tind1nes, that the inner rEilat10nships in a problem wh10h consists of areas 
marked off within the boundaries of a single geometrical figure (the tra1n1n.g 
problems) are decidedly different in the eyes of young children from the inner 
relationsb1ps in a problem whioh consists of areas formed by overlapping geo-
metrical. figures (the new problems.) It was because the present experimenter 
anticipated these results that she a. priori olass1f1ad the problems whioh con-
sist of areas tomed by overlapping geometrical. .f'1gures as the "new" problEl.'llS 
to be presented at the time of the post am retention tests. 
Table 6 
F-ratio among the performances (Pulling-Out Norms) by ~ 
under the four training treatments at each grade level on 
each Post-test problem. 
-
,. 
PROBLEMS II Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 
I : Parallel to ype,g 1 po 1.87 5.42* 7.76** pRE-TEST I 3 po 17.13*** 5.76* 2.14 
Problems 5 po 7.95** 1.47 2.66 
7 po ----- 3·52* 4.04* (2nd,3rd,4th) 
-----
- ---------- f--- ----------- f----------------- --.---. ~-. -- ------
ypeb 102 po (1st) 1·31 ----- -----
103 po ~----- ----- 6.60** (Jrd, 4th) 
---------
-... _._--" .... - . -_ ...• _. __ ._--_._- -- ----.---- -- .- .. -----. -.... - - - ..--... - ... __ .--.-_ ... 
Parallel to ype,g 17 po 6.36** 11. 59*** 1.05 
TRAINING 19 po ----- .65 1.92 
Problems (2nd, 3rd,4th 
-----
---
;ype .£ 10 po (1st) 2. J) ----- -----
12 po 4.58* 4.37* 3.16 
14 po 9.07** 6.98** -----(1st, 2nd) 
18 po ----- 4.17* 4.79* (2nd,3rd,4th) 
20 po ----- ----- 5·95** (3rd, 4th) 
-- ---
fype 12 103 po .68 9.60** -----(1st, 2nd) 
105 po 1.20 1. )4 1.87 
111 po ----- 2.97 2.49 (2nd,3rd,4th) 
113 po ----- ----- 12·31*** (3rd, 4th) 
------~- ....... 1---- -- -- ---------
NEW type .£ 50 po (1st) 4.15* ----- -----
Problems 52 po (1st) .93 ----- -----
54 po 1.42 .20 1.72 
56 po ----- 1·35 1.99 (2nd,3rd,4th) 
58 po ----- 2.36 4.13* 
I (2nd, jrd,4th)! 
. , 
-
* p (.05 ** p <.01 *** p(.OOl 
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Grade 
-
-
1.83 
2.45 
1.59 
3.61* 
.. _--_._- . 
-----
3.56* 
--.- _._._-
.88 
1.55 
!------
-----
1.)0 
-----
4.42* 
3·23 
-----
2.75 
2.08 
1.29 
1-----
-----
-----
2.14 
4.31* 
1.15 
I 
-
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Table 7 
F-ratio among the performanoes (Pulling-Out Nonns) by Ss 
under the four training treatments at each grade level-on 
each Retention-test problem. 
Parallel to 
pRE-TEST 
Problems 
PROBLEl1S 
! Typed ~. r 
: - 3 r 
I ~ r 
i ~ r 
lstGrade 2ndGrade 
1.15 
7.02** 
5.42* 
2.67 
2.57 
3.89* 
7.32** 
3rdGrade 4thGrade 
.76 
.63 
1.61 
4.79* 
1·37 
.89 
2.84 
9.45** 
I (~nd,3rd,4th) 
I
I Type 1110-2--r-( l-s-t)--l+--l-. -13--+.------.. -.--+--.-.--------- ~~----~-
n03 r --.--- ----.- 4.09* 1.67 
! (3rd, 4th) 
·-----··1· - .... " .. -' .. -.. ----.... ------ ----
Parallel to I Typed ~7 r 
TRAINING i - ~ 9 r 
Problems I (~d~)!.:~4~1_ 
I Typec nO r (1st) 
I - ~2 r 
I ~is~, 2nd) 
I ~8 r i (2nd,3rd,4th) 
i 20 r (3rd, 4th) 
.82 
14.21*** 
3.91* 
7.02** 
4.59* 
1.07 
5.00* 
6.31** 
13.71 *** 
I 
! 
... . .... --.- ... -_.-..... --_._-+1- .. ---1----.---.. ---. 
I
', Type]? 103 r • 63 3.99* (1st, 2nd) 
105 r .26 1.48 
1
1.1 1(11 r ) ------ 1.81 
2nd,3rd,4th 
113r 
(3rd, 4th) 
I 
: 
.78 
1.49 
3.16 
2.31 
11.44*** 
1.45 
2.55 
1.80 
4.46* 
.29 
33.12*** 2.53 
6.73** .25 
5.79* 2.83 
----.- ......... '1-"- .... -/---.-.-... --.--. ------- 1---,-- .-----.1------ .-. -.- .. ----1- '-"- ... _ .• -.. ' - .. 
NE.W 
Problems 
(Overlapping 
Figures) 
Typec 50 r (1st) 
- 52 r (1st) 
54 r 
1.06 
.80 
1.11 
------
------
------
------
1.10 
.36 
.63 
------
------
.78 
.64· 
1.96 
.52 
3.82 * 
.53 
56 r 
(2nd,3rd,4th) 
58 r (2nd,3rd,4th) 
-:----_...:.I-___ .L..:-_-=---=-_--I.J..-___ ~---.-- .. , __ .. _._._ .. __ .... ___ ........ . 
tp~.05; **p<.Ol; ***p<.001 
~ 
--------------------------------------------~--, 8.5 
2. The amourrt and direction ot the differential etteots of the foUl' treat-
ments on oertain post and retention test problEIIS 
, 
The t-ratios obtained trom compar1sons of the pertol"UnCe ot each 
treatment group with the performance of eve-J:'3 other brea:tment gz'Oup at each 
grade level on each post and retention test problem which yielded a s1gn1f1cant. 
1-ratio are presented in Tables 8 to 36. The t-ratios tor problEIIS which had 
,1gnif1cant F-val.ues on the first grade level are sbown in Tables 8 to 14; 
on the second grade level, in Tables 1.5 to 23; on the third grade level, in 
Tables 24 to 32; and t1naJ.ly on the fourth grade level, 1n Tables 33 to 36. 
The data from aU the grade levels w1U be considered together 
because the pattern amoqs the treatments was the same at each grade level. It 
Ihould be l"sembered that the data now under discussion are based sol&1.y on 
those post and retention test problElllS which yielded s1gn1t1cant F-values when 
the four treataents were oompared.. Each of these pl'OblEIIS was scored. acco:rd-
F1:rst, the rel.atl.onsbip between each of the first three treat-
aents with the contzol subjects (Treatment IV), who bad been seen d\1l'1ng the 
~ peri.od as fl'equently and tor as long a tJ.me as the other subjects, 
but who had engaged in actiY1t.1es \lJll'Glated to the post a.rri retention tests, 
w1l.l be disoussed. Then the relationship ot the t1rst three t'.reataents nth 
tach other will be considered. 
Subjects under Treatment It havillg :received axpl101t gu1da.nce. 
&oh1eved sign1t1cantly higher scores t.ban the control group 1~ of the time, 
that is, on every problem now un:ler disoussion. Subjects under Treatment II, 
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~'f1ng been ellCOuraged to stop and review what their questions were acoompUsh-
iDS. but not having reo&! ved expl101 t gu1d.ance as to the relevant features of 
• preble, obtained s1gn:1t1can~ higher scores than the cont.rol group on 93~ 
of the problems UDier discussion. On the ot.b.er 7f, of the problems the ditf ..... 
eaceB between Treatment II and the oont.:rol. gl"Oup were insign1fioant. SUbjects 
under Treatment mit hav.blg been given the probl.ems to deal with as adequateJ.;r 
as they could on their awn w:1 thout &l\Y comments whatsoever trom the exper1m.ent.-
.It achieved higher scores t.ban the control. gl"Oup on on'ly 46~ of the problems 
UDder c1iscusBion. The control. group aotual.l.y scored higher 'than Treatment m 
nbjeots on 22:£ of the pl'OblEliSS. On the remaining 3~ of the problems adtrin1s-
tered to these tHO groups ot subjects, the d1fterences between Trea~ m 
&ad. the oont.rol group were 1Ds1gn1t1cant. 
Subjects under Treatment I scored s1gn1t1cantl.y higher than sub-
jects under treatment II on 70<J, of the pl'Oblems l.1Dder discussion. 'l'reatment II 
nbjeots scored s1gn1t1cantJ,y b.1gher than 'J.'rea:taent m subjects on 74f, of the 
PJOblems. The subjects under Treatment I obta1ned sig1'l1t1oantl.y higher 8OOl'eS 
tun subjects under T:reataent m on 9~ of the pl'ObJ.eau. In each of thue 
OGIIlp&1":lsons, whenever a percentage was less than one hundred per cent, it was 
due to the tact that the rerpaj mer of the probleas failed to show a 1d.p1t1C8Dt 
dUt'erence betv8$D the treatments eompa:red. rather t.ban that arq probl._ ...... 
ed a difference between the treatments 1n a d:1reot1on opposite to that ~ 
stated above. 
Treataent I appears to bave been the most eltective aea:a.s of ao-
ClU&1nt1ng the subjects with the demaDds of the kind of problems used 1n this 
-earch. Qualltat1vel.y speald.ng, the Treatment I group differed fZ'OlI the other 
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groups pr1m8l"llY in that the exp11c1t guidanoe whioh t.'hey had received during 
the trairdJlg period regarding the important features ot a. Pl~_ seemed to 
ba"f'8 enabled thElll to take not.a ot the few essential variables 1n a problGil1 
"en when they were on the1r own tor the post arad retention tests. Consequent-
11, they were able to ask general. questions which e1indnated ~ alternatives. 
'rbe1 llere not limited as lllOSt of the other subjects, especially those under 
Treatments m ar¥i IV (t.b.e oontrol group). to speoilic questions whioh el.1m1-
nated oril::! one or two alte.rnat1ves a.t a timo. 
It might be helptul. to consider even one e:x:ample, post-test pr0b-
lem 7 po. This problElll oons1sts of 16 cards. It has tOUl" important features: 
liP of card, color of card, pdcture on the card, a11d the number ot borders 
aroUJd the picture. The subjects under Treatment I were quick to see that 8CIIl'1e 
p10tures had two borders whUe others had only one. Martv of the other subjects 
r.aever seemed to perceive this particular feature. or at least they f'alled to 
percei va its relevance to the problea. The subjects urder treatment I began 
with general. questions such as ;JDoes it have a fish?'" This ld.ni of general 
question enabled the subject to aLbdnate half the cards right awq. The other 
subjects had. a tendency to ask specific questions such as .1Is it a llttJ.e yel-
low rishl,11 which, because the answer was negative, enabled til-e subject to 
e1.ind.na.te only two cards. when subjects prooeeded by asking speo1.t"'1a questions, 
they needed to ask IllI1.Z\V more questions before they tourxi a. solution than the 
Blbjects who asked one question tor each important feature. By asking one ques 
tion for each important teature, a. subject needed to ask on'ly as IIUU\V quest.ions 
as there were relevant var1ab1.&s. In problem ., po, therefore. an ideal. sequeno 
had only tOUl" questions. 
Subjects UJ.'Jier 'l'rea:taent m, as m.en~oned previously, did not 
score signi£ioa.nt.J.y h1gher than the oontrol group on even balf of the test 
problems under consideration. ParticULarly on test problEIIS which were s:1J:ld-
181" to type h tra1n:1ng p:oblElU, there were either no significant d1tterenoes 
between Treatments m and. IV, or Treatment IV control. subjects scored s1g-
nU'icantJ.y h1gher than Treatment m subjects. Again quaUtat.1ve:JJ speaking 
it can be said that subjects as young as those used in this research did not 
appear to enjoy being requ1red to deal with the tra1n:1ng problet'llS on their 
own as Treatment m subjects were required to do. The e:xperience seemed to 
be a trustrating one tor them. Even though the experimenter ma1nta1ned a 
cheer£u1. atmosphere to give the impression the subjects were perf'or.m1.ng quite 
sat1sfactorlly, the Trea:tment m subjects commented on tb.e1r dissatistaction 
w.1t.h their own perl'o:rmances. Tbis somewhat negat.i.ve att.i.tude toward the pr0b-
lems on the part ot Treatment m subjects increased rather notioeabl7 d1l1"l.Dg 
the traini.rlg period. espeo1ally tor type 11 problems 1n wb10h the subjects had 
to attain a concept. Consequent.1¥. it is not too surprising that t.hG oontftiL 
group performed as well or better than the Treatment m subjects on ~ of 
the pl.'Oblams under d:1souss1on. 
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Table 8 
1;.oratios obtained from oomparisons of the parfomanoe (Pull1nz-Out Noms). of 
each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
Post-test problsn J po and on Retention test problem :3 r at the first grade 
leVel. A poslt.1.ve t-value indioates that the treatment ~roup nailed at the 
le.ft.hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the treatment 
group named at the top of the oolumn. 
. 
. 
. 
1 (Control Treatment II Treatment III Treat. IV 
PROBL:&l1 3 po,r Post Reten. Post Reten. IPost I Reten. 
**** **** **** **** **** **** Treatment I 21.51 10.13 27.10 12.71 ~6.24 24.10 (Po st & Reten.) 
-.-
*** ** **** **** Treatment II 6.67 3·93 24.73 11.17 (Post & Reten.) 
**** *** I Treatment III 18.06 5.22 (Post & Reten.)! I 
I 
.- -- . 
** P (.02; ***p <.01; **** P<.OOl 
Table 9 
t-ratios obts.ined trom oomparisons ot the pertormanoe (Pulling.Out Norms) ot eao..lt/ 
treatment group t-1ith the perfomanoe of every other treatment Group on Post-te 
problem 5 po and on Retention test problem ,5 r at the first grade level. 
~========================================~ i .. -, I ! Treatment II I Treatment III Treat. IV (Control) 
I 
I.PROBLEM 5 pO, r • Post Reten. lPost Reten /Post Reten. 
I 
I *** ** **** *** **** **** 
1 
I Treatment I 8.02 4.49 12.04 8.,51 16.54 9.02 
(Po st & Reten.) 
** 
I 4** 4.46** Treatment II 
1
1
•
23 4.01 5.7 f (Post & Reten.) 
-t 
I ** I , Treatment III 14.51 .4,5 I (Post & Reten) I I l 
_I 
._.' 
** P(.02; *** P<.Ol; **** P(.OOl 
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Table 10 
ti0s obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with every other treatment group on Retention test prob-
lem 10 r at the first grade level. J\ positive t-value indicates that the ....... ""'.T..J 
group named at the left-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score 
than the treatment group named at the top of the column. 
-
j 
"I I 
PROBLElVl 10 r Troatment II Treatment III Treat. IV(Control) 
**** **** **** Treatment I 13·33 23.26 19.78 
**** *** Treatment II 
I 
9.93 6.44 
, 
* Troatment III 
-3.48 I ! 
I I 
. I 
*** P < .01; **** p < .001 
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Table ill II 
s obtained from oomparisons of the portOl'l1'lalloe (Pulling-Out Norms) ot I 
treatment group 'td. th the perfo:rm.:moe of every other treatment group on Post-I 
oroblem 12 po and on Retention test problOO1 12 r at the first grade lavel 
siuve t-value indioates that the treatment group named at the laft-hand 
po of the rotor achieved a. higher mean soore than the treatment group nmned at 
top of the oolumn 
i 
PROBLEM 12 po, r Treatment II Treatment III 
Post Reten. Post 
.-. 
*** * *** Treatment I 5.36 3·25 5.99 (Post & Reten.) 
Treatment II .64 
(Post & Reten.) 
Treatment III 
(Post & Reten.) 
I 
* ~ {.05; *** P <.01; **** P< .001 
Table 12 
I Reten. 
*** 8.02 
*** I 4.77 
I 
! 
-
.. 
Treat. IV (Contro 1) 
Post Reten. 
**** ** * 11.60 8.52 
-_ .... -
*** ** * 6.24 5.27 
I 
*** 5.60 .51 
I 
1 
.-
,-r-lI"H.L:LOS obtainEd from oomparisons of the performanoe (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
st-test problem 14 po and on Retention test problem 14 r at the first grade 
-. 
I I (Control) I Treatment II Treatment III Treat. IV 
PROBLEM11./- ,po J. 1'" . 1 . 
- . I _ ... 
····1 *** **** **** **** **** Treatment I 10·52 4.90 19.70 11.28 14.59 8.79 (Post & Reten.) 
-
I 
**** *** * ** Treatment II 9.17 6·38 3·31 3·90 (Post & Reten.) i , I 
*** Treatment III 
-5.86 I -2.48 (Post & Reten.) ! 
I I I I ____ -1 
. I 
. 
* P < .05; ** P < .02; *** P <.01; **** P < .001 
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Table 13 
1;.-ratios obtained :from oanparisons of the porformanoo (Pullin&,.Out Norms) of 
aach treatment group with every other treatment group on Post-test problem 17 
po at the first grade level. A positive t-valuo indioates that the treatment 
group nruned at the left-hand side of the row aohieved a higher mean soore than 
the treatment group nruned at the top of the oolumn. 
~====~=========================- : 
PROBLEM 17 po I Treatment II 
II Treatment III 
, Treat. IV( Control) ! 
, I 
! • 
• i 
*** **** **** 
Treatment I 5.83 10.56 9·32 
~----------~------------------------------
*** Treatment II 4.93 
Treatment III .1.44 
* P <.05; *** P<.Ol; '4 **** P <:001 
Table 14 
t-ratios obtained from oomparisons of the performanoe (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
oAoh treatment ~roup with every other treatment group on Post.test problem 50 
po at the first grade level. 
, 
t PROBLEM 50 
f. 
po Treatment II Treatment III i Treat. IV (Control) 
,-
*** *** Treatment I .00 5.99 6.23 ! 
I 
I 
*** *** Treatment II 
I. 5.99 
6.23 i 
-,~ 
I i Treatment III .24 I I 
*** P<.Ol 
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Table 15 
_ .... , .. u .... ~s obtained from cOIl1parisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
test problem 1 po at the second grade love1. A positive t-va1ue indicates 
tho treatment group named at the left-hand side of the row achieved a •. _.~.-~ 
score than the treatment group named at tho top of the column. 
--., I 
PROBLEM 1 po 
Ii 
!Treatment II Treatment III Treat.IV(Contro1) 
_ .. "' ... ---------
**** 
Treatment I .00 .00 18.56 
**** 
Treatment II 
I Tre.bnent In 
18.56 .00 
l-----------------r------------
**** 18.56 
, ._---------
**** P <.001 
Table 16 
ratios obtained from comparisons 0~ the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
treatment group with the perfOI'Illn.i1ce of every r,t.her treatment group on 
Post-test problem 3 po at the sec:mc_ grade 1evo1. 
I PROBLEM 3 po II I Treatment II Treatment III , I ITreat.IV(Cont~~~? 
* *** 
I **** 
Treatment I 3.60 7.20 20.86 
* **** Treatment II 3.60 17.27 
!Treatment III 
**** 13.67 
! 
-----------------------------------------------------------
* P<.05; *** P(".Ol; **** P (.001 
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Table 17 
OS obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
on test problem 5 r at the second grade lavel. A positive t-value in-
that the treatment group named at the left-hand side of the row achiev-
a higher moan sco]:'e than the treatment group named at the top of the column. 
-===========================~====~.~ 1---
PROBLEM 5 r 
Troatmont I 
Troatmont II 
i 
I Treatment II 
.. 
I -2.42 
Treatment TIl Treat. IV(Centrel) 
** *** 4.59 5.18 
,
'------1-------+-----. 
*** *** I 7.01 7.60 
.59 I Treatment In 
-----------------------------------~ 
** P,C .02; *** P( .01 
9S 
Table 18 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
post-test problem 7 po and on Retention test problem 7 r at the second grade 
love1. A positive t-value indicates that the treatment group named at the 
left-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the treatment 
group named at the top of the column. 
J _ •• _ ________ ~ ....... i 
en. 
70~~ I I 
I 
. I 
, I Tr 
I EM 1---
I PROBL 7 po, ~ 
_-----_.------.1 :eQ. 
I 
! 
Treatment I I 4.7 
eatment II . Treatment III Treat.r! (Con 
------
st I Reten. Post Roten. Post : Ret I , 
I I 
I I ; 8** **** **** 7*** 1** I 17.30 . 10.23 22. 0 8.5 i 17. I I I 1 I I 
trol) 
I (Post & Reten.) I 
• Treatment II I 4*** *** * I 5. 2 5.41 3.73 .41 I (Post & Reten.) , 
i 
I 
: Treatment III 
! (Post & Reten.) ! 
i j 
---"j 
*** 
-1.69 -5.00 
, 
---==-===================================================-:-... -,- -.-:-! 
* P < .05; *** P < .01; **** P<.OOl 
.. . Table 19 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of tho performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with tho performance of every other treatment group on 
Post-test problem 17 po and on Retention test problem 17 r at the a800rid grade 
level. 
I 
i Treatmont II I i PROBLEM 17,po r ._. 
Post 
I 
Treatment I 1-. 39 
(Post & Roten.) ! 
~reatment II I 
(Post & Roten.) I 
I 
I 
P 
, 
eatment III I 
(Post & Reten.) I 
,- , 
*** P 
, 
1 Roten. 
, 
, 
i 1.60 I 
I , 
I 
I Tr atm nt III I e e 
! Post Reten. 
**** *** 8.75 7.11 
**** *** 9.14 5.51 
-'-
,_. __ ••• T 
IT t IV (C ntrol) rea. 0 
.-
Post Re ten. 
**** *** 
13. :30 8 .49 
**** I 
13·70 6. 
-' ~ *** 89 ----......... ,, 
** I 
4.55 I 1.38 
I 
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Table 20 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with tho performance of every othor treatment group on 
post-test problem 12 po and on Retention test problem 12 r at the dC:od grade 
level. A positive t-value indicates that the treatment group namod at the 
left-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the treatment 
group named at the top of the column. 
1===============================================-==---I 
I I Treatment II !Treatment III !Treat.IV(Control) 
PROBLEM 12 po,r !-! ---~----+---------~I-----:~--~ 
_ I Post Roton. I Post I Ret0n. 
I ! *** Treatment I 2.65 1.04 ,5.99 1.51 (Post & Reten.) I ! 
I r----------+----+------i-----+--, 
, 
i Treatment II ; 
(Post & Reten.) ! 
, * 
,3. 53 .47 
i 
! Treatment III I ! (Post & Reten.) ; 
.------'-----;----r------ i 
**** **** I 
9.03 9.48 ! 
I 
* P <.059 *** P<.01; **** P <.001 
Table 21 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with the performance of every oth~r treatment group on 
Post-test problem 14 po and on Retontion test proble..rn 14 r at theaiCoAa. grade 
level. 
==============================--_ .. _-_._- ... -- .. - ... !- .-_._.'. J 
I . Treatment II 
;PROBLEM 14 po,r .' ._--
, ' Po st Reton. 
ITreatment I 1 2•95, I (Post & Reten.) 
! 
Treatment II 
I (Post & Reten.) 
I 
I 
,
ITroatment III 
(Post & Reten.) 
, 
, 
6**** 11. 3 
iTreatment III 
lPost Roten. 
, *** **** !8.22 12·50 
! 
I *** 15.27 
I 
• 90 
, 
*** p **** P 001 
:Treat.IV (Control) I _ --_ ..... 
Post Roten. 
I 
6 *4** 1 .7 6*** 21. 3 
i 
--,,-"-- -.~----. -+-. 
i 80** **** 113 • 10.00 , . 
*** **** 8.53 9.13 
-.-
~=~'j 
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Table 22 
t-ratios obtained 'from comparisons of the perf'ormance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group With the performance of every other treatment group on 
post-test problem 18 po and on Retention test problem 18 r at the .J:J~ grade 
level. A positive t-value indicates that the treatment group named at the 
left-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the treatment 
group named at the top of the column. 
----------------------------------------..... ----
Treatmen, t II I' Treatmenl:t III I,! Treat.IV(Contr~~~ 
iPROBLEM l~, po,r I 
I Post ~ Roten. i Post Reten. J Post Reten.-
i--------------r-------r-------+-------+-------;-------~-------
" 
*** **** I **** **** ! **** **** 
Treatment I 6.80 23.40 j 8.67 26.98 I 12.60 38.30 
I (Post & Roten.) 
I
Troatment II 
(Post & Roton.) 
I 
"
Treatment III 
,(Post & Reten.) 
I 
I 
* ! 
3·58 
*** 5.80 **** 14.91 
---_:.-.._---+-----+' --_.-
** I **** 
3.87 111.32 
! ._-_._====================================== i' .-'.' 
I*P<.05; **P<.02; *** P<.01; **** P{.001 
Table 23 ! 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with the perfornanco of every ot~or treatment group on 
Post-test problem 103 po and on Retontion test prob1om 103 !' at the 8.8caJid grade 
level. 
Tr 
(p 
re 
f
PO 
I Tr 
Kpo 
I 
OBLEM 103 
po,r 
eatment I 
o st & Reten.) 
atment II 
st & Reten.) 
eatment III 
st & Reten.) 
Treatment II 
Post ! Reten. 
! 
**** I 16.63 I 2.23 
I , 
I 
,. 
.----.. -... -.--.. "i 
Treatment III ! Treat. IV( Control) 
I 
.-
I Re~post I Reten. Post 
.-.~ 
**** *** I **** **** 21.92 5.76 23. 49 12·30 
I 
***1 *** ! *** **** 
5·30 I 4.80 : 6.87 110 •07 
I , 
I ! ~--.--I f 
I ! 
! 1.57 2.70 i 
1 i '~===================================.~ 
*** P<.01· **** P .001 
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Table 24 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
post-test problem 1 po at the third grade levol. A positive t-value indicates 
that the treatment group named at tho left-hand side of the row achieved a 
higher mean score than the trea.tment group named at the top of the column. 
•. 
--'-... ~, 
, -' • f i 
PROBLEM 1 
.\ 
: Treatmont ill Treat. IV (Control po I Treatment II 
.-
**** **** I Treatment I .00 21.62 43. 24 
**** **** 
Treatment il 21.62 43.24 
**** 
Treatment III 32.43 
==============================================-. ~ i 
**** P(,.001 
Table 25 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group With the performance of every other treatment group on 
Post-test problem 18 po at the third grade level. i. positive t-value indi-
cates that tho treatment group named at the left-hand sido of the row achieved 
a higher mean score than the treatment group named at the top of the column. 
PROBLEM 18 po Treatment II ! Treatment III roat.IV(Control) 
*** **** 
Troatment I 4.97 11.03 
Treatment II 1·32 
*** I 7·38 
--I 
Treatment III *** 
I 
I 
6.95 , t 
**** POOl 
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Table 26 
t,..ratios obtained from comparisons of the perfor.tUenoe (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with the pe!t"fonnanoe of every other treatment group 
on post-test problem 7 po and on Retention test problem 7 r at the third 
grade level. A positive t-valuo indicates that the treatment group named 
at the loft-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the treat-
ment group named at the top of the column. 
.-
--
PROBLEM 7 po, r Treatment II Treatment III Treat. IV (Contro 
\ 
Post Reton. Post Roten. Post Reton. 
*** ** **** **** **** *** 
Treatment I 6.06 I 4.49 20.19 9.35 11.93 6.41 (Po st & Reten.) I 
I ._-_ .. _-_._.-
I **** ~ *** Treatment II 14.13 4.88 5.87 1.94 (Po st & Reten.) I , 
-----
*** ... Treatment III -8.26 -2.94 
(Po st & Reten.) I 
============================ .. _._._. 
* p ('. 05 ; * * P '(' • 02; * * * p < .01; * * * * P <" • 00 1 
. • rf,}.1.E 27 
t.rati~? obtained from comparisons .~-:~ the performance (Pulling-Out Nonns) of 
each trontmont ::;roup with tIl>.) ?erfo:i:.·[iJ[~N'O of ')Y'J":'Y 0+.1'1(;.:(' t.reatmont group on 
Post.test problem 20 po mld 0:1 Retc;;·t.;:'(,':·n test TH',1bJ r,,! 2() ::.' at the third 
grade level. 
Tr<3atment II 
PROBLEM 20 po,r ---- -
Post Reten. 
-
**** Troatment I .00 18.78 
(Post & Reton.) 
I 
Treatment II 
(Po st & Roten.) 
I Treatment III 
I (Post & Reten.) , 
*** P<.Ol; **** P(.OOl 
------, .... - .. --_ ....... _----_ .. 
-----_ .. ,._--._- . ! 
i 
j 
Treatment I~~._+oat. IV Control 
-
( 
Post R()tt~}1.~ 
.-
**** **** 9.94 16.35 
**** 9.94 .41 
I 
I \ 
I 
Post Roten. 
- .. -----~------.. 
I 
**** **** 16.25 24.97 i 
·-1 
**** *** 16.25 6.60 
....... , _. 
*** ' *** 6.31 i 6.19 
I !. ____ ._ .. ___ 4_ 
~'- .~~------..... 
t 
f 
t 
. , 
I 
I 
t 
! 
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Table 28 
t-ratios obtained from cOOlparisons of the perfortlU\nce (Pulling .. Out Normsl of 
each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group on 
post-test problem 58 po at the third grade level. A positive t..value indi-
cates that the treatment group named at the left..hand side of the row achiev-
ed a higher mean score than the treatment group named at the top of the column 
I' 
i PROBLEM 58 po Troatmont II Treatment III I Troat. IV( Control) I 
I **** 1 i 9·35 Treatment I ** 4.49 *** 6.41 
I *** 4.88 Treatment II 
* 
'
I 
I Treatmont III I 
I r ~=============================================.-~ . .L 
* P< .059 ** P<.02; *** P (.01; **** P <.001 
~----------------------------------
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Table 29 
t-ratios obtained from oomparisons of the performanoe (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
eaoh treatment group with the performanoe of every other treatment group on 
post-test problem 103 po and on Retention test problan 103 r at the third 
grade level. A positive t-value indioates that the treatment group named at 
the left-hand side of the row achieved a higher moan soore than the treat-
ment group named at the top of the oolumn. 
Troatment II Treatment III Treat.rv(Control) 
PROBLEM 103 
po, r Post Reten. Post Roten. Post Reten. 
**** *** **** * **** *** 
Treatment I 10.83 -5.76 11.53 3.68 15.90 6.60 
(Post & Reten. 
Treatment II .69 9. 44** *** 5.07 12. 36** 
(Po st & Raton.) 
. 
I 
-
** * Treatment III 4.)8 2.92 
(Post & Reten.) 
I ! 
* P < .05; ** P <.02; *** P < .01; **** P (' .001 
Table 30 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of 
each treatment group with the performance of every othor treatment group on 
Post-test problam 113 po and on Retention test problem 113 r at the third 
grade level. 
...::] 
• 
Treatmont II I Treatment III Troat.IV(Control) 
PROBLEM 113 Post Reten. Post Roton. Post Reten • 
. po. r 
-
**** **** **** **** **** **** Troatment I 11.47 15.45 35.47 16.89 )6.53 17.48 
(Po st & Roton.) 
-
Treatment II **** **** (Post & Raton.) 24.00 I 1.44 25·07 2.04 I I I I 
-, 
Treatment III .60 1.07 I (Post & Reton.) I , ~ , , 
**** P( .001 
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Table 31 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with tho performance of every other treatment 
group ,on Retention test problem 105 r at the third grade level. A positive 
t-value indicates that the treatment group named at the left-hand side of 
the row achieved a higher mean score than the treatment group named at the 
top of the column • 
.::..:::::'::':===~=================-_ .. ;:=:'.7.-" 
..:- I : 
PROBLEM 105 r I Treatment II I Treat. IV (Control) 
I ... I 
Treatment III 
**** **** **** 
Treatment I 21.67 67.67 64.67 
**** **** Treatment II 45.00 26.33 
* Treatment III 
-3·00 
±:===========================================-_ .. 
* P (.05; **** P(,.OOl 
Table 32 
t.ratiol3 obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group 
on Retention test problem 111 r at the third grade level. A positive t-value 
indicates that the treatment group named at the left-hand side of the row 
achieved a higher mean score than the treatment group named at the top of 
the column • 
. :====================================-=-::..-:. ::: 
PROBLEM 111 r 
Treatment I 
Treatment II 
Treatment III 
05; *** P 
Treatment II i Treatment III 
I 
*** **** 5.53 24.90 
**** 19.36 
**** P .001 
Treat. IV (Control) 
**** 21.28 
**** 15.74 
* 
-3.62 
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Table 33 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the porformance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment group 
on post-test problem 7 po and on Retention test problem 7 r at the fourth 
grad,.o ,level. A positive t-value indicates that the treatment group named 
at the left-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score than the 
treatment group nnmed at the top of the column. 
I ! Treatmont II l Treatment III Treat. IV( Control} 
I'ROBLEM 7 po, r '--'--~I ----l,i------,.-----;----'J----' 
Post ! Reton. Post Reten. Post Reten. 
I ***! * **** **** **** *** Treatment I 16.80 I 3.03 13.47 125.30 15.37 8.03 
(Post & Reton. }I ___ --'-! ---'----t-r--.. --r' __ '-__ "' __ '1-- _____ _ 
*** **** *** *** Treatmont II I' 6.67 ,,23.64 8.57 5.00 (Post & Roten.) , 
Treatment III 
(Post & Reten.) 
**** 
-18.64 
1 I . I .. _.' 
.:=============================-===, 
* P (.0); *** P (.01; **** P(.OOl 
Tablo 34 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with the performance of overy othor tareatment aT'r,,,"'" 
on Post-test problem 18 po and on Retention test problem 18 r at tho fourth 
grooe level. 
_. 
--
Treatment II Treatment III ~reat.IV(Control). 
PROBLEM 18 po,r ; 
Post Reten. Post I Reten. Post Reton. 
j 
I 
**** **** ****1 **** *** *** Treatment I 8.83 10.15 10.03 I 15.59 6.75 18·38 (Post & Roten.) I 
i I , 
* 
, 
**** *** *** ** Treatment II I 9.14 5.44 5·87 8.24 (Post & Roten.) * , . 
-
* I Treatmont III 
-3·27 2.60 (Post & Reton.) ! 
I I I 
-. 
**** P(.OOl 
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Table 35 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance. (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with the performance of every other treatment 
group on Post.test problem 56 po and on Retention test problem 56 r at 
the fourth grade level. A positive t.va1ue indicates that the treatment 
group named at the 10ft-hand side of the row achieved a higher mean score 
than the treatment group named at the top of the colunm. 
======================::.::::==-=--~ .. -= ... -.. - .. -~ '- ......... . I ! 
; PROBLEM 56 po,r: Treatmont II ! Treatment III t Troat.IV(Contro1) ! 
----------------i-. --' --_._--. 
I Treatment I 
, Treatmont II 
I 
I 
! 
Po st Rotan. ' Po st I, Roten. I Po st ~ Reton. ; i I ---. 
j -1.69 
i 
I 
'.1.02 t •• 14 
** *** *** 
4. 22 : 6. 19 ! 5. 36 
I 
i *** 
15•24 
! 
I 
*** I *** 
,7.88 , 6.39 
I 
I 
... -..... _m .. ,-,,_ --'------_ ... _-- ;----.. ---- .t--... --_ ... _ ....... 
I. I 
*** ! Troatmont III ,6.33 ; 1.15 I =================================~ .. ____ . ____ ._ ... _._ .. 1 pz . __ ._ -.-.... ~ 
** P -(.02; *** P (.01 
Table 36 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling.Out Norms) 
of each treatment group with tho performance of every ot~er treatment group 
on Post-test prob1om 103 po at the fourth grade level. 
i 
I PROBLEM 103 po 
I 
I i Treatment I 
I 
! 
I ! Troatment II 
; Treatment III 
: I 
: Treatment II 
i 
I 
! 
2.31 
[. 
I 
Treatment III !Troat.IV(Control 
._----!----_._--- .. _ ... --
**** *** 10.81 7.62 
*** *** 8·50 5·31 
* 
-3·20 
.. J 
====-=================================-_ ... 
**** 001 
~--------------------------~~ 105 
J. Tho8e treataents wer whioh subjects aohieved a ngn1t1cant change in 
p8rfol'lWlOe fl"OSll the pre-test to the post aDi retention te8ts 
Some problems were ohosen to appear in all three tests at a given 
grade level in order to det8rm1ne wMoh treatments would bring about the grea 
.. t changes in perfo:rmance on these PNblems from the pre-t.:ra1n1ng test to the 
po.t-tr~ and retention tests. The problas were scored acoording to log-
10&1. norms applied to an observed performance by the pul J lng-out technique. 
The most important aspect of these p1"Oblems is that they did not 
occur in &J\Y form dur1JJg the training period. This appJ'Oaoh to eval.uat1ng the 
treatments, theretore, 1s ooncerned with the 1nt"luenoe of each treatment on 
probleas with whioh the subjects were acquainted fl'OJIl the pre-test, but. which 
they had had no opportunity to qst.eaat1cal.ly stud;r during the tra1ning period 
Therefore, it subjects under a given trea:taent did improve s1gn:1tioant.1.y on 
th ••• probl-.s from the pre-test to the post-test., it would be an 1nd1cat.:1.on 
that the influence of that t.ra.1ld.ng t.zoeataent. was not l1m1ted to parallel form 
of the problems used during the tra.1n1ng sessions. 
For each grade level. t.alcen separatel7, '-ra1:.:1.os were oomputed 
& oompa.rison of the performances by subjects under each treatment on the three 
pIl'aUel. tOl'mS for each probl_ which had appeared in all three tests at a 
giTen grade leval.. These data are presented in Table 37 through Table 40. 
For eaoh problem whioh yielded a 81gD1f1cant '-value when its par-
.:uel torms were ooapazoed under a given treatment, t-rat.1.os were obtained boa 
oOllpar1sons of the performance of that treatment group on that problem in each 
teat with their performance of that problem in ever:! other test. These t-rat 
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.,re oomputed in order to detel'!dne between precisely whioh testa the s1gn1t1-
oant ohange in performance occurred under .. partioular treatment and tor a giy.. 
.... problEll. The t-l"atios are presented in Table 41 to Table SSe The t-ratios 
tor the problems whioh 1nd1oa:ted sign1ticant differences among the tests at the 
!1J'St grade level are 1.ncluded in Tables 41 to 43; at the seooDd grade level, 
ill Tables 44 to 46; at the third grade level, in Tables 47 to SO; at the fourth 
crade level, in Tables S1 to SSe 
The data from all the grades w1ll be oonsidered together in the 
tollowing diSCUSsion. Across the grades, there were eighteen problems whioh 
appeared in each of the three tests. 
Subjects under Treatment I improved signitioant17 from the pre--
tl'~ test to the post-tra1n1ng test on 14 out 01' these 18 problems, or on 
~ of the problEllS. Subjects under Treataent II improved signU1oant.l.7 hom 
pre-test to post-test on S out of these 18 problau, or on 3~ of the probl. ... 
Treatment m subjects improved s1gn1t1oantly' tram pre-test to post-test on one 
problem. The oontrol subjeots did not 1mprove s1gm.t1oa.nt1y on &l\Y of the 
This approach to evaJ.uating the etfectiveness of the various 
training metbods rather dramatioa.1.l7 points to Treatment I, under wMoh the 
IUbjects received explicit guidance, as the most effective method tor 1nflu-
~ the problem sol v1ng pl"OOess of young ohUdren from first through fourth 
lNde on problems Uke those employed in the present research. The influence 
of Treatment I of aU the trea:taents was most clearly not limited only to par-
1l.l.a1. 1'onas of problems used during the trai.n1ng sessions. Not only did sub-
Jects under Treatment I improve their perto.rma.noe tram the pre-test to the 
10? 
pO'to-teSt , they maintained these high scores at the t.1me ot the retention test 
_ eVen improved more. In onl.,v two instances with these particular 18 problEIU 
did treatment I gl"OlJ1) have a sign.1.!'1cantJ.y lower mean s("..ore at the time ot the 
,.tent1on test than they had had on the post-test. 
The subjects under Treatment II followed the s_e pattern fO%' the 
tin !»"Oblem.s on wb.iah they j.m.proveci signif'1aant.1y hom the pl"e-test to the 
,ott-test. They ma:1nt.a1ned their b1gh SCONS am even improved at the t.1me of 
t.be retention test on all of the five problems except one. 
As men'M.oned. prm.ously the piet\1l"e 'WaS quito d.1fterent for sub-
jeCts under Treatments m and IV. On the one Pl"Obl.. which showed a s1gn1f1-
oant change tor the Treatment III group, the group improved from the pre-test 
to the post-test, but did more poorly on the rt.'ltention t~t than they bad even 
done on tbe pre-t.est. On the one problem vhieh shm~ a sig:nif1oant ohange tor 
the control group, the group obte.ined the S3&e mean S0070 on the pre-tGst and 
post-test, but saored s1gn1t1cantJ..y lower on the retention test. For th.E.me par-
Uoular problems it seems that even the "Practice .,fteet" ta:Ued to assist the 
nbjects under Treatments m and IV. 
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Table 37 
F_ratios among the performances (Pulling-Out Nons) by .§.! under each 
treatment on the three parallel forms of each problem which appeared 
in all three tests (Pre, Post, & Retention) at the first grade level. 
Underlining an F-value indicates a decrease in score from the Pre-
test to ai thar the Post or Retention test. 
=======================e:=._=_=_:::.:::. ==!_:-:::: ____ _ 
PROBLEMS 
T ypeg 
Typ e:9 
** P(.Ol 
*** P (.001 
1 pr, po, r 
3 pr, po, r 
5 pr, po, r 
102 pr, po, r 
. ..-...-. 
I 
*** 29.68 
** 9.91 
** 12.00 
1.51 
, 
TREATN~l·;T3 
-_._., ... 
i i 
II r III IV 
! , 
).51 .06 3.25 
-
.92 .:.2§ I .41 
).03 I .84 .24 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
.22 I ill .42 - -, 
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Table 38 
F-ratios among the pe;pf'OTmanoes (Pu.lling...Out Norms) by ~ under each 
treatment on the three parallel forms of each problem which appeared 
in all three tests (Pre, Post, & Retention) at the seoond grade level. 
Underlining an F-value indicates a decrease in score from the Pre-
test to either the Post or Retention test. 
PROBLEMS 
Typeg 
* P <.05 
** P < .01 
*** P < .001 
1 pr, 
3 pr, 
5 pr, 
7 pr, 
po, r 
po, r 
po, r 
po, r 
'-
I 
** 10.54 
25·90 *** 
1.11 
I 
*** I 56.58 i 
- --" .. __ . 
TREA'n'iENTS 
II J III l_,_.Iv_ .. 
I I I 6.70 *' 12.80 1&1Q 
***1 I 23.66 ,2.19 1.!.?1 , 
3.60 I I.L.QQ I .00 
* I J 5.26 .20 1w2 I I , 
, 
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Tsble 39 
F_ratios among the performances (Pulling-Out Norms) by ~ under eaoh 
treatment on the three parallel forms of each problem which appeared 
in all three tests (Pre, Post, & Retention) at the third grade level. 
Underlining an F-value indicates a decrease in score fram the Pre-
test to either the Post or Retention test. 
PROBLEMS 
Type.£! 
Type,!2 
* P<.05 
** P < .01 
*** P < .001 
1 pr, po, r 
3 pr, po, r 
5 pr, po, r 
7 pr, po, r 
103 pr, po, r 
I 
2.00 
*** 30.31 
7.58 * 
*** 27.30 
36.34*** 
I 
, 
., 
-
TREATMENTS 
, 
II III IV 
.55 1.90 2.63 
.76 .00 2.78 
3.22 .91 .16 
2.06 2·35 ** 9.71 
-
* 6.05 .91 .00 
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Table 40 
F_ratios among the performances (Pulling-Out Norms) by ~ under eaoh 
treatment on the three parallel forms of each problem which appeared 
in all three tests (Pre, Post, & Retention) at the fourth grade level. 
Underlining an F-value indicates a decrease in score from the Pre-
test to either the Post or Retention test. 
PROBLEMS 
3 pr, po, r 
5 pr, po, r 
7 pr, po, r 
Type E 103 pr, po, r 
* P <.05 
** P <.01 
*** P <,001 
1------TREA'lMENTS I 
II ~~-~ IV -----.. -~ .. I 
3·90 3.23 2.08 
** * 18.85 7.10 1.12 1.21 
* 2 • .50 4.88 .32 
-
1.28 
.96 1.45 1·33 6.70 * 
** 14.97 3·73 .24 3.46 
-
- . 
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Ta.ble 41 
t_ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of first grade Ss under Treatment I on each test with their performance 
of every other test for problem 1 pr, po, r. A negative t-value indicates 
that the Ss achiovod a higher mean score in the test named at the top of 
the column-than on the test named at the 1eft.hand side of the row. 
---
PROBLEM 1 (1st grade)/ Post Test Retention Treatment I Treatment I 
. 
**** **** Pre. Te st 
(Treatment I) 
.41.28 
-45.53 
- . .-. 
Post Test 
-2.76 (Treatment I) 
.-
**** P < .001 
Table 42 
t.ratios obtained from comparisons of the performanco (Pu11ing.Out Norms) 
of first grade Ss under Treatment I on each test with their performance 
of every other test for problem 3 pr, po, r. A negative t-va1ue indicates 
that the Ss achieved a higher mean score in the test named at the top of 
the column-than on the test named at the left-hand side of the row. 
-
PROBLEM 3 (1st grade)J Post Test Rotent.ion 
Treatment I Treatment I 
**** **** Pre.Test 
-16.09 -16.09 
(Treatment I) 
Post Test .00 (Treatment I) 
-i 
**** P( .001 
Table 43 
t-ratios obtained from ccmpari50ns of the performance (Pul-
ling-Out Norms) of first grade Ss under Treatment I on each 
test with their performance on every other test for problem 
5 pr, po, r. A negative t-value indicates that the ~ achiev .. 
ed a higher mean score in the test named at the top of the 
column than on the test named at the left-hand side of the 
row • 
.• -
PROBLEM 5 (1st grade) I Post Test Retention -
.. Treatment I Treatment I 
**** **** Pre-Test 
-12.90 -12.90 
(Treatment I) 
Post Test .00 
(Treatmont I) I 
.... ~-
-::I: ; 
**** P<.OOl 
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Table 44 
t-rntios obtainod from oomparisons of the performances (Pulling-
Out Norms) of second grade Ss under Treatments I & II, consider-
ed separately on eaoh test With their performanoes on every other 
test for problem 1 pr, po, r. A negative t-value indioates that 
the ~ achieved a higher mean score in tho tost named at the top 
of the column than on the test named at the left-hand side of the 
row. 
. .' 
PROBLEM 1(2nd grade) I Post Test Retention I Treat.I i Treat. II Treat. I Treat. II 
-
**** *** " **** **** Pre-Test -38.57 -26.79 -38.57 -26.79 
(Treatments I & II) 
Post Test .00 .00 
(Treatments I & II) 
I 
.d , 
'. 
"". t cpt 
.( 
**** P <.001 
Table 45 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performances (Pulling-
Out Norms) of second grade Ss undor Treatments I & II, considered 
separately, on each test with their performances on every other 
test for problem 3 pr, po, r. A negative t-value indicates that 
the ~ achieved a higher mean score in the test named at the top 
of the column than on the test named at the left-hand side of 
the row. 
--
PROBLEM 3 (2nd grade)j Post Test Retention 
Treat. I Treat. II Treat. I Troat.II 
**** **** **** **** 
Pre-Test -52.17 -50.36 -52.17 -50.36 
(Treatments I & II) 
-
Post Test .00 .00 
(Treatments I & II) 
I 
., I -,1 
**** P <.001 
Table 46 
t-ratios Ob~~ineq (rom comparisons of tho porfonnanoes (Pul-
ling Out Norms) of socond grade Ss lillder Treatments I & II, 
considered separately, on oach test with their performance 
on every other test for problem 7 pr, po, r. I.. nogative t-
value indicates that the Ss achieved a higher mean score on 
the test nrumed at the top-of the column than on the test 
namod at the left-hand side of the row. 
,..:::=============::;:;:::=========~===--. --_.-._ .. 
II R t t' PROBLEM 7 (2nd grade) i 1 ..... _.Post Tost .. -.-. ___ ._..2-~~...J:.9!L._. - I 
--- ------ Treat.I Treat.II Treat.I ITreat.t[ I 
*** **** **** ***~ 
Pre-Test i -71.67 -16.64 -75.00 1-12•85 i 
,(Treatments I & II) I __ , _______ -+_ .j 
Post Tost 
. (Treatments I & II) 
* P <.05 
**** P < .001 
I * I * . 
. -3.67 2.80 
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Table 47 
·t-~at.io·$' obtained from' comparisons of the performancQ (Pulling-
Out Norms) of third grade Ss under Treatment I on each test 
with their performance of every other test for problGm 3 pr, 
po, r. A negative t-value indicates that the Ss achieved a 
higher mean scora on the test named at the top-of the column 
than on the test named at tho loft-hand side of the row. 
PROBLEM 3 (3rd grad~)1 Post Test Retention 
Treatment L Tr£la tmnnt T 
**** **** Pre-Test 
-107.50 
-107.50 (Treatment I) 
.-
Post Test 
.00 (Treatment I) 
I 
I 
! '·_-0-
**** P< .001 
Tablo 48 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performanco (Pulling-
Out Norms( of third grade Ss under Treatment I on oach tost 
with their porformance of overy other test for problGm 5 pr, 
po, r. A nogative t-valuo indicates that the Ss achieved a 
higher mean score on the test namod at the top-of tho column 
than on the test named at tho left-hand sido of the row. 
0 
. -
. 
PROBLEM 5 (3r~ grade) , Post Test Rotention 
Treatment I Treatment I 
*** *** Pre-Test 
-8.27 
-8.27 (Treatment I) 
-
-. 
Post Test 
.00 (Treatment I) 
.J 
-
, 
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Table 49 
t-ratios obtained from oomparisons of tho performanoos (Pul-
ling-Out Norms) of third grade ~ under Treatmonts I & IV, 
considered separately, on each test with their performancos 
on overy other test for problem 7 pr, po, r. A negative t-
value indicates that the Ss aohieved a higher mean scoro on 
tho test namod at the top-of the column than on the test 
named at tho 1eft.hand side of the row. 
PROBLEM 7 (3rd grado)J f~Hi:t I~H~t I HOLO+JLjcD Treat. I Troat.1'[ Treat. I ~ro~t.~V 
**** **** **** Pro.Tost .49.47 .00 .49.47 41.77 (Troatments I & IV) 
. " 
**** Post Test 
(Treatmonts I & IV) .00 41.77 
**** P <.001 
Table SO 
t.ratios obtainod from comparisons of the performances (Pul-
ling-Out Norms) of third grade ~ under Troatments I & IV, 
considorod separately, on eaoh test with their performances 
on evory other test for problem 10) pr, po, r. A negative 
t.value indicates that the Ss achieved a higher moan score 
on the test named at the top of tho column than on the test 
named at the loft-hand side of the row. 
PROBLEM 10)()rd gradei 
Post Tost Retontion 
Treat. I Troat.II Traat.I Troat.I 
**** **** ***~ Pro.Tost 
.63·38 .1.83 -24.23 -16.21 (Troatments I & II) 
**** ***~ Post Tost 39.16 -14.38 (Treatmonts I & II) 
.. 
**** P (.001 
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Table 51 
t_ratios obtained from ~nparisons of the PGrfo~anoo (Pulling-
Out Nonna) of fourth grade Ss under Treatment I on eaoh test 
with their performance of every other test for problem 1 pr, 
po, r. A negative t-value indicates that the Ss achieved a 
higher mean score on the test named at the top-of tho column 
than on the test named at the loft-hand side of the row. 
I Post Test Rotention PROBLEM 1 (4th grad~ Treatment I Troatment I 
--
**** **** Pre-Test 
(Treatment I) -21.87 -21.87 
Post Test .00 
(Treatment I) 
--
**** P <.001 
Table 52 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performances (Pul .. 
ling-Out Norms) of fourth grade ~ under Treatments I & II, 
considored separately, on each test with their performances 
on every other test for problem 3 pr, po, r. i. negative t. 
value indicates that the Ss achieved a higher mean score on 
the test named at the top-of the column than on tho test 
named at the left.hand side of the row. 
-
Post Test Retention 
, 
, 
, 
l gradoJ PROBLEM 3 (4th Treat. I Treat. I Troat. I Treat~1 
**** I **** **** **** Pre.Test 
-93·85 -10.42 
-93·85 -10.42 (Treatments I & II) 
Post Tost 
(Treatments I & II) .00 .00 
! 
I 
**** P (.001 
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Table 53 
t-ratios obtained frOOl comparisons o~ the porformanco (Pulling-
Out Norms) of fourth grade Ss under Treatm.ent IlIon each tost 
with their performance on every other test for problem 5 pr, po, 
r. A negative t-valuo indicates that the Ss achieved a higher 
mean score on the test named at the top of~ho column than on 
the test named at the left-hand side of tho row. 
--~-----------------------., 
i 
PROBLEM 5 (4th grade) I 
Pre-Tost 
(Treatment III) 
Post Test 
(Treatment III) 
** P( .02 
**** P < .001 
-. 
Post Test Retention 
Treatment III Treatment III 
-. 
** **** 
-4.38 12·50 
**** 16.90 
I 
Table S4 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-
Out Norms) of fourth grade Ss under Treatment III on each test 
with their performance on every other test for problem 7 pr, 
po, r. A negative t-value indicates that the Ss achieved a 
higher mean score on the test named at the top-of the column 
than on the test named at the left-hand side of the row. 
PROBLEM 7 (4th ~rade)J Post Test Retention Treatment I Treatment 1 
**** **** Pre-Test 
-26.79 -26.79 (Treatment I) 
-
-. 
Post Test 
.00 (Treatment I 
I 
I j 
**** P~ .001 
Table SS 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pul-
ling-Out Norms) of fourth grade Ss under Treatment I on each 
test with their performance on every other test for problem 
10.3 pr, po, r. 1>. negative t-value indicates that the Ss 
achieved a higher mean score on the test named at the top of 
the column than on the test named at the left-hand sido of 
the row. 
- -
-,-
_._-
'-g:r:~~~' -···· .. 1 PROBLEM 10.3(4th 
Pre-Test 
(Treatment I) 
-
Post Test 
(Treatment I) 
** P(.02 
**** P< .001 
--
I , 
Post Test Retenti 
.. -
..£!L.. .. , 
Treatment I Treatment I 
.. ~ ... 
-26.09 -22.25 
--
---_._-.. -
I ** 3.84 i 
* 
I 
. I 
-, ! 
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4. Stlnlll.417 of f'indings regarding the dif'feNntial effects of four train-
ing treataents 
The present experiment was an attempt to discover the most effec-
t.1 va method of developing in young subjects the power for organizing aots of 
1,n£orma:t1on processing into more integrated and long-range problem solving ef ... 
torts. The author concludes fram all the evidence presented so far that 'l'1"eat-
Jlent. I was the most effective means of helplng chUdren improve their problem. 
solving performance. Treatment I helped the subjects to realize that one thing 
1Japlies oertain other th1.ngs. If, for example, two objects are not of the same 
.hape, then they necessar1l.y must be of different shapes. Also 'l'roatment I 'WaS 
the most effective means of assisting clxUdren to be guided by the less obv1ous, 
but just as important, teatures ot a problem. Treatment I then was the most 
satisfactory means of enabling chUdren to ask questions in sequences whioh 
would lead to a. scl.ution as directly as possible. Treatment I offered the clxUd 
exp11ci t, directive guidance in racogn1.z:1ng t.hose features of a problem which 
II1ght aid in its solution. 
Treatment II, in which the ch1ld was actively encouraged to con-
sider what her questions were aocompU.shing and to search for the 1lI'lpol"tant tea-
tures of each problem, ranked second in effectiveness. 
In Treatment. m the ch1ld was merely presented wl th the problems 
to deal within whatever way she chose. However. at the beginning of each 
tra1n1ng seSSion, a. subject was reminded again that for each problem she was to 
'boy to ask only necessary questions and no more questions than were absolutely 
lleecled to f1nd the solution. 1'.reatment III turned out to be reaJ.ly no more 
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ettect.1.ve in helping the chUrl to uk quest.1.ons :1n a 8"'luenee wbich would lead 
to • solu:t.1.on as directly as possible than the contral beataent, under whioh 
the ch1ld engaged 1n aoUv1t1es unrelated to the tests. In other words, the 
resul ts of the present 1nYestigat.1.on regard11lg Treatment m d1sapoee with 
Barlow's (1949) .t.\.nd:1ngs that m.ere repeated experience with problcas of a 0 .... 
ta1n ld.Di can lead a subject to deve1.op orgam.aed patterns of responses that 
aeet the daaa;ads of that type of probl_ situation. 
B. The stab:!) , V of the 1ntJ.uence lOt the tour treataents on pl'Oblem sciJ:r1JJg 
perf01"1!S8DOes 
A retention tNt which WM ver:f 111~ to the JX)st-teet was ~ 
Wed to d~e whether the d1£terent14 $ftects of the tree.tmets _u1.d 
pvs1st tor s~ weeks at'ter 1'J'wJ tem:i:natd.on of t~he ~ period. Each 
prohletl1 on these two tests W&$ scored &Oe<)l.'di:cg to logical. l101'IIIS applied to 
obs~ perio~ b7 the I}~ut toGlmique .. 
The S°t.abjJ4.itr ot the subjects' pertONaDCes was investigated. b'Oa 
IeTeral uglea. F.lrst, t,}!G P'>s+.,.."te$t a.l'ld ~~ent.ion test peri"onna.noes by sub-
jects unde:o each ~"""t t.aken &epal-ate1.;y 1fel"e eom.pa:!"ed ~or each grade lGftl.. 
l'he total. numbel- of s1p1.t!can'b dit:tereDU!MJ between pc>St &l'¥i 1"eteIlt4on teat 
lGOres vas toUDi. Second, 'f.':.OO a:f'teot ot gre.d.e leval. ani of tree:ttaent on the 
changes ;f't'Of& post to retention test weft cons1dM>ed.. 1'h1rd, the ~_ t:4 poet-
test l-lf'Obl .. which yia1ded sigDifioant F-V&l.ues ~ the tOll."r trea1irllenta was 
00ll~1"ed. 14th the number of re~tion test .Pl'OblEmS 'Ubioh l~e.1.ded s1gz4ficnnt 
F-vaJ,ueo lOtIOng t,.ha £0':\2" ~taollts .. 
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1. NUmber of s1gn1f1cant dll"ferences between post and retention test 
soares 
If' all the problems that were a.dm1n:1stered tor the pos~test at 
each grade level are oonsidered together, it is possible to slq that there were 
60 post-test problEaS adm1n1stered. Each post-test probl_ had a counterpart. 
in the retention test. Thus, when aU the grade leval.s are taken together, 60 
comparisons between post and retention test performances were poss1ble under 
each of the tour treatments. In other words, 240 comparisons between post and 
retent10n test performances were obta1ned. ot these 2J.I.O comparisons, only 18 
iDiicated a significant ditferenoe between post aM retention test sooras. Of 
these 18 sign1ticant changes, 8 1rd1cated an increase in mean score, and 10 
1nd1cated a. deere se 111 m.ean score from the post to the retention test. If' 
there was &l'\r pattern regardiDg the particular problems wbich yielded s1grd..f1-
cant t-values between the post and retention tests, it was tbat the subjects 
tended to improve on retention test problems which were s1m1J.ar to type .t 
tn1n1ng pz'Oblems. The present exper:bnenter can tb1nk ot no part.icli1.ar reason 
~ this should be so. 
The t-rat1.os between the post and retention test probl.s wh1ch 
were simUar to tra1n1ng prohl.flIIS, and the t-rati.os tor the "new" probl.u are 
given in Tables 56 to 59. lor the test problems s1m:Uar to pre-test problems, 
an 1ndicat:1on ot whether or not there was a sign:1f1cant d1tterenoe between the 
post and retention test performances is gi van in Tables 37 to 5.5. 
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Table 56 
t-ratio between the Post-test and Retention test perfomances (Pulling-Out 
Noms) by ~ under each treatment at the first grade level on those problems 
which were similar to training problems and on new problems. A negative t-
value indicates the subjects achieved a higher mean score on the Retention 
test than on the Post-test. 
PROBLEMS 
Type~ 
Typo.£ 
-
Type 12 
* P( .05 
** P < .01 
I , 
17 po, r 
10 po, r 
12 po, r 
14 po, r 
50 po, r 
52 po, r 
54 po, r 
103 po, r 
105 po, r 
I I 
I 1.84 i 
I 
-1.00 
-1.00 
I 1-2•43 
I 1.63 
-1.56 
I .62 
! 
i 
.)8 ; 
I 
-.63 I 
! , 
; ; 
I 
II I III I IV 
I 
-.04 •• 21 •• 34-
.00 1.89 .67 
-1.30 1.35 -.74 
.4.75** -1.92 -1.59 
.-. 
3. 67* -.67 -.47 
·.56 -1.63 -2.17 
_.81 
.50 -.82 
-
.• 18 1.10 2.13 
... 53 .1.38 •• 02 
-_ ... -.- - ",,~ 
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Table 57 
t-ratio between the Post-test and Retention test performances (Pulling-Out 
Norms) by Ss under each treatment at the second grade level on those problems 
which were-Similar to training problems and on new problans. A negative t-
value indicates the subjects achieved a higher mean score on the Retention 
test than on the Post-test. 
Typos 
Typo,g 
Typol? 
* p< .05 
* * P.: .02 
*** p < .01 
PR03LjJ.1 .. S 
17 po, r 
19 "i)O, r 
12 po, r 
14 pr, r 
18 po, r 
54 po, r 
56 po, r 
58 po, r 
103 po, r 
1105 po, r 
,111 po, r 
I 
.83 
.06 
.00 
1.03 
-1.00 
.49 
.. ·77 
... 84 
1.11 
.42 
2.19 
--
'rRl1'1:111xE:,ITS 
-
II III IV 
-
1.)0 .27 -.70 
1.81 .1.J.9 .76 
_._. 
1-1•46 
-·31 1.43 
t-2.90* -.69 r- 1• 18 
-.56 1.08 .. ·50 
1.24 -.91.J. -.12 
.75 -.69 5.06*** 
1.90 -.69 
-·52 
_. 
1-1.60 -1.24 1.41 
-.51 -1.00 .12 
, 
.92 , .25 
• 7 ** I 1 ,3 7 
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Table 58 
t-~atio between the Post-test and Retention test performanoes (Pulling-Out 
Norms) by ~ under each treatment at the third grade level on those problems 
which were similar to training problems and on new problems. A negative t-
value indicates the subjects achieved a higher mean score on the Retention 
test than on the Post-test. 
Typo!! 
'Typo .2 
Typob 
... -
.... .e.:: .05 
** P< .02 
PROBLEUS 
17 po, r 
19 po, r 
I 
12 po, r 
18 po, r 
20 po, r 
.54 po, r 
.56 po, r 
50 po, r 
10.5 po, r 
1111 "90, r 
, 
il1 :3.. , '00 r 
- ... - . 
I 
1·33 
.28 
.00 
2.10 
.2. 91>~ 
4.49** 
·.75 
.j.) 
·36 
1-1.13 
I • 7 2 
TREATrlliN',IS 
.-----
II III IY 
.-
•• 86 .68 .11 
.03 .24 ·.75 
.20 .00 _.~8 
•• 03 .)8 -2.81* 
1.92 .1.15 ·.74 
1.64 1.19 •• 85 
•• 88 1. 6l~ .1.99 
"'1 ')9 _ It.., 1.05 .1.,58 
-
·.34 .00 ... 18 
-1.00 .99 ... 27 
. 1. 93 1. 93 1. 7 
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Ta.ble 59 
t-ratio between the Post-test and Retention t&st porfor.mances (Pulling-Out 
Norms) by ~ under each troatment at the fourth gra.de level on those prob-
lems which were similar to training problems and on new problems. A neg .. 
ative t..value indicates the subjects achieved a higher moan score on the 
Retention test than on the Post-test. 
PROBL.TIhS TR%'iliENTS 
--. 
I II III rv 
Typog 
17 po, r .1.17 •• 13 .90 .18 
19 po, r .1.38 •• 63 1.19 •• 86 
-
l"!JPo C 
-
12 po, r 
-1.63 .00 .09 .33 
18 po, r •• itO 1.61 .1 • .58 .1.80 
20 po, r .69 2.97* .07 .2.94* 
.. 
---
54 po, r 3-14* .12 1.79 .69 
56 Po, r 
-1.00 ._:36 1.54 •• 85 
58 po, r ·.59 1.)2 ~1.20 .57 
-
--~,.-... 
Types 105 po, r .61 .79 •• 16 ·.57 
111 po, r .95 1-.49 •• 84 ·.33 
;113 po, r 1.1.84 , .)4- .00 •• 68 
I .-. 
., .. -. 
* ?< .05 
~~------------------------~-.  1~ 
2. Et'teet of educational level on the stab1lit.y of the subjects· 
pe'ri'ormances 
In inVestigating the e.tfect of grade level., the data :f."l"om. aU the 
,ubjects in a particular grade rega:rdl.ess of treatment w.Ul be considered to-
gether. There were feMer sig.n1f'1cant ditterences between post and retention 
teet scores at the first g:tt\dl$ levEiL than a.t th$ other grade levels. 1.'htlJte 
were 2 significant di.t'f'erencas at the f'ir5t grade level, wh0l"$&8 there were 5 
or 6 at the otiwr grade levels; in other wordD, there·iI8l."e about three t.imes 
as many significant ohAnges OVer th.e three week period between the peat and re-
tention tests a.t tho sooond, t.h1rd, and fourth grade levels as there had been 
at the tirst grade level. 
U one oons1ders DDt only tb.e sign1ficant t"..val.u., but rather 
all the t-values tor au the test problems except those problems wbich are 
~~llel. to t.he pre-otest, it oan be seen that the first a.r.:i second grade sub-
jects taMed to peri"om better on the re~tion tNt than on tete post"..test. 
For the first grade level, 24 out of 36 t-vaJ.ues were negAt1ve, 1ndioa~ ·that 
~e scores of these subjects had become higher on the retent10n test than the.Y 
~ been on the post-test in 67'% ot the oo~sons. For the second g1"4de s1i>-
~ts. rotent.i.on scores were higher than post-test scores in 57'% of the com-
'\ 
IMU"lsons. 
The third and fourth gnde subjects tetd.ed, on the other hand, to 
~8e ground bet.veen the post a.."ld. retention 't.est. Their scores were 10 ...... on the 
retention test in mora than hAU' of' tJle compar1sons. 
Briefly, the older subjE)Cts seemed to benefit less .froa the 
-
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practice experience ottered by the post-test than did the younger subjects. 
'l'be older subjects sutfered more from the t1me lapse between the post am re--
tention tests. This finding is quite reasonable when one considers in bow 
asnY extrao1l1"r1cular activities, such as Browrd.es, the older subjects were 
deeply interested. The younger subjects bad oonsiderabl.;r fewer sOUNes of 
distraction during the three week interval. between the post and retention 
tests. 
J. Effect of treatment on the stab:ility of the subjects' perf01"lll&nC8S 
The effect of treatment on the number of signU1cant differences, 
and on the direction of all the ditterenoes between post and retention test 
.cores for all the problems except those parallel to the pzoe-test will nov 
be investigated. The date. trom all the subjects unier a particular treatment 
regardless of grade level will be considered together. 
Approxbtata1y one-third of the 18 significant dUterenoes between 
the post-test and the retention test occurred under each of Treatments I, II, 
mi IV. There was onl.y' one significant difference under Treataent m. The 
present exper1menter has no explanation tor this amazing stablli ty ot pertom-
ance on the part of Treatment m subjects. 
It one considers not only the significant t-valuea, but rather 
III the t"..values presented in Tablea 56 to 59, it can be seen that the subjects 
Ulder Treatments II and IV, especially under Treatment IV (the cont.roJ. group,) 
achieved higher mean scorea on the retention test than on the post"..test. In 
71:£ of the comparisons the control group pertol'Jl1ed better on the retention test 
than on the post-test. In S1~ of the oompa;rl.sons, the Treatment II group 
-performed better on the retention test than on the post-test. 
Treatment I and Treatment m subjects. on the o\b.er band. lOR 
ground on h&l:t the retention test problems. These treatment groups ap~ 
did not benefit from the post-test experience as much as dJ.d the Treatment II 
group and the Treatment IV control group, but rathezo suffered !:rom the t1me 
lapse between the post. and retention tests. 
A couple of 1mp1loat1on.-J mq l.urie 1n the data tor the d1fterent 
treatment gl"Oups. 
Treatment II subjects t as prev10usly mentioned, 1m.pl'ev&d on the 
retention test for a greater number of pn'Jblems (57"'> than d1d Treatment I s\i)-
jects (38%). Perbaps because the subjects under Treatment II had been guided 
to search tor the relevant fea.tUl'es of a. probl._ 'lll'lIier their own steam, rath .. 
tban haY1ng been given explioit guidanoe as to the important features of each 
p1'Obl_. the Trea:taent II group was better able to w1:t.bstand the t:1me ].apse be-
tween the post-test and the retention test. Perhs.ps the Treataent II subjects 
had devaloped less depende%1Ce on the ~enter and ool1SoquentJ.y w~e less 
hand10appecl by the retention test's being further removed from the tra1.ning 
sesSions than the post-test had been. However, it is v.1tal to point out that, 
on those retention test prohlems which yiel.ded a s1p:1.t1cant F-value "'11g the 
tour treatments, the Treatment I gzroup stUl perfomed eqUAl. to or sig14f1-wt.,.:-
bettor than the Treatmmt II group, with on1.y one exception where the Trea1:atmt 
n group soored s1gn1.f1cantly higher than Trea:tment I group 
'l'rea1:.ment IV subjects (tbG control group) improved. on the reten-
tion test tor a greater numbGr of problEUS (71~) th&n did Treatment m subjects 
(4)%).. Perhaps because the problems hold mere novaltu tor the control subjects, 
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th'a:f w~e in a hztt .. posi·!:.ion to ben~fit frOll the postrtest experience tluon 
'lltJl'e the Treatment m suhjucts. The 'rre.atuumt m subjects had bucome f~ ... 
iiU' with 't.he pl'Obl.au undGl' a 'b:'e.1rJing tro:l.tmont. that 1Y&S app:lt-en~ q'i.t1.te 
f'rUStl"a:t1ng. 'l'hey had been exposed to the tra1n:1ng problems, but bad race! .... 
eel DO assistance from the experimenter. Perhaps the Treatment m subjects 
assooiated w.t.th these particular P1'OblE11!8 a feeling of 1nadequacy for ach1~ 
a satisfactory soJ.Ut10D, and oonaeQ.uent17 perhaps t.hey did not t1"7 as hard on 
the post and retention tests as the control. subjects did. Apparent.1.y 8Ten 
after the t1me lapse, the Treatment m subjects were less motivated to tr.r 
their hardest than were the control. subjects. 
Br:tefly, the subjects under Treatments I and m seElJleel to bene-
tit less i"l"om the practice experience of'tered by the post-test than did the 
subjects under Tl"eatments n and IV. The T.1'e&tment I and m groups did DOt 
improve on the retention test for as great a. proportion of the problEIIIS as did 
the Treatment II and IV groups. 
,3. Number of problems sign1t1cant.1.,y ditterentiat.1ng aacmg the fov 
treatments 
Final J y, the rtUIIi:ter of post-test problems wh1ch yielded sigD1t1 ... 
oant F-values upon compar1son of the four treatments was compared 111 th the num-
ber of retention test pl'Oblems which y1a1.ded s1g:nU1cant F-values. It should 
be recalled that only 18 out of 240 oomparisons between post-test and retention 
test scores had shown s1gnit1cant t-values. 
Even t.bough the change 1n pertOl"Jl1&l'lOe from the Post to the reten-
tion test was in the vast major:lv of the instances ins1gn:U"1cant, the ohanges 
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~ noneth6l.$SS suffioient. to reduce at the .t.1me ot the retention test the 
J1UB1bel." 01' problems on whioh the treataerrt. groups achieved s1gnifloa.nt.l.y d1t ... 
!.rent scores. At the time of the retention test the number of problems yield-
1,ng a significant F-value was exaotly one less per grade than at the time ot 
the post-test. This tact can be readily ver1f1ed by comparing the number ot 
dgniticant valuee in Tab.1.e 6 with the number in Table 7. 
In s~, it would Be.. that the d1tferent1al eftects on the 
tour treatments were relat1 vely stable over the three week period between the 
post-test and the retent10n test. However, a trend. toward decreasing the dU" .. 
!erenoes &mO. the scores of the va.r:t.ous treatment groups was al~ reooc-
niMble. 
c. Effect ot educational level. on problem solving pertomance 
The prestl:t1t r&eearch I.lppl"Oaehed the question of the stfoot ot eduoa-
t1onal. lovel on problOl11. solT1ng perfOl"J!lSlllCe in MUch the same waY' that it apo-
pl'Oached ·f;.he '1uestiou of the effect or tra1rd.ng trea'baent on probl_ 8Ol'fbg. 
'the pertol"Jl1S.llCeof each $\lbjeot on each problem was evaJ:uted in te1'm8 ot log1-
oa.1. noms a.~p11ed by thlf1 PUU1ng-C,fl.lt ·teohn;tq.ue • 
. F':Ach pl"e-tast. pof!!t-t"ast, and retention test prohl(1U1 which had been 
ada1n1eterad e,t tbree or )J.Ql'"e gl:'itde levels W1.i;!s subDdtted to an a~ ot 
'f'Il'ia.nCIS. For each or t,hesf;l problems whieh yielded 8. significant ''''f'Alue, 
t-rat1os were obtained from comparisons of the perf'o1'm&noe of the subjects at 
each grade level with the perf'onuanoe of t,he subjects at every other grade 1 .... 
ale When pre-test pl'Obles were 1nvolYed, compar180M were based on the 
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perfOl"!lJ.B.noes of all the subjects at each of the different grade levels. How-
,;ver, when post and retention test problems were invoJ.ved, then comparisons 
were based on the perf'Ol"'1DAnOes of subjects at d1tferent grade levels under 
each treatment considered sepa.1"at&1.y. The '-values from the comparisons of 
the pertomances at d1tferent gzoade leTel.s can be toUDi in 'fable 60 through 
Table 64. The t-ratios between particular grade leTels tor problems which 
yielded signUicant '-values are presented in Tables 65 to 78. The t-ratios 
for pre-test probl_ are shown in Tables 65 to 68; tor post-test problems, 
in Ta.bles 69 to 74; for retention test problau, in 'fables 75 to 77. The 
mean scores of the grade levels are presented graph1ca.1.ly for each problem 
wb1ch yielded a signif1cant i-value. These graphic representations can be 
toUl'd in Fig.. 2 to 14 • 
.Each pre-test, post-test, and retention teat problem which had been 
administered at two grade levfiLs only was submitted to a t-test. These t-val ... 
ues are 1noluded in Tables 60 to 64. 
~1hereas no ~theses had been tormu1.ated regarding the d1.tterent:1a1. 
effects of the treataenta, the present e:x:per:lmenter did formulate :Q;ypotheses 
:regarding the effect of educational level on problem solving performance. 
First ot all, it was Jvpotheslzed that comparisons between conseoutive grades, 
that is, between first and second, between secom am. third, and between third 
and fourth grade, would mainly yield 1ns1gnit1cant t-values. In other words, 
.. great deal. of overlap was expected in the performances of subjects in con-
8ecut1 Te grades. Secondly, it was Jvpotbes1aed that comparisons between non-
consecutive grade leYel.s, such as between first and third, would ma1n1y yield 
Significant t-values indica.ting higher scores for the older subjects. 
r 
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Table 60 
F-ratio or t.ratio for each Pre-test problem, obtained from compari-
sons of performances (Pulling.Out Norms) of all Ss at different grade 
levels. There were 20 Ss at each grade level. X-negative t-value 
indicates that the older-of the groups being comparod achieved the 
higher mean score. 
...-.-. ---- .. ~ 
---- .. -... ---~- ~ . 
PROBLEM TYPE PROBLEM I F- or t-ratio 
.- ---------. 
-+- ..... _. __ ... 
I 
f Typo ~ : 1 pr I F= 11.00*** 
I I F = 4.48** 
1 3 pr I Problems 5 pr , F= 1·30 
7 pr i F = 3.76* (2nd, 3rd,4th) I 
9 pr , t = -.64 
! C3rd, 4th) I , 
I I I i I f I I .. ----- ._ .. 
J I I 
Type .£ I , 
i 2 pr F= 5.07** 
Problems I ~3;~, t = .08 4th) 
i ... ---.- .... ~-....... 
! , 
i , 
Type E 1100 pr t = -038 
Problems 
(1st, 2nd) 
i 10:. pr F= 1.79 
1102 pr F= 1.08 
t 103 pr t = 
-.77 
. C3rd, 4th) 
_ .. _-..-. _., ,. 
* P < .05 
** P < .01 
*** P <' .001 
I I 
r~ __________________________ ~ 
~ 
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Table 61 
F-ratio or t-ratio for each Post and Retention test problem similar 
to a Pre-test problem, obtained from comparisons of performances 
(Pulling-Out Norms) of Ss under the same treatment at different grade 
levels. There were 5 Ss under each treatment at each grade level. 
it negative t-value indicates that the older of the groups being com-
pared achieved the higher mean score. 
I 
========::::;:========.=======::======:;======:====~J 
, : POST I' 'TREATNENT I TREATHENT TREATNENT ITREATI'I~\J;'''I 
Problems 
Parallel 
to 
PRE-TEST 
Problems 
-- -
* P <.05 
TEST i I II III I IV 
Type ~ 1 po 
3 po 
5 po 
! 
IF-I - .00 
IF:: .00 
F ::: 2.01 
7 po F = .96 
(2nd,3rd,4th) 
, 
: Type b I 
i - 103 po 
! I: jrd, 4th) 
! I I. 
Rf:':Tii;NTION 
r~'s'r 
Type .£ 
1 r 
I 3 r 
I 
I 5 r I I· 7 r I ·,r~2r.d,3rd,4th) 
Type E I !ll03 r ! Ord, 4th) 
t :: 1.58 
F :: 1.00 
F= .00 
F= 1. 53 
F = 1.00 
I 
, 
I' 
qt ::: -1.07 
II 
'I 
, 
I 
I 
I F :: 1.46 IF = 1.86 
I 
* I 
F ::: L/ .• 38 I F = 1. 49 
F ::: 1.64 IF:: 1.19 
i 
.76 IF:: 1.50 
I , 
, 
, 
F = 2.98 
F = 2.69 
F :: 1.10 
F :: 4.47 
I 
;t= I t =-1.20 
I I 
" 
F = .68 F = 2.10 F = • 50 
I F= 
I IF:: 
I 
IF = 
, 
: t :: 
i 
.93 
.84 
2.00 
.88 
F = .87 F = 1.45 
F :: 1.48 F::: .79 
F ::: 1.31 F = 2.39 
it = =:-r t =-~~~1 
! ! 
* 
. --~-.-
-~-.. .._ .... -.-
r~ ______________________ ~ 
.. 
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Table 62 
F-ratio or t-ratio for each Post-test problem similar to a Train-
ing problem, obtained from comparisons of performances (Pulling-Out 
Norms) of Ss under the same treatment at different grade levels. 
There were 5 Ss under each treatment at each grade level. A neg-
ative t-value indicates that the older of the groups being compared 
achieved the higher mean score. 
Parallel 
to 
TRAINING 
Problems 
POST TEST 
:Type d 
- 17 po 
I 
Type.£ 
Type l2 
119 po 
(2nd,3rd,4th) 
~2 po 
44 po 
(1 st, 2nd) 
8 po 
(2nd,3rd,4th) 
20 po 
(3rd, 4th) 
103 po 
(1st, 2nd) 
05 po 
ITREATMENT I TREATMENT TREATMENT II TR:~ENT 
~I ~II III 1. v 
I 
! 
• 
* F::: 1.69 F::: 3.77 F::: 2.59 
F ::: .80 F::: • 58 Ii'::: 1.02 
* * 
I 
F ::: 1.94 
F = .04 
F = 3· 60 F = 3. 31 F = 
.95 F = 1.24 
**** **** t = -1.85 t::: -5.75 t = -5.67 
F::: .66 F = .23.F = 2.62 
* t = -1.26 t::: -2.54 t = -2.00 
t = -1.14 t ::: .45 
1.72 F= .08 
It = 
I 
• 
1·34 
.44 
t =-1.33 
F::: 1.27 
t ::: -.39 
-, .... ~ 
t ::: 
• 33 
F::: .34 
* F= 5.45 
r= ~: ~11 po .50 F= .62 4t~f -(2nd, 3rd, 
*** I ~13 po 
.69 
It ::: -3·81 t ::: 1.75 tt= (3rd, 4th) I I I i 
t . ! , I , 
-.23 . t ::: 1.15 
I 
i 
*p-(.05 
*** p< .01 
**** P.< .001 
i 
I 
rr------------,137 
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Table 63 
F_ratio or t-ratio for each Retention test problem similar to a Train-
ing problem, obtained from comparisons of performances (Pulling-Out 
Norms) of Ss under the samo treatment at different grado levels. 
There Were 5 Ss under each treatment at each grade level. A nega-
tive t-value indicates that the older of the groups being compared 
achieved the higher mean score. 
I I RETENTION TREATJ.'tIENT j TREATEENT TREATMENT TREATMENT 
i TEST. I II III 
ITypo a 117 r IF ::: 1.42 Parallel 1.98 F = 1.72 IF = 
to I -
TRAINING 19 r F = 1.04 F = 1.69 F= 1.54 
Probloms (2nd,3rd,4th) 
; 
t .. - ----***1 
'Type c 12 r F = .00 F= 6.86 IF = 2.57 I -
14 r ***1 ** , t = 1.32 t=-4.5S t=-2.97 
I (1st, 2nd) I I I 18 r 'F = 3· 51 F ::: .10 IF = .60 (2nd,3rd,4th) I I 
* I I~ ,t = 1.88 t =-2.53 It = -.36 , b (3rd, 4th) , I I 
: -I--
!t -,Type 12 I 103 r It = -.43 t ::: -·37 -.20 , . I -
I l(lst, 2nd) 
I 
IF = 
I 
i 105 r .25 F = .07 IF :: 1.10 
I I I I , I 8** I I 111 r F = 8.2 F::: .83 '11' - . .86 IL -
j 
--t---. 
** p < .02 
*** P <: .01 
**** P <.001 
K2nd,3rd,4th) 
i 113 r 
:C3rd, 4th) 
It ::: 
! 
.11 t = 
I 
-+-
t , 
.11 It :: -1.39 
, 
IV 
; 
F::: .49 
F= 3·21 
•. 
F::: .49 
t = -1.79 
F::: .00 
* t = -2.33 
'"'----
* * t = -2.97 
F::: 
.73 
I IF::: .09 I 
I t ::: 
-.22 
I 
! 
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Table 64 
F_ratio for each New problem on the Post and Retention tests, obtain-
ed from comparisons of perfor.mances (Pulling-Out Norms) of Ss under 
the samo treatment at different grade levels. There were 5 ~ under 
each treatment at each grade level. 
--
, i ITREATMT. i I TREATMT. ! lTREATMT. ITREATMT. POST I , , I ! 
,I TRST I T I III IV I IT 
-
I ~ ! I ~.-NEW Ii 54 po ! ~ = .23 IF = 2.24 IF = .28 F = 1.61 I~ = 2·59 f Problems I I , I * I * ! 56 po I (Overlapping I F= 3.92 IF = 4.10 IF = .19 
Figures) (2nd,3rd,4th) I 58 If = .43 IF = .55 IF = 1.21 IF = 1.54 (2nd,3rd,4th) , Type c I I I !! I , , , I , I , , , I I 
1 ~ I , I i , , 
-_. 
mENTION I TEST 
I IIF = .83 I 
I 
IF = 2.59 
I I 54 r I F= 1. 73 F = 1.66 
I' 
* 56 r jlF = .85 F= 5·37 iF = .38 F = 3.24 2nd,3rd,4th) ! 
IF = .48 58 r 
1 IF = .16 F= .20 IF = 2.63 2nd,3rd,4th) I I , II I I ! I 
, 
I 
" ! ! ,: 
--
* P<.05 
r -~--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
-
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Table 65 
t_ratios obtained i'l'OII1 comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of all the Ss at each level with the performance of all the Ss at every 
other gradelevel for Pre-test problem 1 pro A negative t- value indi-
cates that the older of the two groups being compared achieved the high-
er mean score. 
. .. ~ .. 
I I i 
--- I 
! ; 
PROBLEM 1 GRADE - I i 4 \ pr 2 GRADE - 3 I GRADE - , I I . .- t ---~------ ~- I I 
I , I **** **** **** I I GRADE - 1 -6.46 
-7.88 I -9.93 I I I I , I 
------1 I I-- I ! , 
I 
** I I I GRADE - 2 I 
-3·48 
, 
-1.42 I i I I i I 
--I I I I I , I I I ! , I I I GRADE - 3 i I 2.06 I i : ; 
--
--
- -
** P.(.02, **** P< .001 
100' I 
--
"- --- "_-... ~---- j, 
.80- ; 
Mean 
.60 -
Score 
.40 ' . 
• 20 -
! 
__ • ___ -o> ____________________ •• _.~. __ • __ • 
1St 2nd 3td 4th 
Grado Level 
Fig. 2. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the 5s at the differ-
ont grade levels on Pre-test problem 1 pro The maximum mean score which 
tho ~ at any grade level could achievo was 1.00. 
I 
I 
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Table 66 
t_ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of all the Ss at each level with the performance of all the Ss at ovory 
other grade-rovol for Pre-test problam 3 pro A negative t-value indicates 
that tho older of the two groups being compared achieved the higher mean 
score. 
PROBLEM 3 pr -:.1 GRADE - 2 GRADE - 3 
**** **** 
GRADE - 1 -1.57 -6.33 -5.28 
*** *** 
GRADE - 2 -4.76 
-3·72 
1 
GRADE - 3 1.04 I 
:============================= .. ! 
*** P(.01 9 **** P<.OOl 
1.00-1 
.80 . I 
Moan 
.--------.. _-----
.-----------
.60 
Scoro 
.40 -
.20 -
'------------------, '---------"7"' .. , 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Grado Level 
Fig.). Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss at the differ-
ent grade levels on Pre-test problem 3 pro The maximum m~n score which 
the ~ at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
r 
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Table 67 
t-ratios -obtained from oomparisons of the performanoe (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of all the Ss at each level with the performanoe of all the ~ at every 
othor grado level for Pre-test problem 7 pro A negative t-value indicates 
that the older of the two groups being compared achieved the higher mean 
score. 
PROBLEN 7 pr 
GRADE - 2 
GRADE - 3 
*** P (.01 
Moan 
Score 
1.00 -I 
! 
.80 -f 
I 
• 
.60 -
.40 " 
GRADE -3 I 
I 
I 
*** 
: 
I 
-3.98 I 
+ 
3~d 
Grado Lovol 
j 
GRADE - 4- ! ! 
_.1 
! 
*** i 
-4.25 I 
.. ' r 
-.27 ! ! 
I 
4th 
Fig. 4. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss at the dif. 
ferent grade levels on Pre-test problem 1 pro The maximum-mean soore which 
the ~ at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
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Table 68 
t_ratios obtained from comparisons o£ the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of all tho ~ at oach level with the performance of all tho SS at every 
other grade level for pre-test problem 2 pro A negative t-value indicates 
that the older of the two groups being compared achieved the higher mean 
score. 
I PROBLBJvI 2 pr 1 
GRJI.DE - 1 
GRADE - 2 
GRADE - 3 
*** P (.01 
Moan 
Score 
1.00 -, 
I 
.80 -
.60 -
.40~ 
.20 -
GRADE - 2 I GRADE - 3 GRADE - 4 
*** 
-·31 -2.13 -3·93 
I 
I 
+= 
*** 
-3.62 -1.82 
-1.84 
".----
1st 
. ferent grade levels on Pre-test problem 2 pro The maximum mean score 
which the Ss at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
I 
, 
4th 
~~. Fig. 5· Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss at the dif-,---- --------" 
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Table 69 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of S5 under Treatment II at different grade levels on Post-test problem 
3 p~ A negative t-value indicates that the older of the two groups being 
compared achieved the higher mean score. 
I 
I I 
I 
PROBLEM 3 po I 
-"~' 
Grade - 1 
(Treatment II) 
Grade - 2 
(Treatment II) 
I Grade - 3 
I 
, (Treatment II) 
I 
**** P < .001 
1.00 -
.80 . 
Mean 
Score 
.40 -
.20 . 
. 
Grado - 2 _Grade _ 1 I GX'Adn .~ 
-
Treatment II Treatment II i Treatmont II 
I 
**** **** I **** 
-17.65 
-17.65 -23.53 ! 
I 
- I -
! **** 
.00 I -5.88 I 
! 
! 
I 
I **** I 
-5.88 I 
-------_ .• ~.".,...--~------ ...... -~ ....--
.-----
1st 2ndGrade Level 3rd 4th 
Fig. 6. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the ~ at the d:l,tfer-
ent grade levels on Post-test problem 3 po. The maximum mean score which I l ____ th_e __ ~_s __ a_t __ an_y __ g_r_a_d_e_l_e_v_e_l __ c_ou_l_d __ a_c_hi_·_ev_e _ w_a_s __ 1_.0_0_. ______________________ ~~ 
rr---------------. 
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Table 70 
t-rat.ios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-
Out Norms) of Ss under Treatment Dr at different grade levels 
on Post-test problem 7 po. 11. negative t-vnlue indicates that 
the older of the two groups being compared achieved the high-
er mean score. 
-
_. -~ 
.-
Grado - 3 Grade _ 4 PROBLEM 7 po I --I Troat.Dr(Control) Treat.rv(Control) ........ -. 
--
- -I 
Grade - 2 
(Treat. IV-Control) 
I 
I Grade - 3 I (Treat. IV-Control) 
I 
1---
**** P <.001 
1.00 -
.80 . 
Monn 
.60 . 
Score 
.40-
.20 -
-15.26 
• 2nd 
**** 
3rd 
Grade Level 
**** 
-8.29 
-
**** 6.97 
4th 
Fig. 7. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss 
at the different grade levels on Post-test problem 7 po. The 
i maximum mean score which the Ss at any grade level could t achieve was 1.00. -1---------------.. 
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Table 71 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the .,performance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of Ss under Treatment II at different grade levels on Post-test problem 
17 Po. A negative t-value indicates that the older of the two groups 
being compared achieved the highor mean score. 
============================================.\ 
PROBLEN 17 po 
Grado - 1 
(Treatment II) 
Grade - 2 
(Treatment II) 
Grade - 3 
(Treatment II) 
I 
II 
" ,. 
,I 
Grade - 2 
Treatment II 
"'*** 
-8.23 
Grade - '3 
Treatm~ent n 
* 
-2.71 
**** 
5·52 
Grade - 4 _____ .1 
TrAatment IT 
**** 
-6.12 
I 
I 2.11 
-I ** 
-3.41 
I 
I 
I 
* P <.05; ** p <.02; **** p <.001 
1.00 . 
• 80 -
Mean 
.60 -
Score 
.40 . 
• 20 . 
I 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Grade Lovel 
Fig. 8. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the ~ at the dif-
ferent grade levels on Post-test problem 17 po. The maximum mean score 
which the Ss at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
l~--------------------------------~ 
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Table 72 
t-rat-ios obtained from c~sons of the performance (Pulling-Out Noms) 
of Ss under Trelltments I & II, consid~red separately. at different grade 
lovois on ?9st-test problem 12 po. A negative t-value indicates that the 
older of the two groups being compared achieved the higher mean score. 
_ ..
_0-
I Grado - 2 Grade - 1 Grad A .~ PROBLEM 12 po I Trellt.I , Treat. I Jrr...e.~ ITreatII ITl"Bl'lt .. T 1'T''I''Al1t .. TT 
fo--- -- ~ 
· 
· **** : **** **** **** **** **** Grade - 1 -17.00 ! -11.29 -17.00 -11.29 23·00 -12.80 (Treatments I&II) j 
· 
I **** Grade - 2 .00 .00 40.00 -1.51 (Treatments I&II) ! 
I I 
~ **** . 40.00 -1.51 , Grade - 3 I (Treatments 1&11) ! I • t I I 
-
**** P <.001 
1.00 - . . ... ,,-----
------ - .. "..- - - .... - -- - -.. - - - - ~ 
, -
.80 -
.... 
Mean 
.60- TreO'tment I 
Score 
T:'eatment II 
.40-
.20-
I I 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Grado Level 
Fig. 9. Porformance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss at the dif-
ferent grade levels on Post-test problem 12 po. The maximum moan score 
, which the Ss at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. ~.'------=--'::"""":"'----------"'" 
Table 73 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pu1ling-
Out Nonms) of S5 under Treatments II & III, considered separate-
ly, at different grade levels on Post-test problem 56 po. A 
negative t-value indicates that the older of the two groups being 
compared achieved the higher mean score. 
_ .._----
, 
PROBLEM 56 po Grade - '1 Grade - 4 -
Treat. II 'Treat. II . I . -- .. --- . Treat.II!Treat.!J 
*** Grade - 2 
-1.13 -.53 -5·00 (Treatments II & III) 
Grade - 3 *** (Treatments II & III) I 
-4.37 , 
, 
*** P < .01; **** P<.OOl 
1.00 -
• 80 -
Mean 
• 60 . 
Score 
.40 . 
• 20 • 
Treatment II 
Treatment III 
- - - - -
- - _.*" 
2nd 3rd 
Grade Level 
**** 
-9.31 
**** 
-8.84 
, 
4th 
Fig. 10. Performance (Pulling-Out Nonms) of the Ss 
at the different grade levels on Post-test problem 56 po. 
The maximum mean score which the ~ at any grade level could 
achieve was 1.00. 
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Table 74 
t-ratios obtained from -comparisons of the performance (Pulling-
Out Norms) of Ss under Treatment IV at different grade levels 
on Post-test problem 111 po. A negative t-value indicates that 
the older of the two groups being compared achieved the higher 
mean score. 
PROBLEM 111 po 
Grade - 2 
(Treatment IV-Control) 
Grade - 3 
(Treatment IV-Control) 
**** P <.001 
1.00 
- I 
.80 -
Mean 
.60 " 
Score 
.40 . 
• 20 " 
-, ""I 
Grade - 3 Grade - ~ __ . 
Treat.rv(Contr.) Treat.rv(Contr.l 
**,~* 
-1.66 
-13· 37 
**** 
-11.71 
:::: :;', 
, ....... . 
I 
2nd 3rd 
Grade Level 
4th 
Fig. 11. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the S5 
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at the different grade lovels on Post-test problem 111 po. -Tho 
maximum mean score which the Ss at any grade level could achieve 
was 1.00. --- I 
rr---------1----49 
Table 7S 
t_ratios obtained from comparisons of the perfo~ance (Pulling-Out Norms) 
of Ss under Troatment II at different grade levels on Retention test prob-
1em12 r. A negative t-value indicates that the older of the two groups 
being comparod achieved the higher mean score. 
I i I --..• ~ I I Grade _ 2 Grade - '3 Grade - 4 i I 
PROBLEM 12 r I Treatment II Treatment II ~ Treatment II 
-, 
-
.,'-
**** **** **** Grade - 1 -38.04 -22.35 -~.20 , (Treatment II) I 
**** **** 
I 
Grade - 2 I 15.87 7.84 (Treatment II) 
I 
. 
" 
I **** I Grade - 3 I -7.84 I I I (Treatment II) I I I , • I I 
- I 
_., 
**** P<.OOl 
," 
1.00 '-~-- . ---....-------------
• 80 . 
Mean 
.60 -
Score 
.40 . 
• 20 -
I 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Grade Level 
Fig. 12. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the ~ at the differ-
ont grade levels on Retention test problem 12 r. The maximum mean score 
which the §2 at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
Table 76 
t_ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out 
Norms) of Ss under Treatment II at different grade levels on Reten-
tion test probl~ 56 r. A negative t~value indicates that the older 
of the two groups being compared achieved the higher mean score. 
-
---I Grade - 1 Grade - 4 PROBLEM 56 r i -. , Treatment II Treatment II 
-- .. 
*** **** Grade - 2 
-3·83 -8.51 (Treatment II) 
. 
*** Grade - 3 -4.68 
(Treatment II) I 
I 
.,. -,-~- ~ 
. 
*** P <.01; **** P <.001 
1.00 -
.80 -
Mean 
.60 -
Score 
.40 -
.20 . 
. 
2nd 3rd 4th 
Grade Level 
Fig. 13. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of the Ss at the 
different grade levels on Retention test problem 56 r. The-maximum 
mean score which tile Ss at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
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Tablo 77 
t-ratios obtained from comparisons of the performance (Pulling-Out 
Norms) of ~ under Treatment I at different grade levels on Retention 
test problem 111 r. A negative t-value indicates that tho older of 
the two groups being compared achioved the higher mean score. 
I PROBLEM 111.3 __ - ---
Grade _ 2 
(Treatment I) 
I 
! Grade - 3 I (Treatment I) 
! 
**** P<.OOl 
1.00 . 
• 80 -
Mean 
.60 -
Score 
.40 -
.20 . 
1 .. JlrJldO - 3 
Treatment I 
**** 
-21. 75 **** 
-13·72 
8.03 **** 
----------.. 
2nd 3rd 4th 
Grade Level 
Fig. 14. Performance (Pulling-Out Norms) of tho Ss at the 
different grade levels on Retention test problem 111 r. The maximum 
moan score which the ~ at any grade level could achieve was 1.00. 
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1. Score ditf'erenoes between cons8Cutd.ve grade levels 
The data referring to the first hypothesis that soore ciUferemes 
between oonsecutive grade leVQl.s would be mainl..y' insignifiC4Jlt will now be dis-
cussed. Since the resuJ.. ts from eaoh trea:taent group am trom eaoh test tollow-
ed the same pattern, the date. trom all the treatment groups at each grade level 
and fl'Ol'l1 all the tests wlll be considered together. 
When first and second grade subjects were compared, over halt or 
;I>~, of the t-values were ins1gn1f1oant. On the remaining ~ of the compari-
sons, first grade subjects soored sign1f1oantJ.y lower than second grade. In 
other word8, first grade subjects never scored significantly bette!' than second 
grade subjects. vilen seocm:l and third grade subjects were CQ1Ilpared, 47'f, of the 
t-values were insignif1cant. Second graders scored significantly lower than 
third graders on 40~ of the comparisons, and significant.1.y h1&her than third 
grade on only 13~ of the comparisons. When third and fourth grade subjects 
were compared, 67~ of the t-values were 1nsignU'1cant. 'l'h1rd graders scored 
s1gn1fioantJ.y lower than fourth on 26f, of the oomparisons, and s1gD1ficantly 
higher than fourth on only 71- of the comparisons. 
The fact that only in compar1sons ot first and second grade sub-
jects did the younger group never score s1gn1f1oantJ.y better than the older 
group is in harmolV' with Rayner's (1958) finding that in "peg1 V gamen strategy 
there was a str1ld.ng change between five and seven years of age, but no remark-
&ble ohanges between seven and adulthood. 
Brlefiy, in all CQ1Ilps.r1sons between oonsecutd. va grade levels, the 
greatest proportion of t-values were 1ns1gn1f1oant. It is important to DOte, 
1.53 
}aDW'tWer, that of the s1gn1t1cant t-values in these comparisons there is a IIlUCh 
greater proport.1on showing the younger subjects to bave soored lower, than 
there is show1rc the younger subjects to have scored higher than older subjects. 
2. Score d:1fferenoeB between non-consecutive grade levels 
The data reterr1ng to the seconcl b3P0thesis that comparisons be--
tween nolfbonsecut.1. ve grade levels would lIIiL1nl,y yield significant t-values whioh 
would 1Di1cate higher scores fcr the older group will be presented next. Again 
the data from all the tA-eatment groups at each grade level. and from all the 
testa are considered together. The ftl)dbonsecut.1ve grade level comparisons were 
between f'1.rst and third, first and foUl"th, and second and fourth. 
First grade subjects obtained a mean score lower tha.n that obtain-
ed by the th1rd grade subjects in 88% of the comparisons. Never was the mean 
score of the t'1rst grade s1gn1ticantl.y higher than that of the third grade. 
Consequently, it is DOt surpr1sing to discover that, when the first and. 1'ourth 
grade groups were eompared, the tirst grade had s1grd..t1cantJ.y lower scores 
again in 88~ 01' the oomparisons. It is sU1"pl"1s1Dg, however, that the :t1rst 
graders aotua.l.l.y' SOOl"ed. s1gn1t1oantly higher than the fourth graders on one 
probl.em, 12 po. 
It was that part.1oular pl"Oblem aga1n a.Di its oo~ 12 r 
which were the ocoasions for the two 1ns't.a.Dces in which the second grade also 
scored sigrd.fi.oant1.y higher than the fourth grade. In ~entage teNs, second 
graders had sign1t1cantJ.y lower soores than fourth graders on 67~ of the com-
P&r1sons, and signifioantJ.y higher soores than foUl"th graders in 1» of the 
COlnpar1sons. There was 110 s1gn1f:1oant difference between second and fourth 
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It was problem 12 po again wb1ch provided one of the three ooca-
dons when the tb1rd graders scored higher than the fourth graders out of 42 
OODIPa:r:1.sons. The present exper1m.enter can think ot m reasonable e;xp1.anat1.on 
tor the fourth grade's scoring so low on that partiou1a;ro pl'Oblaa. 
J. SUllllllU"3' ot present t1nd1ngs regarding the efi'eot of educat10ual level. 
on the solv.1.ng of the problaas used 1n the present study 
In comp&J'1sons between COllSecut1ve grades, thezoe were al.~ _n 
t,.-vaJ.ues 1rd1cat1ng iDs1grlif1cant d1tterences between consecutive grade level. 
subjects than there were ~values 1nd1oat;1.ng either sign1f1cantJ.y superior per-
formances b,y the older group or s1gni.t'1cantl7 superior perf'oNanoes by the 
younger group. 
Corapa:risons between uon-oonsecut1.ve grade levels 1Dd1oated 1n the 
vast m..ajori.\V of instanoes that the older subjects per1'omed s1gn1t1oant.'l.1' bet-
ter than the younger ones. For oompa.r1sons between first and t.hiJ:od, f'1ret and 
fourth, and second and fourth grades, the percentages of instances where the 
10unger subjects pertol'med s1gn:1t1oantly better were reapect1ve'b" ~, ~, and 
1~. 
The greater the age d1tter8l1Ce between the groups oompared, the 
greater was the percentage of compa:riSOft8 on which the mean score of the younger 
group was sign1ticant.J.y lower. A v.\. v.t.d aeaple ot this can be seen in COlIlpQ'1-
10M between fourth grade subjects aDd subjects tram each of the other grades 
atud1ed. In 26'/; of the t.b1l-d-fourt.h grade comparisons. the YOUDger pooup ob 
a s1gnU1cantly lover raean soore. (In the _jon \v of instances there was no 
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t1gn1f1oant difference between these two grades.) In 67" of the second-fourth 
grade comparisons, the yOUl'lgezo gl"01lp had a s1gn.i:t1oantJ..y lower mean score. In 
88:' of the first-fourth grade oom.par1sons, the yGUlIger group obtained a s1.g-
ni!icant.'ly lower mean soore. 
If all the companSOZlS bEtWeen grade levels, whether between con-
secutive or non-oonaeoutive grades, are oonaidered together, there were 113 
OOJIlPUisol1s. In only 8 ot these 113 oomparisons, or in only 7", did the young-
er group pe1'1"01"m signit1ca.nt'L7 better, whereas 1n 52 ot the 113 oomparisons, 
or in 45~t the older group pertoraed sigr4f1.eantly better. 
4. Agreement of present findings with results !:rom previous stlXlies 
As oarly as 1897 UJxU.ey COIllRle!lted on the characteristio manner 
in wlUch kinde.rga.rten ohil.dHn solved ttTwenty Queat.1.ons:· problau. He tound. 
onl.y the ta1ntest suggestion ot qst-.at.1c pzooedure 1n the1r quest1o.n-aequen-
OtiS. He concluded that they d1d not reoogni •• the Y&l.ue of general. queat.1.ons 
whioh could eUm1n.ate J1l&l\1 al t.erna:t.1.v8s at a t.1me. 
Some sixty-five y.ars later, Mosher (1)162) also studied the per-
tormanoe ot ch:1ldren on problema ot 't.he tf1'ven1;f' Quest10nslt vari.et.y. Mosher's 
subjects ranged in age f1'01Il 6 to 11 years. H1s findings agree with L1ndl.'s; 
namely, yoqer oh1ldren looked tor kno14edge by asldng ve:ry specU10 quut.1.ons 
that could. proY1de the ~ in :t1ldshed torm, whe1"e8.S older obUdren were _zoe 
likely to ask oonst.nint-locati.ng questions. Older ohUdren were able to use 
the inf'oaat.1on thEW gained trom these gen.e:ral questions because thArr &OCUII1ula:t-
ad their inf'ol:"mation in a st.rueture govemed by consecutive infer .... 
The results from the present st'uttr are in tull apeER8l'lt with 
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thOse of Lindley (1897) and Mosher (1962.) The ev1dence proYided 1>7 the pre-
sent research regarding the inf'luenoe of eduoational1eveJ. 1s puticularl,y 
volushle bectll.tse p1"Ob.tem solving performances were scored in tel'lU of logical. 
noms.. This means simpl..y that when the younger subjeots obta1ned s1gn1f1cant-
ly 1()tffll' mean scores t..han t..lJ.e older subjects in the present stu.d3" it. could b. 
j.medJ.ately inferred that they di.d so because they departed that. much more 
from an ideal. approach to these prob1eras. They mq or may not. haTe anived 
at the 001"l"9Ct answer as trequen~-that is not of concern heir'e. It. was the 
effect. of educational level on the probl_ solving process that. vaa umer in-
vestigat.1on in the present research. As liutten1.ocher (1964) also toUDl, 1n 
a stud\Y employ:1ng 6 to 12 yea:r-ol.ds, the first. grade subjects performed sig-
nificantly 2IIOre poorly than the older ohlldren because in terms of the prob-
lem sol v1ng process they were less capable of making 1n:f'erel1Ces from the in-
formation alree.d7 available at &l\Y given point. than were the older subjects. 
Even though Bimold1, Fogl1atto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, am 
Zacharia (1962) eapl.oyed high school and college f'resbmen as subjects, their 
results offer further insight into the results of the present research w1th 
young school ehUdren. The college subjects did consistentJy better than the 
high school subjects. They tended on the whole to ask fewer questions than 
high school subjects. These authors expl.a:lned the consistent super1or1ty of 
the older group in the following marmer. The greater knowledge au:l experience 
of the older group enabled them to disorim1nate better between what was rele-
vant and. what was not. Moreover, the older Sllbjects paid more attention to 
understa.nd:1llg the problem and to pla.md.ng their approach, and consequen~, 
they more frequently sol Ted a problem with the minimum number of questions. 
,... 
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In the present study also the older subjects paid more attention 
to understanding the problem and to planrdng their approach than did the young-
er subjects. Th1s vas endeneed by the taot that as the experimenter worked 
111 th each suooeed1ng grade lnel, she to'W'Jd the subjects took longer and long-
er with every problElll. The first grade subjects in oomparison with the fourth 
grade subjects, for exAIIlple, 11 teral.ly raced through the problems. 
In the final analYSis, howeyer, the present experimenter would 
bave to draw the saae conclusion that Heidbreder (1928) did. Although the old-
er the group the more directed a.td regular was the problem solving process, 
nonetheless, there was a great deal ot o'ftrlap 1n the question-sequences of 
the various grade levels. In part:1cular the older children somet.1mes fell in-
to reactions characteristic of the younger subjects. 
D. Relationship between "group norm" scores and "logical. no.rm" scores 
Each pre-test problem adm1n1stered at each grade level. was scored ac-
cording to group norms. Group norms were establ1.shed separately tor each grade 
level on the basis of the p8rfo:rmances of the subjects employed at that part1c-
ular grade level. 
The correlations between the ItgroUp nom" scores and the "logical. norm" 
Bccres on every pre-test problem were computed tor each grade level separately. 
These correlat.ions are shown in Table 18. 
1. £fleet o£ educational. level on the corrti.ation between gl"OUP DONS and 
logical noru 
The higher the positive correlation between group no1"fJl8 and lOgical. 
-IlGntJ.S, the 1401'6 the average pel't<>rmance of that group must haYe reaeaabled an 
ideal pertol"Dl&nOe. 
For those pre-test problems which at a given grade level yield-
ed positive correlations, the correlation coefficents were averaged. by con-
verting each l' to II, tald.ng a weighted. average of the z' s, aDd then transtoJ'Dtoo 
ing this average z back to an r. These average correlations between group 
norms aDd logical norms were for first, second, third, and fourth grade, • S3, 
.6}, .62, .62 respectival1. The average correlation for the first grade is 
significant at the • OS level of confidence. The average correlations for 
grades secon:! through tourth are signit1cant at the .01 level of confidence. 
At this level of confidence, there is only one possibility in a hUD:lred that 
a correlation resulted from. chance factors, rather than fl"Om a real agreement 
between the group' 81 average approach to a problem and the ideal approach to 
that same problem. 
Even though the average positive correlation tor the fourth grade 
is not Significantly greater than the average posi t1 va COl'Tel.ation for the 
first grade, nonetheless it can be seen that there is a trend toward an in-
crease in agreement between group norms and logioal norms as tbe educational 
level rises. 
It can be interred, consequentl.,y, that in oertain instanoes the 
average performances of the older fourth grade subjects did tend to more close-
ly appro:x1:mate ideal question-sequences than did the average perfomanoes of 
the younger first grade subjects. These results are in harmony with those pre-
sented earlier in this chapter where the effect of educational level on problem 
solving perfol"lll&noe was disoussed in more detail. 
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2. Effect of problem type on the correlation between group nonu and 
log1oal nol'US 
Problems ot type £ aJ¥i of type 51 yielded positive oorrelations 
between "group nom" and "logioal. nom" scores, with less than one exception 
per grade leru. 
Problems of type 11, however, yielded negative correlations exalu-
sively. A subject who had prooeeded logical.ly' on a type ~ problem was penal.-
1zed when that problem was scored according to "group norms". Tbese negative 
correlations on Vpe II problems are understandable in light ot the differences 
1.nVol ved in scoring these problems according to logioal norms and according to 
group no:rms. 
(.d th logical. norms a. subject lowered her soore on type II probleu 
by asking more than the necessa.r.y number of questions. She received no cl"ed1 t 
for al\Y questions OWl" and above the ideal number. Her tinaJ. soore was deter-
mined by dividing the oredit she had obtained trom this ideal nUllber ot ques .... 
tions by the total number ot questions she had asked. Consequently II the more 
unneoessa.r.y questions a. subject had asked the lower became her score acoording 
to logioal norms. 
4th group norms, however, a subject received. at least some amount 
of ored1 t for every question she asked, because the group no1'll8 bad been es-
tablished on the very group of whioh she was a member. In other wrds, with 
logioal nol'mS the prodigal asldng of questions was penalized, but. not so with 
group norms. Since most subjects asked .lIl&1\Y logioally unnecessary quest.i.ons 
tor each VPe 12. problem, these quest.i.ons aco\1ll1ulated "group norm" value points 
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when the observed. question--sequences were tallied to establish the group norms. 
eonsf!quently, with group noms, not ask1ng unnecessary questiow; was penalized 
because the majority had aSked them. 
In the CAse of 1.;ype .I and Vpe 51 problems also, a subject earned 
some "group norm-' cred.1 t tor fY'ter'T quest.1.on she asked regardless of whether it 
was rElLevant and neoessar.y. 1£ a question was frequently a.sked in a given 
order by a. particular gl"Ollp, it received a h1gh value regardless of whether it 
ll&S logiC4llly necessary in that pa:rticu1U' order. However, the number of logi-
oally unnecessary questions asked tor types £ and g. problems was by no means 
a.s great a..'-J the number ot unneoessary ,!uestions asked for type 2 probleas. 
Table 78 
Cone1aUons between Group 101'118 aDd Pul.llng-Out Nol'U for Pre-
teet problems at each grade level.. 
~ 
'l7Pe si 
Ipr 
Jpr 
Spr 
7pr 
(2nd, Jrd.4th) 
9 pr (3rd.4th) 
Type .sa 
2 pr 
4pr 
()rd.,4th) 
Type a 101 pr 
102 pr 
103 pr 
t~:rd,4th) 
* p .OS 
** P .01 
--
GRADE - 1 
.29 
-.46· 
.6,3 •• 
-
-
.6)--
---
---" 
-.35 
-.38 
-
". -
GRADE - 2 I GRADE - J GRADE - 4 
-.10 .20 -.01 
.31 .ij6. .35 
.93·· .8S·· .86·· 
.48· .)8 .)4 
_ .. 
.89·· .81·· 
.Jt6. 
.65·· .48· 
_~-- I .49 • .,58 •• 
r--
•. °1 -.64*. -40 I ~: •• -.~.* -.64·* -.6 ** -.79** 
-" 
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Chapter 5 
S'tlIIIYl'Y and Concl us10ns 
'lhe pr1ma.r;y aim of this s~ vas to detezm:l.ne whioh of three amounts 
01' guidance during t.re.:1m.ng was the most e1"teeti va in developing in ohUdren 
£rom f1rst tlu"Ough fourth grade the power for organizing acts ot intomat.1on 
Pl'Ooessing into more integrated and long-range problem solvlng efforts on the 
particular variety ot problflllB which this research anployed. Acts of infor-
mation prooessing ret .. in this st* to the aoqu1r1ng ot inf'orut.1on by ask-
ing questions and to the a~ of that intormat.1on either to the ident1t1-
catJ.on 01" a preselected box, card, or area in a geometrical design. or to the 
ob~ of a ooncept on the basis of' which some areas in a design receive 
one star &1'ld other areas two stars. An integrated, long-range problem soJ..'Y1Dg 
eff'ort refers to a question-sequence in wh1ch only relevant, neoess&1"3' ques-
tions are asked, all.owing the solution to be achieTed as directJ.7 as the 
logioal structure of' the problem w.U.l permit. The observed sequence of' each 
subject on eTery' pl'Oblem was evaluated in terms 01" logical nol'llS applied by 
the pul.l1ng-out technique. 
the seconcLa.r.r a.1ms of' the present research were to determ1ne the sta-
bU1 tw" ot the d1tterent1al. effects of the various tra1n1ng treatments over a 
three-week: period from the tJ.me the pos ....... training test was adld mstered until 
the retention test was adm:S rdstered; to dete.rm1ne the ettect of educat10nal 
level on p!'Ob1.em solving perfo1"JD&nCe; and finally to tind the co:rral.ation be-
tween group norms and logical. DOl'IIlS tor each pre-test problem at each grade 
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The 81ghty subjects employed were girls from t1rst through fourth 
grade who were rated as average aeb1evers. At each grade level tour groups 
were matched on the basis of pre-test scores am. ohrorr>logical aga. At the 
second. tb.1rd, 11M fourth grade levels, I.Q. scores were also oonsidered 1n 
the mato~ process. 
The t:rain.'\.ng period consisted of seven sessions during which twenty.. 
eight problems were presentee. to each sllbjeot under Treatments I. II, m. 
Treatment IV was the eont..""'Ol group who spent their sessions engaged in 4Oti ..... 
it1es u:n.related to the test problems. AU subjects were seen ind1vidueJ.ly 
both tor testing a..1ld for tN.1n1ng sessions. Sllbject.c; under Trea'baent I re-
ceived explicit, directive guidance in :reoognizing those featttl'es or eMh 
training problm which were important tor its so.lutton, especial.l.y the less 
obvious features. Subjects under Tree.tme,nt II did not reee1Te this explio1t 
guida..l1.Oa as to the important teatures of each problan, but rather ware act.1vly 
enoouraged to ssnreh out these tee.t'lll'eS tor thaue1.ves. The experimenter 
frequentq had these S'Ilbjects pause to look at the problea. oare:tull.y agnn 
!'.nd to oons1dsl' what their questtons had. accomplished so tar. For subjects 
under Treatment m the ~er1menter merely presented the tra1n1.ng problema 
one at a t.1.me to the subject to deal nth as adequtel.y as she could without 
arry interference whatsoeYer from the exper1menter. 
The post-test was administered the clq a.tter the t:ra:1a1Dg bad been 
completed. at each grade level. 1"45 l'€.ttc.mt1on test, which was a pal"8l.lel. tom 
of the post-test, was a.dm1n1stered three weeks atter the post-test. 
Anal.yees of variance were used. to test tor significance the d1£terences 
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among the treatments, and among the grade levels. t-tests were employ'ed to 
determine whether ohanges in soores from :DOat-test to retention test were s1g-
nU'icant. Product-moment correlations were used to determine the ralat.1onsbip 
bettt6$ll group norms aM logical nor.ms. 
After a thorough analys1s of the data, the following conclusions were 
dra.wn: 
1. Treatment I, which o1"fered exp1.1cit guidance regarding the 1mportant 
features of each tra1n1ng problem, was the most effective means of deve1.op1ng 
in subjects from first through fourth grade the power tor organ1z1ng acts of 
information processing into better directed efforts on the part.1oular ld.nd of 
problem used in this st1ld1'. Treatment I was the most effective means ot help-
ing the subjects to real1ze that one thing 1mpl.ies other t.h1ngs, which 1n turn 
helped them to realize wIQ' certain questions were redun1a.nt and unnecessary. 
Treatment n ranked second in effectivenoss. Treatment m was 
no more effect.1ve in helping the subjects to ask questions in .. sequence lead .. 
ing to a solution a.s directly as possible, than the control t.1:'eatment under 
which subjects had spent the tra1n1ng period engaged in activities l.\l1related 
to the test problems. 
2. The difierential effects of the four treatments were relatively stable 
over the three week period between the post-test and the retention 
test. However, a trend toward the lossening of the m.ean score d1tfer-
enoes among the tour treatment groups was a.l.rea.d3' recognizable. 
3. Since educa.tional. level :made a sign1.f1oant difference in S2~ ot all 
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the comparisons between grade levels (7'% signif'1cantls'" favoring the younger 
group. 45% s1gn1ficant.J.y favo:r:1.ng the older group), it was concluded that even 
among the fil'st. tour grades in school edl»ationaJ. level. does have a signU"i-
cant effect on problem sol'Ving pert01"W4nCes. The graater the d.1f'terence in 
educat1tmaJ. level. between the groups oompared., the greater the pe:rcentage of 
problEDS on which the younger subjects scored signU'1cantJ.y lower 1iha.ft the 
older subjects. 
4. FoJ' \vpe :Q problems vh10h yielded negative co1"l"EiLat.ions ~us1valy, 
it was concl.uded that on eaoh grade J.eva1. group flONB ptmal1sed a 
logical. performance. 
It, however, th$ type Sl ani S problems which yielded posj.t1 vo 
col."'l:'Cl.ations between group noms Uld logical. 1lO1'mS Q'e oonsidered tOl" each 
grade level. it can he concluded that tb.ere is a trend touud an 1Dcrease in 
agreement 'between "g1"Oup no"..·1 scores and "log:1caJ. narmn scores with a rise in 
e 'ooat.i.onal level. In other words, as the educat.i.oMl J.evel. ot the subjects 
went up from first grade to fourth grade, t.he:LJ> average performance approx1mat-
cd an ideal per£o:nu.nce a 11 tUG DlOre cl08~. 
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In Appendix I are shown copies ot all the problems which appeared 
on the Pre-training tests. The problems are arranged according to type. 'l)pe 
s! problems are shown first; they are tollowed by problems of type £, and fi-
nally by type 1l problems. 
Instructions tor type £ and type sA problems: 
"Find the box (card, or space) I am thinking or. You can ask me any 
questions you wish, except questions like 'Is it this one?' or 'Is it that 
one l' Those questions are too easy. As soon as you think you know tor sure 
which box I'm thinking of, please point to it. Ask as many questions as you 
reel are necessary, but no more than are necessary." 
Instructions for type ~ problems: 
"You must tim the secret why some spaces get two stars and other 
spaces get one star. The number in the space bas nothing to do with the se-
cret. The.x. has nothing to do with the secret either. The X is there to show 
you which spaces you have to fill in by yourself. 
"Point to any space that does not have an X in it and I'll tell you 
how many stars to put in that space. Keep pointing to difterent spaces and 
f':Uling them in with the number ot stars I tell you, until you think you know 
the secret why some spaces get two stars and others one. As soon as you think 
you do know the secret you should stop asking about the other spaces and till 
in those spaces that have an X with the number ot stars you think they should 
get. Then tell me what the secret is. 1t 
Appendix I 
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In the case of problems whioh required slightJ.y different instruc-
tions~. the e.xa.ot wording ot the instructions can be found on the page preced-
ing these problems. 
Appendix I 
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.. • ~mu'I • 0 
floblem .1li1£: a type g problem with 9 boxes, appearing on the pre-test at 
each grade leve1.. Theprese\ecteci box bas a squ1rrelpicture on a blue back-
gl'Ound. 
booNs 1 m:: a tqpe g problem with 8 boxes, appearing on the pre-test at 
each grade level. The preselected box is the lqoge one with a blue mitten. 
Appendix I 
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PNbl- oS IE: a type g P"bl- with 12 spu", appeu1ng on the pre-teat at 
each grade le'ft1.. The preaelected area baa in it, .. gold atara • 
.. • ~mcn. 0 
frobl. Z 1£: a type g probl_ with 16 oude. a~ 011 the pre-teat at 
the .8Oom, tb1zod, ani fourth grade le'ft1.a only. The preaelected cud 1. 
the large p.1nk one with a clown, but. without a star • 
. AppeBi1x I 
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Pmblr- 2 m: a type s! p%'Oblem with 24 spaces, appearing on the pre-test at 
the third and fo-urth grade l.oms only. Thepreseloeted ·area baa in 1 t, two 
plain bl"OWD squa.res. 
Appendix I 
Problem ,g E: a type .Q. problem, appearing in the pre-test at 
each grade level. The preselected area is the three-sided 
space on the bottom at the left. 
Appendix I 
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Problem ~ m:: a type £ problem, appearing in the pre-test at 
the third and fourth grade levels only. The preselected area 
is the four-sided space that has as its borders, a blue line, 
a double line, a dashed line, and a curved line. 
Appendix I 
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Instruct10ns tor Problem 100 
"Iou must find the secret 'Why' some spaces get an owl-pioture and others 
get a duck-pioture. 
"Po1nt to &l\V space you wish and I'U tell you whioh pioture to put 1n 
that space. Keep point.1.~ to difterent spaces and plao1ng in them the pic-
ture I tell. you, untU you th1nk you know the seoret W'l\V some spaoes get an 
owl and others a duck. As soon as you think you know the secret, you should 
stop as~ about d1tterent spaces. I will point to a tEM spaoes then ani 
you oan tell me which pictures those spaces should get. After we do that I'U 
ask you to tell. me what the secret is. tt 
Appendix I 
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Problem 100 m:: a type .Q problem, appearing in the pre-test at 
the first and second grade levels. Red spaces get a duck picture, 
and blue get an owl picture. 
Appendix I 
Problem 1Q1~: a type Q problem, appearing on the pre-test at 
each grade level. The spaces on the periphery get two stars, and 
the spaces in the diamond get one star. 
Appendix I 
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Problem 102 m:: a type 12 problem, appearing on the pre-test at 
each grade level. Spaces with a red border · get two stars , and 
spaces without any red border get one star. 
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Problem .l.Q3. ~ (&!): a type 12 problem, which appeared on the 
pre-test at the third and fourth grade levels, but which was 
presented during the training period at the first and second 
grade levels. Spaces with a dotted border get two stars, and 
spaces without any dotted side get one star. 
AppelXiix I 
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In Append.ix II (U"e show'11 c<::;pies of ill the pi'l)h1.ems whi~h .a.ppeax'ed 
011 the l"":.re-tra!ning tests. 'the probl-.s .are al".l"anged a.coo:t>d1ng to t;;,'p!:t" ly-pe 
9. problems are shown fint; they are foll~ by p:rob1._s of: type .£~ and fi-
nallY by type :Q p:roblilid. 
Instructions for type 9. and type 5! problems: 
"rJ.lld the box (card, or space) I _ thinld.ng Of6:r,,~ oan ask ae a:t'I3 
questions you wish, em.pt questions like 'Is it this one?' or 'Is it. that 
olle?' ThDse questions are too easy. As soon as you think you know tor sure 
which box I'm. tbinld.ng of, please point to it. Ask as many questions as you 
feel are necessary, but no lOON than are necessat"y. It 
Instructions tor type ~ problems: 
"Iou must find the secret why some spaoes get two stars and otbMr 
spaces get one star. The number in the spaoe has no thing to do with the se-
cret.. The X has nothing to do with the secret ei.ther. The X is there to show 
you whioh spaces you have to fill in. by yourself. 
"Point to a:r:t:I space that does not have a.n X in it and I'll tell )'OU 
bow 1!1B.'l1y' stars to put in that space.. Keep pointing to different spaces and 
filling them in with the number of stars I tell. you, until. you think you know 
the secret wby same spaces get two stars and others one. As soon as you think 
you do know the secret you should stop asking about the other spactM and till 
in those spaces that have an X with the number of stars you think th-.v should 
get.. Then tell me wha.t the secret is .. " 
Appendix II 
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In the case of pJ'Oblau wb10h requ1J'ed &l.1ght.1.y different. 1nstruc-
tiOna, the exact 1IOrd1ng of the 1utructiona can be totmd on the page preoed-
1ng these pl'Obleru. 
J 
Emblw 2~: a 1:iYPe 51 probl._ s1m1lu to pre-test probl_ 9 pre It vas pre-
sented dur1ng the tr~ period at each grade level. The preselected area 
bas 1n 1 t, one red star w1 th & dot. 
Eroblem.11 je: a type So probl_. presented during the tr~ period at each 
grade level. The preselected box 1s the large green one. 
Apperr:l1x II 
.... 'tIfYttn • 0 
frohl.s 1S 11 a. type g probl., preaented dUl'1ng the tra1n1J1g period at 
ea.ch gnde level. The presel_ted area }wi in it, a dog am. a ohiak. 
5 
..... "tI~ • 0 
ll'oblS 12,1i: So type 51 probl_ with J6 cards. presented du.r1.ng the tra1n1zlg 
period at each grade lon1.. The preselected card bas on :\ t, a purple c1rcle 
with a dot am a plain yellow tna.ngle. 
Append1x II 
Problem Q.!: a type .9. problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the small 
square. 
Appendix n 
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fmbl • .§~: a typG A pl'ebl ... , pNs_W during the tra1n1J2g per10d c.t oaoh 
grade level. The preeeleotecl a:N& 1. ~ upper NOtaDc1e. 
fntbl. 12 is a 1V'pe .I pl'Obl._, PI'd-ted dUl'ing the trd.rd.Dg per10d at each 
grade lenl. the preselected area is the nght balt ot the lower o1Nle. 
Appeai1x II 
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.Pl'9blEQ la~: a t.ype .2 probl.Em. Ploasantod d\U~ing the tr:4nillg pw.'1od at each 
b'rade level. The pl-oeolected area i s tb.a bottorl! balt of the medium sized 
triangle. 
AppeJ¥J1x n 
Problem 14 1: a type .£ problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the three-
sided figure on the top at the right. 
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Problem !§.~: a type £ problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the four-
sided space with all straight line borders on the right b.al.f 
of the figure. 
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Problem 18~: a type £. problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the three-
sided space located left of the red line and above the dashed 
line. 
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ProbleI]! 20!:: a type .Q. problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the space 
that has as its borders, two straight red lines, one dashed 
curved line, and one solid curved line. 
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Problem ~~: a type .£. problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the four-
sided. space that has as its borders, two straight black lines, 
one curved black line, and one straight dashed blue line. 
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Problem ~~: a type g problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level.. The presel.ected area is the three-
sided space with two straight and one ourved border located in 
the bottom ha.l.f of the figure away from the periphery. 
Appendix n 
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Problem 26.!:: a type £. problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. The preselected area is the four-
sided space that has as its borders, a thick straight line, a 
dashed line, and two curved black lines. 
Appendix II 
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Problem 104~: a type g problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with a curved border get 
two stars, and spaces with all straight borders get one . star. 
Appendix n 
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Problem 105~: a type Q problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with only three borders get 
two stars, and spaces with four borders get one star. 
Appendix n 
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Problem 106.:!!: a type 12 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces on the periphery get two 
stars, and inside spaces get one star. 
Appendix II 
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Problem 107.1: a type 12 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with one or more red borders 
get two stars, ani spaces with no red border get one star. 
Appendix II 
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Problem 108 j!: a type .2 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with a dotted border get 
two stars, and spaces without any dotted border get one star. 
Appendix n 
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Instructions for Problems 109 am 110 
"You must :rind the secret why some spaces get three stars, some 'b.1j 
stars, and other spaces one star. The number in the spaoe bas nothing to 
do with the secret. The X has nothing to do with the secret e1 ther. The 
X is there to show you which spaces :lUll have to f'Ul in by yourself. 
".Point to lU\V space that does not have an X in it and I'll tell you 
.hoW ma.t\Y stars to put in that space. Keep point.1ng to different spaces and 
filling tham in with the number of stars I tell you, nnW you think you 
know the secret wh\v ~ome spaces get three stars, some two, and athOl'S GliS 
sta.."'!". A~ avOil u,g you think you know th.e seora'''. you should stop asking 
about the other spaoes and .till in those spaces that have an X with the 
number of stars you think they should get. Then tell me what the secret 
is." 
23 
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Problem 109 J!: a type 12 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade leVel. Spaces with a dashed blue border 
get three stars, spaces with a dashed black border get two stars, 
and spaces with a double line border get one star. 
Appen:lix n 
Problem 110!:: a type 12 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level.. Spaces with a dashed blue border 
get three stars, spaces with a dashed black border get two 
stars, and spaces with no dashed border get one star. 
Appendix n 
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Problem 111!:: a type Q problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces that have both blue and 
dashed red borders get two stars, and spaces that do not have 
both these kinds of borders but only one or the other get one 
star. 
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Problem 112!: a type Q problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with a curved red border 
get two stars, and all other spaces get one star. 
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Problem 113!: a type 12 problem presented during the training 
period at each grade level. Spaces with a curved dashed border 
get two stars, and all other spaces get one star. 
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In Appendix m are shown copies of all the probleas whioh appeu-ed 
on the PJoe...tra.tn1ng tests. The pJ'Oblems are arranged aooo1'd1ng to type. 'l)'pe 
sa problems are shown first; tbe.f are followed by pJ'Oblau of t,pe .to and t1-
naJ.l.y' by 1\vPe A probl.eas. 
"P1nd the box (ca:rd, or space) I aa ttd.Dk:I.Dg ot. Iou oan ask me &IV' 
queeUons you wish, exoept quesUcms 11ke tIs 1t t.h1s onelt or tIs 1t that 
one ,t Those questions are too eas.r. As 800ft as )"Ou tb1n1c 70u 1mov tor sure 
whioh box I'm th1II1d.nc oft please po1nt to 1t. Ask as IW\'V quest10u as lOU 
feel. are necessU'J'. but no more than are neoes8&l7." 
"Iou must t1nd the seorftt. w~ some 6pt.06S pt. t\i1.> S~E,: and other 
spaces get one star. The IlUIIIber 1n the apaoe baa DOthiDg to do 14th the se-
oret. The X bas nothing to do with \he s .... t either. The X 18 there to show 
you wh10h spaces )"Ou ban to 1111 in b7 yourself'. 
"Point to &l\Y' spaoe that does DOt han an X 111 1t and I'n tell you 
how II8J\Y stars to put in that space. leep point1Da to d1t:te:rent spaces and 
f1ll1ng the in with the number of stars I tell you, unt.U ;you th1Dk you know 
the secJ'8't ~ some spa.ces gGl'r, two stars 8lld othtu"S one. As soon as 70u th1nlc: 
you do Jmn the searet you should stop as1d.ng about the other spaces and :t1ll 
in those spaces that haft an X with the n\1IIIber of stars you th1ak ther should 
get. Th8'1 teU m.e what the seoJ'et 1s." 
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- 1 Pl". It appear-
ThepNseleot.ed box baa & square 
... • ~,.." • 0 
Probl,- J 1&: a 11YPe s! probl._ ,hd1ar to ~ .. te8t probl_ J pr. It appear-
ed on the post-test at each grade level. The pZ088e1.ected box 18 a small one 
with a PLain dog. 
J 
IIJWQ. ... 
~ 
Prob1.SI1l Z m: a type 9 FObl- s1Jdlar to pzoe-test problem 7 pr. It appeared 
Cin the post-test at the second, tJ:d.1'd, and fourth grade levels onl3., The pre-
selected oard is the small yellow one with a tish p1cture 1ns1de a doub1.e-l.1ne 
border. Appendix m 
· 4 
Eto.b1s 12m: a type g :p1"Ob.t.,. sbdlar to t..N.in1ng problem 19 t. It appear-
ed on the post-test at the second, third, am :rourth grade levels o~. The 
,,:)llocsselected card has on it, a pla.1n blue cr.1l'ele and a blue triangle with a dot 
Append:1::: UI 
~. 
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It appear-
'!'he preselected area 1s 
~ _. _·0 
Probl,.EI!l J6 m: a t;ype J. problem s1m1lar to tra.1n1ng t. It appear-
ed on the post-test at each grade level. The preselected area 1s the bottom 
half' of the small rectangle. 
AppeM1x m 
Problem 14 122: a type .£ problem similar to training problem 
14 t. It appeared in the post-test at the first and second 
grade levels only. The preselected area is the four-sided 
space next to the blue line and on the periphery in the lower 
right portion of the figure. 
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Problem 18 .llQ: a type £ problem similar to training problem 18 t. 
It appeared in the post-test at the second, third, and fourth 
grade levels only. The preselected area is the three-sided space 
that has a dashed line border and a double line as its left border. 
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Probl em 20~: a type .£ problem similar to training probl em 
20 t. It appeared in the post-test at the third and f ourt h 
grade l evels only. The presel ected area is the four- sided 
space that has as its borders , one curved solid red line, one 
straight solid r ed line, one curved dashed black line, and 
one straight dashed black line. 
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Problem .5Q RQ: one of the "newt' problems, which are a varia-
tion on the type .2. problems used in the pre-test and training 
period, inasmuch as these "new" problems consist of overlapping 
figures, rather than of a solitary figure with spaces marked 
9 
off within its own boundaries. This problem appeared on the post.-
test for the first grade only. The preselected area is the por-
tion of triangle overlapping the box. 
Appendix III 
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Problem jg,R2: one of the "new" problems, which are variations on the 
type 9. problems used in the pre-test and training period, inasmuch as 
these "new" problems consist of overlapping figures, rather than of a 
solitary figure with spaces marked off within its own boundaries. This 
problem appeared on the post-test for the first grade only. The pre-
selected area is the portion of the upper box that overlaps with the ci~: 
cle. Appendix m 
11 
Problem .!l±!!2: one of the "new" problems, which are variations on the 
type £ problems used in the pre-test and tra.ining period, inasmuch as 
these "new" problems consist of overlapping figures, rather than of a 
solitary figure with spaces marked off within its own boundaries. 
This problem appeared on the post-test at each grade level. The pre-
selected area. is top portion of the center small circle. 
Appendix III 
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Problem .5£.l22: one of the "new" problems, which are variations 
on the type .£ problems used in the pre-test and training period, 
inasmuch as these "new" problems consist of overlapping figures, 
rather than of a solitary figure with spaces marked off within 
its own boundaries. This problem appeared in the post-test at 
second, third, and fourth grade levels only. The preselected 
area is D. 
Appendix III 
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Problem j§ 122: a "new" problem appearing in the post-test at the 
second, third, and fourth grade levels only. The preselected area 
is N. 
Appendix ill 
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Problem 102~: a type h problem similar to pre- test problem 
102 pro It appeared in the post- test at the first grade l evel 
only. Spaces with a blue border get one star, and spaces with-
out any blue border get two star s . 
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Problem 103 !?2.: a type :e problem which is similar to pre-test 
problem 103 pr for the third and fourth grade subjects, and 
sim1lar to training problem 103 t for the first and second 
grade subjects. It appeared in the post-test at each grade 
level. Spaces with a dashed border get one star, and all others 
get two stars. 
Appendix m 
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Problem 105,R2: a type :2 problem similar to training prob-
lem 105 t. It appeared in the post-test at each grade level. 
Three-sided spaces get one star, and four-sided spaces get 
two stars. 
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Problem 111 l2Q: a type 12 problem similar to training problem 
111 t. It appeared in the post-test only at the second, 
third, and fourth grade levels. Spaces which have both red 
and dashed blue borders get two stars, and the other spaces 
get one star. 
Appendix In 
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Problem ill,22: a type Q problem similar to training problem 
113 t. It appeared in the post-test only at the third and 
fourth grade levels. Spaces with a curved dashed border get 
one star, and all other spaces get two stars. 
Appendix lIT 
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In Append1x IV are shown copies of all the problems which appeared 
on the Pre-trabdng tests. The problems are arranged aooord1ng to type. Type 
g problems are shown f'1rst; they' are followed by problems of type .9., and £1-
nally by type h problems. 
"Find the box (card, or space) I am tb1Dld.ng of. Iou can ask me B.I\Y 
questions you wish, except questions 11ke 'Is 1t tb1s onel' or 'Is 1t that 
one'" Tbose questions are too easy. As soon as you th1nk you know tor sure 
which box I'm th1nld.ng ot, please point to it. Ask as 1D8.tV' questions as you 
feel are necessaJ.7, but DO lDOJ"e than are necessary." 
Instructions tor type 4fi problems: 
"You must f1nd the secret wh1' some spaces get two stars and other 
spaces get one star. The l'JU.I.Iber 1n the space has nothing to do with the se-
cret. The X has nothing to do with the secret either. The X is there to sl»v 
you wb1ch spaces you have to f1ll in by YOUl"Se1.t. 
"Point to a!\V space that does not baTe an X in 1t and I'll tell you 
bow m~ stars to put 1n that space. Keep po1.nting to different spaces and 
tlll1ng thea in with the number ot stars I tell you, until you think you know 
the secret wlv" some spaces get two stars and others one. As soon as you th1nk 
you do lmow the secret you should stop asking about the other spaces and t1ll 
in those spaces that have an X with the number ot stars you t.b1nk they should 
get. Then tell me what the secret 18." 
A.ppendix IV 
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.f.t2Q&.m .l %= a. t,pe g probl.eDl s1ld1a.~ to post-test problEm :; po. It appear-
ed on the retention test at eaeh gre.d~ leYe1. The preselected box i.& a lQ'ge 
blue box wi tb a horse. 
:3 
.... .,,~ • 0 
Probl.. j %1 a VPe g probl8ll1 sbd.lu to po8t>-teat pl'Obl. S po. It appear-
ed on the reten\1on teat at eaoh ,gr.te lnel.. 1'he pN8elected area baa in 
it., two orange staN. 
rr 
... 'V1"tUt 0 
Pmbl.a 1 z: 11 i1Ype g pJ'Obl- a1udlU' to poat-test pNbl_ ? po. It Appeal"-
ed on the ret.nt1on teat at the aeoond. 'UI1Jd. and fourth crad.. levela onq. 
The pHaeleot.ed caN 1. & aaAl.l red one with eo ohiok and • lltar. 
AppeDi1x IV 
4 
Problem .l2 E: a We g problem silD1lar to post-test }U"OblElll 19 po. It apoesLr-l 
ed on the retention test at the seoond, tb1rd, &Di fourth grade levels. The 
preselected c&1"'d bas on it, a purple star and a yellow square with a dot • 
. Apperdix IV 
5 
Probl • .12~: a type 2 problem sim1l.ar to pGst,-teat problem 12 po. It a,J)1)8e.r-t 
eel on the retention test at each grade level. The pr8sa1.ectecl area is the top 
halt or the mediUll1s1zed c1rcle. 
AppeJ¥l1x IV 
· 6 
Problem ~!:: a type .Q. problem similar to post-test problem 
14 po. It appeared in the retention test at the first and 
second grade levels only. The preselected area is the four-
sided space next to the wiggly line and on the periphery in 
the upper left portion of the figure. 
Appendix IV 
Problem 18~: a type £ problem similar to post-test problem 
18 po. It appeared in the retention test at the second, 
third, and fourth grade levels only. The preselected area 
is the three-sided space that has as its borders a red line, 
a dashed line and a curved line. 
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Problem 20~: a type Q problem similar to post-test problem 
20 po. It appeared in the retention test at the third and 
fourth grade levels only. The preselected area is the four-
sided space with two straight dashed blue lines, one dashed 
black, and one solid black line as its borders. 
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9 
Problem .2Q.~: a "new" problem similar to post-test problem 
50 po. It appeared on the retention test for the first grade 
only. The preseleoted area is the portion of the box over-
lapping the oirole. 
Appendix IV 
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Problem .2£,£: a tfnewtf problem similar to post-test problem 
52 po. It appeared on the retention test for the first grade 
only. The preselected area is the space where the boxes over-
lap. 
Appendix IV 
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Problem .5!± 1:: a "new" problem similar to post-test problem 54 po. It appeared on the retention test at each grade level. 
The preselected area is the space where the thin box overlaps 
the wider box. 
Appendix IV 
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Problem .s§. 1:: a "new" problem similar to post-test problem 56 po. It appeared on the retention test a.t the second, third, 
and fourth grade levels only. The preselected area is C. 
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Problem j.§!:: a "new" problem similar to post-test problem 
58 po. It appeared on the retention test at the second, third, 
and fourth grade levels only. The preselected area is G. 
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Problem 102 1:: a type 12 problem similar to post- test problem 
102 po. It appeared in the retention test at the first grade 
level only. Spaces with a roo.: border get two stars, and all 
other spaces get one star. 
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Problem 103.t: a type 12 problem similar to post-test problem 
103 po. It appeared in the retention test at each grade level. 
Spaces with a dashed border get two stars, and all other spaces 
get one star. 
Appendix IV 
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Problem 102 1:: a type Q problem similar to post-test problem 
105 po. It appeared in the retention test at each gra.de level. 
Three-sided spaces get two stars, and four-sided spaces get 
one star. 
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Problem 111 r: a type £ problem similar to post-test problem 
l11po. It appeared in the retention test only at the second, 
third, and fourth grade levels. Spaces which have both red 
and dashed black borders get one star, and all other spaces 
get two stars. 
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Problem ill!:: a type h probl em s:ilnilar to post- test problem 
113 po. It appeared in the retention test at the third and 
f ourth grade levels only. Spaces with at least one curved 
dashed border get two stars, and all other spaces get one star. 
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